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ABSTRACT
This PhD project is motivated by the demand for the deeper understanding of the effects of humidity
and contamination on corrosion related issues and overall reliability of electronic devices. The
information available today is limited and incoherent, thus the directions for the research subtopics
were to a significant extent guided by the climatic reliability issues the electronic companies are
currently facing. The research in this thesis is focused on the synergistic effects of process related
contamination, humidity, potential bias, and PCBA design related aspects, while various tests
methods suitable for electrical measurements are attempted and compared with standardized test
methods. The focus is also placed on the methods for corrosion prediction on a PCBA layout with
the aim of profiling corrosion prone regions or simulating the possible humidity effects on a circuit
design assuming parasitic circuit due to water layer formation on the PCBA surface.
The chapters 2-5 review the factors influencing the climatic reliability of electronics namely
humidity interaction with materials and ionic contamination on the PCBA surface, common types
and sources of ionic contamination in electronics, the test methods and techniques, and failure
mechanisms related to climate and contamination. Chapter 6 summarizes the materials and
experimental methods employed in this thesis. The results of various investigations are presented as
individual research papers as published or in the draft form intended for publication in international
journals. Prior to the appended papers, chapter 7 provides a short summary of appended papers with
important results and discussion.
The results are summarized in 8 papers, presented in chapters 8-15. Papers 1-3 investigate the
interaction between ionic contaminants i.e. NaCl, flux residues, WOAs and humidity, and their
effects on leakage current, corrosion and electrochemical migration. Paper 4 compares the two types
of ionic contamination i.e. NaCl and flux residue in terms of their impact on leakage currents and
probability for electrochemical migration, while Paper 5 is focused on the electrochemical migration
of tin under pulsed voltage. Paper 6 contains a corrosion study of Au-Al wire bonds and Au-Al
intermetallics in iodine environments. Paper 7 presents a novel method developed for profiling of tin
corrosion on the PCBA surface. Paper 8 focuses on analysing the feasibility of corrosion prediction
by circuit simulation using the combined empirical information from above works assuming parasitic
circuit formation. Finally, chapter 16 provides an overall discussion, conclusions, and suggestions
for future work.
Overall, the investigations clearly showed the importance of deliquescence RH of ionic
contaminants for the degradation of surface insulation resistance and electrochemical migration.
This is related to the increase of water layer thickness as a medium for ion transport. Under thin
water layers, the concentration of ionic contaminant, bias voltage, and local pH formation are the
factors influencing the formation of tin dendrites. Investigation of electrochemical migration under
pulsed voltage has shown that the reduction of duty cycle prolongs the time to failure. Under these
test conditions, the precipitation of tin hydroxides is more favourable, and fewer metal ions get to
reduce at the cathode. Corrosion study of Au-Al wire bonds in iodine environments has shown that
the Al metallization and Al-rich intermetallic phases are most susceptible to corrosion. The failure
mechanism involves oxidation of Al via formation of Al iodides and consequent formation of Al
oxides and/or hydroxides. The method developed for tin corrosion profiling using tin ion indicator
gel provides a clear indication of tin corrosion and tin ions movements on the PCBA surface, giving
valuable information for corrosion prediction or failure analysis.
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RESUME
Dette ph.d.-projekt er motiveret af behovet for en dybere forståelse for effekten af fugt og kontaminering
på korrosion og den overordnede pålidelighed af elektronik. Forskningen har i betydelig grad været drevet
af de klimatiske pålideligheds spørgsmål, elektroniske virksomheder i øjeblikket står over for. I dag er
tilgængelig viden på området begrænset. Arbejdet i denne afhandling fokuserer på synergieffekter mellem
procesrelateret forurening, fugtighed, elektrisk spænding og printdesign ved hjælp af både nye samt
standardiserede testmetoder. Fokus er også på udvikling af metoder til forudsigelse af korrosion i
elektronik med det formål at påvise, hvor de korrosionsfølsomme områder findessamt at simulere de
mulige effekter af høj luftfugtighed under brug af elektriske krebsløb, eksempelvis hvordan der kan dannes
lækstrømme på grund af en dannet vandfilm på overfladen af et printkort.
Kapitlerne 2-5 giver et overblik over hvilke faktorer, der påvirker den klimatiske pålidelighed af
elektronik såsom vekselvirkningen mellem fugtighed på printkortet og kontaminering af overfladen,
almindelige typer og kilder til kontaminering, testmetoder og teknikker samt fejlmekanismer relateret til
fugt og kontaminering. Kapitel 6 opsummerer anvendte eksperimentelle metoder. Resultater af
undersøgelserne i denne afhandling præsenteres som individuelle artikler, publiceret eller i udkast til
offentliggørelse i internationale tidsskrifter. Kapitel 7 indeholder en kort oversigt over vedhæftede artikler
med vigtige resultater og diskussion.
Resultaterne er sammenfattet i 8 artikler præsenteret i kapitel 8-15. Artiklerne 1-3 undersøger
samspillet mellem kontaminering med natriumklorid, flusrester, svage organiske syrer og fugtighed, og
disses indvirkning på lækstrøm, korrosion og elektrokemisk migration. Artikel 4 sammenligner de to
typer af forurening; natriumklorid og flusrester i form af deres indvirkning på lækstrømme og risikoen for
elektrokemisk migration, mens artikel 5 er fokuseret på elektrokemisk migration af tin under pulserende
spænding. Artikel 6 indeholder en undersøgelse af korrosion af Au-Al sammenføjninger og Au-Al
intermetalliske forbindelser udsat for iod-holdigt miljø. Artikel 7 præsenterer en nyskabende
fremgangsmåde udviklet til at påvise tin korrosion på overfladen af et printkort. Artikel 8 fokuserer på at
analysere mulighederne for forudsigelse af korrosion i et elektrisk kredsløb ved at kombinere den
indsamlede empiriske information under antagelse af lækstrømsdannelse. Kapitel 16 giver en samlet
diskussion, konklusion og forslag til fremtidigt arbejde.
Samlet set påviste undersøgelserne betydningen af fugt og opløselighed af kontaminering ved
bestemmelse af lækstrømme og elektrokemisk migration. Dette hænger sammen med vandfilmens
lagtykkelse. For tynde vandlag er koncentrationen af ioner, elektrisk spænding og lokal pH væsentlige
faktorer, der påvirker dannelsen af tin dendritter. Undersøgelse af elektrokemisk migration under
pulserende spænding har vist, at en reducering af tidsintervallerne med påtrykt spænding forlænger den
samlede tid, før der opstår migration. Ved kortere tid med påtrykt spænding er udfældning af tin
hydroxider mere favorabel og færre metalioner reduceres ved katoden. Undersøgelse af Au-Al
sammenføjninger eksponeret for jodholdigt miljø på gasform har vist, at aluminium-metallisering og
intermetalliske faser rige på aluminium er mest modtagelige for korrosion. Nedbrydningsmekanismen
involverer oxidation af aluminium ved dannelse af aluminium-jodid forbindelser og derpå følgende
dannelse af aluminium oxider og/eller hydroxider. En metode er udviklet til profilering af tin korrosion
ved hjælp af en tin-ion-indikator gel, der giver en klar indikation af tin korrosion, og dermed er et
værdifuldt værktøj til forudsigelse af korrosion eller fejlanalyse af elektronik.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

1

Today electronic devices and components worldwide experience climatic reliability issues
resulting in premature fault and intermittent or permanent failures. Humidity related functionality
issues and corrosion compromise durability and reliability of the devices resulting in large
economic losses due to exact finding and replacement of failed parts as well as loss of credibility
for the electronics producer. Often a faulty signal or erroneous function by an electronic device is
linked to the water layer formation on the surface of the printed circuit board assembly (PCBA)
due to humidity exposure and the related electrochemical process initiated by water layer acting
as a conduction medium. The problem is compounded today due to a number of factors specific
to electronic devices such as miniaturisation, high level of integration, and multi-material usage
on the PCBA. Above factors together with the applied potential bias when the device is working
and contamination introduced during the manufacturing process synergistically with humidity
can result in a number of failure modes. Today electronic devices and control systems are part of
almost all installations meaning that climatic exposure conditions of electronics vary from clean
room to severe offshore conditions. Corrosion failure modes under humidity exposure conditions
include: (i) leak current failures due to surface insulation reduction, (ii) electrochemical migration,
(iii) galvanic corrosion due to micro-galvanic cell formation, (iv) creep corrosion, and corrosion
caused by gaseous environment together with humidity. Among them, the leak current and
electrochemical migration failures are more important due to the risk of intermittent electrical
functionality issues causing premature device breakdown.
It is difficult to find a single solution for improving the climatic reliability of PCBA. A number
of measures can be suggested from the PCBA design point of view to cleanliness of the
manufacturing process [1], barrier protection by conformal coating [2], and device/enclosure
design [3], [4]. In this respect, for an early prediction of humidity effects, it is important to
understand the sensitivity of a particular circuit design to external climate conditions. The
knowledge on circuit sensitivity provide means for the manufacturer to take remedial action at an
early stage based on the design or optimising the protection needed for particular climate
conditions. Such predictability analysis requires: (i) possibility of proof-testing PCBA design for
any climatic interaction, (ii) predictability of surface insulation problems and possible corrosion
mechanisms as a function of climate conditions, and (iii) tools based on empirical modelling to
predict the lifetime expectancy of the device using accelerated testing and acceleration factors.
A comprehensive understanding of the synergetic effect of influencing factors such as
material, contamination, temperature/humidity, and a bias voltage is needed for developing
prediction capabilities based on the electrical properties of the water layer forming on the PCBA
surface. Understanding and predictability of the electrical properties of the possible water layer
formation would enable electronic industries to pinpoint corrosion hot spots on PCBAs as well
as improve failure analysis by easily locating the corrosion prone areas based on climatic aspects
and the data on the material, corrosion, thermal, and electrochemical factors.
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1.2

CHALLENGES IN PREDICTING CLIMATIC RELIABILITY OF
ELECTRONICS

Corrosion related failure mechanisms accelerate with increase of RH and temperature, however,
the prediction of climate conditions for outdoor electronics is challenging due to the following
reasons: i) changes in the temperature and humidity with the diurnal and seasonal cycles, and ii)
dependency on the enclosure design, and local humidity and temperature effects on the PCBA
surface. The temperature profile inside the device is important in relation to the dew point
temperature, and it is dependent on the circuitry and operational conditions of the device. Figure
1.1 shows an example of temperature profile on a PCBA surface during power on and off
conditions. For example, the varying temperature of the PCBA in a tight enclosure would cause
variations in the local RH on the surface; thereby, dew formation for a short time interval as
device starts is more likely (Figure 1.2).
High humidity is a threat for the reliability of electronic devices; therefore, the designs of the
device as well as the climate control strategies are based on minimising the risk of local
condensation occurrence and minimizing the time of exposure to high humidity conditions. On
the other hand, if the ambient RH is too low, it can cause electrostatic charge build-up between
the components of the printed circuit boards. However, this problem becomes relevant at RH
below 30 %, and has less relevance to the scope of this current work.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 1.1: Temperature profile of PCBA: a.-b. side A and side B during ON condition, c. side B during OFF condition

The probability of failure in the electronic device increases with RH and it is significantly high
when the conditions for water condensation are reached. The thickness of water layer is first
dependent on the ambient RH, and condensation on a clean surface occurs at RH close to 100%.
However, the amount of water adsorbed to the surface can be altered by the surface morphology
i.e. microvoids or holes, and/or by the hygroscopic contaminants on the surface. A certain level
of ionic contamination is always present on the PCBA and, dependent on the type and amount
of contamination, it poses a threat to the functionality and overall reliability of electronics, in
relation to the humidity conditions.
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1 mm

1 mm

Figure 1.2: Water condensation on a device PCBA created by temperature difference between the surface and ambient

The hygroscopic contaminants on the PCBA surface are characterised by the deliquescence RH
(also referred to as critical RH), which indicates the RH for the transition from solid to a solution.
The transition is typically identified from the sorption isotherms. The thickness of water layer for
the saturation of the contamination in the water layer forming on the surface is determined by the
solubility of a contaminant in water. The dissolved ionic contamination dissociates in water,
thereby increasing the ionic conductivity, which influences the rate of corrosion. An additional
factor for consideration is the local pH of the solution close to the electrodes (oppositely biased
conductors on the PCBA surface connected by the water layer) due to dissociation (electrolysis)
of water producing hydrogen ions (acidification) at the positive electrode and hydroxyl ions
(alkalisation) at the negative electrode. The rate of electrolysis of water is a function of the voltage;
however, as the ionic contamination present on the PCBA surface dissolves into the water layer,
it will also contribute to the pH conditions throughout the water film. As the stability of metals
such as tin on the PCBA surface and tin ions in solution depends on the pH conditions, it is an
important factor in relation to the failure mechanisms such as electrochemical migration.
The voltage conditions e.g. DC, AC or pulse, in combination with the architecture of the
PCBA for example pitch sizes, metals and alloys, material properties like dielectric permittivity
and water permeability will alter the response of the entire system to the effect of contamination
and humidity thereby influencing the climatic reliability of electronics. An overview of the factors
influencing the surface insulation resistance (SIR) related failures including electrochemical
migration (ECM) and corrosion is summarised in Figure 1.3.

Contamination Climate conditions
Manufacturing

Surrounding
User environment

Transport and storage

Locally on the PCBA surface

SIR and corrosion failures
Voltage/distance
between conductors on a PCBA

AC/DC/Pulsed
Corrosion resistance
Duty cycle

Bias conditions

Electrochemical compatibility
Water effects on insulation/dielectric

Materials

Figure 1.3: Important influencing factors related to corrosion, electrochemical migration and SIR failures on a PCBA
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As the improvement of climatic reliability of electronics requires an accounting of the synergetic
effects of several factors, it is important to understand the effect of various factors individually
and in combinations on the onset of humidity related issues. Using such understanding, the
electrical properties of the water layer can be reasonably predicted if PCBA and climatic
parameters are known. This will allow one to develop design guidelines and logical methods
similar to the circuit analysis carried out for electrical aspects. Therefore, it is important to
improve the understanding of the effect of various factors such as contamination, humidity, and
bias voltage on the electrical functionality of the PCBAs due to the reduction in SIR and corrosion
related failure modes such as electrochemical migration. This also includes the analysis and
prediction of the electrical functionality issues caused by the climatic exposure using the empirical
relationships deduced from the experimental data.

1.3

AIM OF THE CURRENT PROJECT

This PhD project aims to develop reliability prediction capabilities using empirical relationships
combining the climatic and corrosion data related to various climatic conditions and device
parameters. The parameters for investigation include hygroscopic nature of PCBA contaminants,
the influence of humidity, temperature, and bias characteristics on leak current and corrosion on
the PCBA surface. As an overall aim of the project is to gain the knowledge on how to improve
the robustness of electronics in harsh climate conditions, the important aspect here is the
identification of corrosion prone areas and components under humidity exposure conditions. The
extent of corrosion on a PCBA is a direct measure of SIR and related leakage current issues.
However, in practice, due to low extent of corrosion and masking effects of tin hydroxides and
flux residues, the identification of the sites for high leakage currents is not an easy task. Finding
a method for identifying such critical areas on the PCBA is also a part of this project.
Main investigations in the current project include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Corrosiveness of active (ionic) components in the flux and its influence on SIR in relation
to humidity conditions.
Comparison between various types of contamination such as NaCl and flux residue on
humidity adsorption, absorption, and corrosion.
Effect of hygroscopic contaminant and temperature variation on the water layer formation
and leakage currents.
Effect of bias voltage condition such as DC and pulse voltage on electrochemical
migration of tin.
Corrosion profiling of PCBA surface using tin indicator gel concept as means to trace tin
corrosion products and its trails as the paths for possible leak currents.
Analysis and simulation of humidity related effects on PCBA designs using empirical data
from testing.
Investigations related to iodine corrosion of bond pad materials in integrated circuits.
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OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

The table below shows a bird view diagram of the thesis with a brief overview of various
investigations presented as appended papers published or as manuscripts suitable for publication
in scientific journals.
1 Introduction

2-5 Literature review

6 Materials & Methods

7 Summary of papers

Humid conditions
9

10

NaCl

WOAs
Paper I

Conditions:
i) Increasing T and RH
ii) Cooling of PCBA
Test samples:
i) Surface mount capacitors
ii) SIR pattern (HASL)
Parameters:
i) SIR, DC leakage (0-10 V)

Paper III

Conditions:
i) RH (60-~99 %), T (25 °C)

Conditions:
i) RH (60-~99 %), T (25 °C)

Test samples:
i) SIR pattern (HASL)
ii) SIR pattern (Au)

Test samples:
i) SIR pattern (HASL)
ii) SIR pattern (Au)

Parameters:
i) SIR vs sweep potential
ii) AC impedance

Parameters:
i) SIR vs sweep potential
ii) AC impedance
iii) Degree of tin corrosion

Gaseous

Condensation conditions
11
NaCl vs. flux residues

12
DC vs. pulse voltage

13 Corrosion of Au-Al

Paper V

Paper IV

Conditions:
i) Water droplet
ii) DC 2-25 V

Conditions:
i) Water droplet
ii) 10 V; T= (20;2000) ms

Test samples:
i) Surface mount capacitors

Test samples:
i) Surface mount capacitors

Parameters:
i) Probability for ECM
ii) Dendrite current
iii) pH and conductivity

Parameters:
i) Probability for ECM
ii) Dendrite current/charge
iii) Dissolution of tin/local
pH

14

No-clean flux

Paper II

New method for tin corrosion
profiling

Paper VII

Presented a new method for tin corrosion profiling
on a PCBA surface using tin ion indicator in a gel

15

wire bonds

Paper VI

Conditions:
i) 1 mgL-1 of iodine (15-95
%RH at 85 °C)
ii) 500 ppm KI electrolyte
Test samples:
i) Sputter deposited Au, Al
ii) Intermetallic nuggets
iii) Au-Al wire bonds
Parameters:
i) Corrosion of Au-Al in
relation to IMP formation
ii) Degradation of wire bond
shear strength
iii) Corrosion mechanism

Analysis and prediction of SIR
related failures

Paper VIII

Effect of humidity and contamination on the SIR is
discussed and typical circuits are analysed in
relation to the effect on the performance of single
components i.e. resistors, capacitors, and as part of
the differential amplifier circuit

16 Overall discussion
00 and conclusions

External research at Robert Bosch GmbH
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HUMIDITY

7

Humidity interaction with the surface of the PCBA is one of the key factors determining the water
layer formation and subsequent effect on leak current and corrosion. There are a number of
aspects related to humidity interaction with the printed circuits boards, and the most relevant are
reviewed in this chapter.
Deliquescence
Condensed
water

Water-solid
interactions

Surface
interaction

Capillary
condensation
Adsorption

Absorption
Internalized
water
Crystal hydrate
Figure 2.1: Types of water-solid interactions [5]

The solid-water interactions can be categorised in surface interactions, condensed water
interactions, and water internalised into the solid (Figure 2.1). Further, 5 types of water-solid
interaction can be distinguished [5]: i) adsorption, ii) deliquescence, iii) capillary condensation,
iv) absorption, and v) formation of crystal hydrate. All these interactions are relevant for electronic
assembly due to the material, architecture, and surface contamination. On the surface of the
PCBA, most important aspects are the adsorption, deliquescence, and capillary condensation.
Ingress of water via absorption alters the bulk material properties of PCB laminate or component
and in that way causes internal degradation of the device e.g. due to conductive anodic filament
formation (section 3.3).

2.1.1 WATER ABSORPTION BY THE PCBA
Firstly, the moisture ingress into PCB laminate can cause hygroscopic swelling [6] and induce
delamination within multilayer PCB [7]–[9]. The moisture ingress prior to soldering e.g. during
storage can cause delamination at the later stage of manufacturing e.g. reflow soldering of the
surface mount components (SMCs) [10]–[12]. Secondly, if an electronic device is exposed to high
humidity during service life, water absorption can affect the thermal properties of PCB materials
[13], and the dielectric property of the laminate resulting in an increase of interfacial leakage [14],
and an increase of the capacitance within the multi-layered PCBA [15]. The capacitance change
of PCB laminates and the moisture content in the laminates follows a linear relationship [16] and
therefore reported to be useful for evaluating the moisture content [17]. Relatively high adsorption
to the surface and permeation through the FR-4 laminate is dependent on the morphology of the
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laminate as shown in Figure 2.2. The FR-4 laminate typically shows a porous structure with the
possibility of high water uptake due to capillary effects. During the assembly process, the circuitry
is protected from interacting with the solder by applying a solder mask, thereby covering most of
the laminate surface. Although solder mask acts as an insulator of known dielectric property
between components and traces and protects holes and traces from collecting contaminants [18];
it does not protect the laminate against the moisture ingress, and typically has higher diffusion
coefficient compared to FR-4 laminates.

Figure 2.2: Surface morphology of a FR-4 laminate

The changes of electrical properties due to moisture ingress into PCB laminate can compromise
functional parameters of the electronic device. Therefore, both short term and long term effect of
humidity and temperature conditions have to be thoroughly evaluated in order to design robust
electronics.

2.1.2 WATER ADSORPTION BY THE HYGROSCOPIC CONTAMINANTS ON THE
PCBA
Water adsorption by the water soluble ionic residues and contaminants on the surface of the
PCBA influences the surface insulation resistance (SIR). The number of adsorbed molecular
layers of water increases with the RH, and when the ambient RH reaches a certain threshold
value, hygroscopic substance deliquescence and forms a solution [19]. Deliquescence can be
defined as a phase transformation of the solid to a saturated solution, which is triggered at a welldefined relative humidity that depends upon the properties of the solid and the temperature [20]–
[22]. At the deliquescence RH, the aqueous solution is the thermodynamically favoured phase,
while below this RH, the crystalline solid surrounded by gaseous water is present.
The schematic of the deliquescence process of particles of ionic residues on a typical surface
and its effect on SIR is shown in Figure 2.3. When the ambient RH is below the deliquescence
RH, water interacts with the hygroscopic particle through the mechanism of adsorption. For
example, NaCl below deliquescence RH adsorbs 2-3 monolayers of water and bulk dissolution is
not seen [23]. As the bulk dissolution of ionic residues does not occur at the RH below
deliquescence, the SIR on the PCBA remains high.
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Upon increasing the relative humidity, more water vapour is adsorbed at the surface, and
when the RH exceeds critical RH of the solid, a thin film of a saturated solution of the solid
develops on the particle. The colligative effect and high solubility of the solid causes a substantial
reduction in the water vapour pressure of the saturated aqueous solution compared to the vapour
pressure of pure water. Due to this effect water condense at a lower relative humidity value when
ionic residues are present on the surface [24]. The chemical potential of pure liquid water in
equilibrium with water vapour can be expressed [5]:
𝜇 = 𝜇0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑝0

(1)

where 𝜇0 is the standard chemical potential, 𝑅 is the gas constant, 𝑇 is the temperature in degree
Kelvin, and 𝑝0 is the vapour pressure. At a constant temperature, the saturated aqueous solution
of ionic residues has a vapour pressure 𝑝𝑠 , which is less than 𝑝0 , and a chemical potential 𝜇𝑠 , the
difference in chemical potential between water in the solution and pure water can be expressed
as:
𝑝

𝜇𝑠 − 𝜇 = 𝑅𝑇 ln (𝑝𝑠 )

(2)

0

Water in the film of a saturated solution will have a lower thermodynamic activity relative to pure
water and therefore act as a driving force for condensation of water when the vapour pressure
exceeds 𝑝𝑠 , or equivalently when the RH of the surroundings exceeds the critical. Water vapour
condensing into the film raises the vapour pressure of the film similar to the surrounding water
vapour pressure. However, continued dissolution of the ionic residues will result in keeping
vapour pressure level to critical RH until all of the contaminant dissolves. Equilibration with the
atmosphere is reached when complete dissolution and some degree of solution dilution have
reached [25]. Increased dissolution of the ionic contaminants will contribute more to the faradaic
current due to electrochemical corrosion process between two electrodes causing a reduction in
SIR values. A significant reduction of the SIR will be observed when the complete dissolution of
the contaminant takes place.
HIGH SIR
Water vapour adsorption
at RH<RHdeliq.
Ionic
residue

LOW SIR
Saturated solution
RH>RHdeliq.

Ionic
residue

Residue on the PCBA

Increase of RH

Ionic
Solid
residue

Saturated
solution
→dilution
Increase of time

Figure 2.3: Schematic of deliquescence process in relation to the effect on SIR (adapted from [5][25])

From the climactic reliability point of view, the level of RH when deliquescence of ionic
contaminant occurs is an important parameter, as it determines the limits for the RH when
electronics will experience a significant reduction in SIR values. Table 2.1 provides a summary of
the deliquescence RH for most commonly found contaminants on the PCBA. A clear correlation
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between the deliquescence RH and solubility of the ionic contaminants can be seen. The
contaminants with higher solubility in water show lower deliquescence RH. The deliquescence
RH also varies with temperature as the solubility is a function of temperature. For most organic
compounds, solubility typically increases with an increase in temperature which will lead to a
decrease in deliquescence RH. The thermodynamics of temperature effects on deliquescence in
detail can be found elsewhere [21], [22], [26].
Table 2.1: Deliquescence relative humidity of common contaminants on the PCBAs

Common contaminant
Deliquescence RH (%)
Activators in the flux systems
Adipic
99.6a; ≥99c
Succinic
98a; >94b; 98.8b*; ≥98c
Glutaric
84a; 83.5-85b; 88.0-88.5b*; 89-99c; 85±5d
DL-malic
86a; 78e;
Oxalic
97.3b*
Maleic
83±5g
Malonic
65.2b*
Citric
79e
Suberic
No deliquescence <90%RHh
Palmitic
Abietic
Hygroscopic salts
NaCl
76a; 75-76f

Solubility in water (g/kg H2O) [29]

NaF

97a

43.3425°C

NaBr

84a ; 45i, 58i

94525°C

KCl

84a; 83.3i, 91i

35525°C

MgCl2

44a

56025°C

CaCl2

29a; 32.3i

81225°C

Other
Polyethylene glycol 400
(PEG 400)**

0a

1515°C
83.525°C
140025°C
144026°C
95.220°C
78925°C
73620°C
144020°C
2.4325°C
0.00720°C

35925°C

a

– calculated [30]; b – single particle levitation using an electrodynamic balance at 25 °C [31]; b* – saturated solution at 25 °C [31]; c –
predicted by UNIFAC [32]; d – by using tandem differential mobility analyser system (TDMA) [33]; e – [34]; f – [35]; g – single particle
levitation using an electrodynamic balance [36], and h – [37]; i – from the references provided by S. T. Martin [19]; **critical RH of PEG is
strongly dependent on the molecular weight [38]

The deliquescence RH of a mixture of two or more contaminants will, in general, be lower
than of any of the individual components [5], [27], [28]. This is due to the fact that the addition
of a second highly water soluble component will dilute the amount of water in the system with a
corresponding decrease in the relative vapour pressure, as predicted by Raoult’s law.
A prediction on the extent of deliquescence lowering can be done using Ross equation, which
states that the deliquescence point of a mixture is dependent on the individual critical RH values.
Therefore, the effect can be approximated by the product of the water activities of a saturated
solution of each component:
0)
0
0
𝑎𝑤 = (𝑎𝑤
1 + (𝑎𝑤 )2 + (𝑎𝑤 )3 . . .

(3)
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𝑜
where 𝑎𝑤
is water activity of the saturated solution, for solution 1, 2, 3 etc. The Ross equation
𝑜
can be rewritten in terms of critical RH, using the assumption that 𝑎𝑤
is approximately equal to
𝑅𝐻𝑐 /100 by ignoring kinetic effects [5]:
𝑅𝐻𝑐_𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏
100

=

𝑅𝐻𝑐_1
100

+

𝑅𝐻𝑐_2
100

+

𝑅𝐻𝑐_3
100

. . .

(4)

Ross equation provides a reasonable prediction of deliquescence lowering for binary systems [5],
[28], however, the prediction capability decreases with the increase of number of solid ingredients.
At first, this is related to the contributions of solute-solute interactions to 𝑎𝑤 , while for the
measurements of critical RH the likelihood that all compounds are in physical contact decreases
with increase of number of ingredients.

2.1.3 WATER ADSORPTION TO THE SURFACE OF THE PCBA
The SIR on the printed circuit board is influenced by the number of water molecules adsorbed to
the surface, and it can be defined as:
𝑆𝐼𝑅 = (𝜎𝑡)−1

(5)

where 𝜎 is the bulk conductivity and 𝑡 is the film thickness. The number of ions increases with
the amount of water adsorbed, but unless the surface is completely covered with the water
molecules, the molecules are rather strongly bound to the surface by interaction with the solid.
After the completion of the first layer, the water molecules become mobile, and consequently, not
only the number of ions but also their average mobility will increase with the amount of adsorbed
water [39]. The ion mobility and the charge carrier density both are unknown functions of water
film thickness and influences the conductivity of the water layer and thus the SIR. However, it
can be assumed that the SIR is mainly determined by the layer thickness of water adsorbed to the
surface [40].
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) type equation, which was first derived from Langmuir theory
by Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller in 1938 [41] for multilayer physical adsorption of the gas
molecules on a solid can be effectively used for describing moisture adsorption from the
atmosphere to the surface of the PCBA [40], [42], [43]:
𝑥
𝑚(1−𝑥)

1

𝑐−1

0

0

= 𝑚 𝑐 +𝑚 𝑐𝑥

(6)

where 𝑥 = 𝑝/𝑝0 is the ratio of equilibrium and saturation pressure, 𝑚 is the ratio of the weight of
adsorbed water to the weight of the dry specimen, 𝑚0 is the ratio of the weight of adsorbed
monolayer to the weight of the dry specimen, and 𝑐 is the BET constant. The BET type equation
is useful for describing water vapour adsorption at low water activities, however, it shows a
deviation for higher activities (𝑎𝑤 > 0.5) [44], [45]. Water activity is described as the ratio of
vapour pressure in the substance and the vapour pressure of pure water at the same temperature.
Alternatively, the models more effectively characterising the water adsorption for higher water
activities can be found in the following references [46]–[48].
Adsorption isotherm for fiberglass reinforced epoxy [49] indicated that a significant increase
of moisture adsorption occurs at RH greater than 80%. The adsorption isotherms obtained on
Teflon and on the quartz [39] indicated that the surface of Teflon has a weak attraction for water
molecules, and the conductivity increases exponentially with the number of adsorbed water
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layers, whereas for quartz, the attraction is strong, thus the conductivity only commences to
increase exponentially after the completion of first water layers. Therefore, the base materials of
the PCBA, together with the surface morphology, as described for laminates in section 2.1.1, will
have an influence on the water adsorption to the surface, and thus on measured SIR values.

2.2

CONTAMINATION

Ionic contamination on the printed circuit boards can be categorised as related to manufacturing
processes or originating from the user environment as shown in Figure 2.4. Examples of process
related contamination are arising from polymer additives, chemicals from etching, plating, and
soldering processes. Service related contamination is strongly dependent on the place of exposure,
however, it is mostly comprised of hygroscopic aerosols and dust particles consisting of a number
of ionic substances. Among the manufacturing process related contamination often found on the
PCBA, the residues resulting from the soldering processes can be considered as the most common
cause of SIR and corrosion related issues on the PCBA.
Bare PCB
etching, plating,
polymer additives

Manufacturing
Soldering
reflow, wave, re-work
flux residues

Contamination
Corrosive gases
NOx, SOx, COS, and
H2S

Use environment
Particulates
dust, corrosive aerosols

Figure 2.4: A generalised view of contamination on PCBA arising from manufacturing process and service life

2.2.1 ACTIVATORS IN THE FLUX (FLUX RESIDUES)
The components on the printed circuit boards are joined by the automated soldering processes
such as wave or reflow soldering process. Selective soldering process is employed when only a
part of the PCBA or components need to be soldered. The soldering process involves the use of a
solder flux with a chemistry designed to remove the metal oxides natively present on the surfaces
to be soldered. Solder flux also will remove any contamination which can act as a barrier between
the pure metal and the solder, and increase the wettability of the PCBA surface for molten solder.
The wave soldering process involves the use of liquid fluxes, which are sprayed or applied locally
(selective wave soldering process). In the case of reflow soldering process, the flux is incorporated
into the paste as a mixture with the powdered solder. Regardless of the soldering process, a certain
amount of flux residues will be remaining on the finished PCBAs, thereby compromising the
corrosion reliability of electronics [1]. The alternative method for joining the components
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avoiding the use of flux is by using conductive adhesives, however, this method is not as common
[50]–[52].
The formulation of the flux for reflow and wave soldering and the appearance of the flux
residue on the soldered PCBA is different, although both flux residue types contain organic acids
or/and halogens as activators. The activator which appears as a part of flux residue on the PCBA
is known to cause a reduction of SIR and associated corrosion issues if exposed to humid
conditions. The requirements for soldering fluxes and SIR testing are addressed in the following
standards: IPC J-STD-004B [53], and IPC-9201 [54].
In current work, attention is drawn to the wave soldering fluxes, as in general, the amount of
active components in the flux residue directly exposed to the ambient environment is higher
compared to reflow soldering [55]. Although, it is known that for the reflow residue, the active
acids can be released over time, especially at elevated temperature and humidity conditions [56].
Wave soldering fluxes are comprised of a solvent, which is either water or volatile organic
compound (VOC) such as alcohol, or a mixture of both. The solid content in the flux refers to the
activator and the film-former. The film-former carries the activators in the flux and acts as a
protective layer for further oxidation of the metal surface after evaporation of the solvent. The
film-former also to an extent encapsulates the activator thereby shielding it from the exposure to
humidity; however, it is more effective for the reflow solder residues. An example of flux residues
resulting from the selective wave soldering is shown in Figure 2.5. The white residues in the
picture are comprised of weak organic acid (activator) and resin (film-former).

a.

1 mm

b.

1 mm

Figure 2.5: An example no-clean flux residues on a PCBA surface: a. reflow and b. selective wave soldering

According to IPC J-STD-004B [53], flux systems can be divided into four groups: i) rosin (RO),
ii) resin (RE), iii) organic (OR), and iv) inorganic (IN). Further, fluxes are ranked based on their
activity. Non-activated or activated fluxes refers to whether chemicals have been added to
increase activity [57]. Generally, pure rosin flux is said to be non-activated, while other resinbased flux is activated. Activated flux can be further categorised based on its activity, and these
categories can be sub-divided into 0 or 1 indicating whether it contains halide or not [53], [57]:
L – Low, or no flux or flux residue activity (<0.05% (0) and <0.5% (1))
M – Moderate flux or flux residue activity (<0.05% (0) and (0.5-2)% (1))
H – High flux or flux residue activity (<0.05 (0) and >2% (1))
The fluxes can also be categorised as washable or no-clean. The advantage of no-clean flux is that
the residue, which is typically composed of resin and weak organic acid (WOA), decomposes and
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volatizes during soldering. Therefore, the remaining residue is aimed to be benign and do not
require post-soldering cleaning process. No-clean fluxes can be formulated with various levels of
resin, which are generally referred to as solids. Typically, high solid content flux does not require
the use of inert environment for soldering, however, it will leave excessive residues on the board,
while the low solids flux (<5 wt.%) will leave barely visible residue and thus is commonly assumed
to have a low influence on corrosion. However, visual observations not always match with the
actual corrosivity of the residues. From the corrosion point of view, the most important
component in the flux is the ionic activator namely the WOAs or halogens. The WOAs typically
used in soldering fluxes are known to be hygroscopic [29] and characterised by different acidity
and decomposition temperatures. A summary of the physical/chemical properties of commonly
used WOAs is provided in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Summary of selected physical and chemical properties of WOAs found in no-clean solder flux [29]

pKa1

pKa2

HO2C(CH2)4CO2H

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)
146.14

4.4118°C

Succinic

HO2C(CH2)2CO2H

118.09

Glutaric

HO2C(CH2)3CO2H

DL-malic

Acid

Molecular formula

5.4118°C

Solubility
(g/1000 g
H2O)
1515°C

Melting
point
(°C)
151.5

Boiling
point
(°C)
337.5

Adipic

4.2125°C

5.6425°C

83.525°C

185

234

132.12

4.3218°C

5.4225°C

140025°C

97.9

273

HO2CCH(OH)CH2CO2H

134.09

3.4025°C

5.1125°C

144026°C

132

Palmitic

H3C(CH2)14CO2H

256.42

4.78

-

0.00720°C

62.5

351

Suberic

HO2C(CH2)6CO2H

174.19

4.5225°C

2.4325°C

142.3

345.5

Maleic

HO2C(CH)2CO2H

116.07

1.9225°C

78925°C

143.5

Abietic

C20H30O2

302.45

4.64

-

173.5

6.2325°C

250

The extent of WOAs dissociation and ionisation determines the strength of the acid and the
conductivity of water film formed on a PCBA surface. Higher ionic conductivity can be expected
for the WOAs with higher dissociation rate, which is described as the ratio of the concentrations
of the dissociated ions and the undissociated molecules. The negative of the logarithm of the acid
dissociation constant denoted as pKa for the 1st and 2nd dissociation constants is provided in Table
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2.2. It is important to note that the pKa values provide dissociation in water, whereas in the case
of WOAs present as residue on the surface of PCBA, the accessibility of water for the acids to be
dissolved is a function of RH. The RH level for the complete dissolution of WOA is determined
by the hygroscopic property of WOA i.e. deliquescence RH. The deliquescence RH of WOAs is
also related to the solubility of WOAs. The acids with high solubility would saturate in a tiny
droplet of water, whereas low solubility acid would require a higher amount of water to be
adsorbed to the surface, and will be dissolved at higher RH (more information in section 2.1.2).
The temperature effect on the WOAs has an importance, as the residues of no-clean flux are
supposed to degrade and volatilize during exposure to soldering temperature, and the remaining
residue of no-clean flux is aimed to be benign. This was shown on the di-carboxylic acids namely
adipic and succinic acids at wave soldering temperatures [58], [59]. The melting and boiling
temperatures provided in Table 2.2 indicate the variation in the response of different WOAs to
the temperature rise during the soldering process. It is also important to note that as the
temperature increases the reaction rate of the WOAs with the metal surface also increase. The
properties of the formed acid-metal complexes and acid anhydrides can differ from that of the
WOA itself. For example, in the study of characterising the weak organic acids used in low solids
fluxes [60], different behaviour of adipic-acid-copper complexes was observed. The formation of
dendrites was observed for the green crystalline residue which was proposed to be soluble in water
i.e. the copper adipate complex. Whereas formation of chelated copper adipate, complex not
soluble in water, resulted in no dendrites and relatively high SIR values on a standard SIR test
pattern with copper finish [60]. The temperature has also an effect on the removal of copper oxide.
The rate of copper oxide removal was greater for adipic acid compared to maleic at 180 °C;
however, the effect was reversed at 140 °C, as suggested, likely due to relatively low
decomposition temperature for maleic acid and reformation of copper oxides [61].

2.2.2 USER ENVIRONMENT RELATED CONTAMINATION
User environment related contamination can be divided into particulate contaminants and
corrosive gases. The corrosive gasses can be readily present in the atmosphere, or they can be
formed in the surrounding of electronics during life in service e.g. degassing from the polymer
packaging. The exposure to corrosive gasses like NOx, SOx, COS, and H2S, or highly reactive
halogens, can cause corrosion and failures in conductors, solder joints, interconnects and
electrical contacts. It may also affect the SIR under humid conditions and cause formation of
dendrites i.e. silver sulphide dendrites due to the presence of sulphur gases [62].
The particulate contamination (dust) present in the atmosphere includes: sulphate, chloride,
nitrate, formate, acetate, ammonium etc. [63]–[65]. Deposition of corrosive aerosols on the
PCBAs alone usually will not affect the electrical functionality of the device especially if
electronics is operating under controlled humidity. Therefore, the corrosive particles can
accumulate on a circuit board over the years and create bridges of agglomerated particles between
adjacent conductors [66], which are so-called dust dendrites. It is more commonly seen for
electronic assemblies that are cooled by forced air circulation, as shown in Figure 2.6. The detailed
discussion on the design aspects of electronics devices with respect to the effect of dust can be
found elsewhere [67], [68]. The deposition of particles at certain locations on the PCBA is also
enhanced by the electrostatic forces between the components [66].
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1 mm

1 mm

Figure 2.6: An example of dust deposited on a PCBA cooled by forced air circulation

Particulate contamination can be divided into coarse (> 1 µm diameter) and fine particles (< 1 µm
diameter). According to ISO 14644-1:1999, the 9 classes of environments for cleanrooms are
described based on the quantity and size of the particles from 0.1 µm to 5 µm. The corrosivity of
air is commonly determined by the method described in ISA-71.04 (ISA 1985). When a copper
coupon is exposed to the environment for one month, and the thickness and chemistry of the
corrosion product are analysed using coulometric reduction to classify the environments.
Environments are classified at one of four severity levels starting from G1 as mild with 300
Å/month to GX as harsh with >2000 Å /month.
Failure modes by dust particles as listed by ASHRAE [69] are following: i) mechanical e.g.
obstruction of cooling airflow, interference with moving parts, abrasion, optical interference,
interconnect interference, or deformation of surfaces, ii) chemical e.g. dust settled on the printed
circuit boards can lead to component corrosion and/or to the electrical short circuiting of closely
spaced features, and iii) electrical e.g. impedance changes and electronic circuit conductor
bridging.
The probability of the chemical and/or electrical failure on the PCBA contaminated with
dust increases significantly when the RH locally on the PCBA increases above a critical RH, when
deliquescence of corrosive particles occurs. The classification of the dust and prediction of their
effect on the electrical performance on the devices is difficult due to complex nature of dust
particles. However, the particulate contamination can be characterised by its quantity and its
corrosivity. In turn, the corrosivity of the dust can be estimated by determining the deliquescence
RH. Dust with high deliquescence RH is generally more benign, while the dust with low
deliquescence RH is generally more corrosive [69]. Low deliquescence RH of dust also shows
that it contains more water soluble ionic substances. The deliquescence of some common aerosol
contaminants can be found in Table 2.1 in section 2.1.2.
In general, the most important parameter determining the impact of dust on the electrical
effects on PCBA is the RH [3]. The degradation of impedance measured on the SIR patterns precontaminated with natural dust particles [70] indicated the importance of deliquescence of the
dust particles in relation to the reduction of impedance. The effect of hygroscopic particle
depositions on the electrical functioning of electronics was demonstrated at television sets, which
were selected to represent typical electronic devices in the office buildings, such as computers [66].
Failures of circuit boards due to hygroscopic dust have been reported [71], [72].
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3.

HUMIDITY AND CONTAMINATION RELATED FAILURES

3.1

LEAKAGE CURRENT/SIR

The SIR related failures are directly linked to the humidity and ionic contamination present on
the PCBAs, as described previously. In general, on a relatively clean PCBA operating under
normal humidity conditions (~70 %RH), the leakage currents are below nA level and seldom
create any problems for the functioning of electronic circuitry. The levels of leak current may
exceed nA level if condensation on the clean surface occurs, and a significant increase of leakage
currents can be detected if ionic contamination deliquescence on the surface of a PCBA. The
corrosion of metallic parts under bias voltage will further increase the leakage currents, thus
likelihood for failure. Due to the fact that the SIR related failures can occur without leaving visible
traces of corrosion on the PCBA, the identification of such failures is hardly possible, and during
failure analysis, they are commonly attributed to ‘no-fault found’ category [73], [74].
The impact of process related contamination and climate is commonly ascertained by the
SIR measurements (more details on the test method can be found in section 4.1), and the most
common cause of leakage currents and corrosion on the PCBAs is the flux residue [75]–[81]. To
prevent the corrosion of PCBAs under severe conditions, the common practice is to apply a
conformal coating. However, applying the conformal coatings on a PCBA with high amounts of
no-clean flux residues in a long term can cause delamination of the coating. Both hygroscopic
effects and hydrolytic processes impair the adhesion of the coatings and the protection they
typically provide. High leakage currents can be observed at the interface, where hygroscopic
contaminants will absorb the water permeated through the coating [2], [55], [82]–[84].
A reduction of surface insulation resistance was also reported to affect the radio frequency
performance [85], [86]. Ionic contamination such as flux residues changes the capacitance of the
trough-connection contact areas, which primarily affects the signal integrity of high-density
integrated and high-frequency circuits. A reduction of SIR and subsequent corrosion finally
leading to dendritic growth (see section 3.2) have been reported between solder balls under a ball
grid array (BGA) [80]. As a solution of SIR related issues arising due to no-clean flux residues,
the cleaning process for electronic assemblies can be addressed [87], [88]. However, cleaning
process has its own challenges related to the component compatibility with the cleaning process,
removal of the cleaning agents and the contamination after cleaning process, and the possibility
for cleaning agents to influence corrosion resistance of metals and alloys on the PCBA [1].

3.2

ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION

The phenomenon of metal migration (electrochemical migration) was first observed in the late
1940s and early 1950s [89]. First large scale problems related to electrochemical migration were
silver migration in post office equipment where contact springs were silver-plated in an attempt
to reduce contact resistance. The phenomenon of electrochemical migration is still relevant today.
In fact, it can be named as one of the main threats to the reliability of electronics operating under
humid and condensing environments. The impact on the functioning of an electronic device is
due to a significant reduction of SIR, which occurs at the event of short circuiting of adjacent
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conductors on the PCBA when dendrite forms. An example of electrochemical migration and tin
dendrites is shown in Figure 3.1.

a.

1 mm

b.

Figure 3.1: An example of ECM on a PCBA: a. overall view on the PCBA and b. SEM image of tin dendrites

The electrochemical migration can be viewed as a three-step process:
i)

Electrodissolution: oxidation of metal which usually occurs at the anode (positive
electrode), but may also occur at the cathode (negative electrode) for some amphoteric
metals such as aluminium.
ii) Ion transport: transport of ionic metal species is driven by the electric field, also diffusion,
and/or convection.
iii) Electrodeposition: reduction of ionic metal species at the dendrite nucleation site at the
cathode.
There are three conditions to be fulfilled for electrochemical migration to occur: i) presence of
water layer supporting ion transport, ii) electrical bias, which acts to dissolution of metal, ion
transport, and consequent reduction, and iii) pH conditions favourable for metal ion transport
and reduction at the cathode. The electrical bias [90], [91] and the distance between the electrodes
[92], [93] influence the time to electrochemical migration. The amount of contamination under
water droplet condition influences the dissolution rate of metal ions [94]–[96], while under humid
conditions, it affects the adsorption and absorption of water from the atmosphere thereby
increasing the water layer thickness and allowing metal ion transport.
A number of investigations were performed to rank common metal alloys on PCBAs for
electrochemical migration susceptibility [90], [97], [98]. A correlation between the solubility of
metal ion hydroxides in water with the time to dendrite formation was reported [90], [97]–[99].
Among the common materials on a PCBA, Sn2+ hydroxides are least soluble in water, thus
suggesting the highest amount of hydroxide precipitation and longest time to failure, whereas,
Ag+ are highly soluble in water, and thus are characterised by relatively short time to dendrite
formation. The reason for this behaviour is connected to the availability of ions for migration in
the solution, which is higher for more soluble compounds.
The tests for electrochemical migration susceptibility can be performed under water droplet
condition [90], [94], [95], [97], [98], [100], thin electrolyte layers [101], [102], or at elevated
humidity/temperature conditions [77], [103], [104]. The tests are typically performed under DC
voltage, and only a limited number of investigations were performed under AC [105]–[108], or
pulse voltage [109].
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CONDUCTIVE ANODIC FILAMENT FORMATION

Conductive anodic filament (CAF) formation is an electrochemically induced failure mode in
which conductive copper-containing salt grows from the anode to the cathode along the
epoxy/glass interface. This failure mode was first reported in 1970s [49], [110], [111]. The failure
was generated during testing of laminate materials for telecommunication and computer industry
using accelerated test conditions (temperature, humidity, and bias voltage). Presently, the means
to assess the propensity for CAF growth are described in IPC-TM-650 method 2.6.25.
Formation of CAF can be defined as two-step process [49]:
i)

Degradation of the epoxy/glass interface: creation of a path for migration of the copperconductive filament
ii) Electrochemical reaction: water absorption of the PCB laminate provides aqueous
medium for electrochemical reactions on Cu conductors
During CAF formation, the electrolysis of water generates a pH gradient between the anode and
cathode, and due to the pH drop at the anode, the Cu corrosion products become soluble. These
soluble products will move through the weak opening in the laminate from the anode to the
cathode due to the pH and concentration gradient [112], [113]. A substantial reduction in
insulation resistance will be observed between the conductors at the event of conductive filament
growing from the anode reaches the cathode. In contrast with dendrite formation during
electrochemical migration, the CAF occurs at the interior of the PCB, and the filaments are
composed of conductive salts, rather than metal ions reduced to metal. Further, the conductive
salt filaments are growing from the anode towards the cathode.
The formation of CAF can occur for different conductor configurations in the PCB i.e. holeto-hole, hole-to-trace (≈trace-to-hole), or trace-to-trace [113] (Figure 3.2 a.). The propensity for
CAF formation for various conductor configurations will be determined by the distance between
the anode and the cathode, and the properties of glass epoxy laminate and the orientation of the
fibres within the matrix [114], [115]. The formation CAF is influenced by humidity, temperature,
and bias voltage [116]. Further, the manufacturing process related contaminants i.e. residues from
plating baths [117], or flux residues [116], [118] will influence CAF formation.

Trace-to-hole

a.

Hole-to-trace Hole-to-hole
Trace-to-trace

b.

20 µm

Figure 3.2 CAF formation: a. an illustration of CAF formation paths [113], b SEM image of CAF [117]
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3.4

CREEP CORROSION

The corrosion of silver and copper metallisation on the printed circuit boards in presence of
corrosive gasses can result in creep of solid corrosion product, mostly sulphides and chlorides of
copper or silver, over a surface without the influence of an electric field. This type of corrosion on
the PCBAs is commonly referred to as creep corrosion. The creep of corrosion product over a
surface reduces the SIR and may lead to short circuiting of neighbouring features on the PCBA.
Creep corrosion is accelerated by humidity, temperature, and the corrosive gasses [119]–[121].
The examples of creep corrosion of silver and copper are shown in Figure 3.3.
Solder mask
Cu
Ag2S

Cu2S

a.

500 µm

b.

Figure 3.3 Examples of creep corrosion: a. Ag corrosion in H2S environment, b. Cu corrosion (OSP surface finish) [122]

3.5

CORROSION OF WIRE BONDS IN MICROELECTRONICS

Wire bonding is a key technology in electrical interconnections between integrated circuits and
the external circuitry of microelectronics. Different combinations of wire and bond pad materials
can be used [123], however, Au, Al, Cu, and Ag are most commonly used metals. There are
various aspects for consideration when selecting the materials for interconnects, that are described
in detail elsewhere [123]. However, from the corrosion reliability point of view, a combination of
dissimilar metals is more prone to failure, as due to galvanic corrosion. Acceleration factor for the
wire bond failures, in that case, becomes the RH, temperature, contamination and corrosive
gasses.
The degradation of wire bond strength due to halides is a well-known problem in
microelectronics. Halogens can also corrode wire bonds, thereby reducing the strength of the
bonds or eventually causing ball lifts. The commonly reported corrosion issues related to halogens
can be generally attributed to chlorine [124]–[126], bromine [124]–[128], or fluorine [129]. The
source of halogens in microelectronic devices is typically the polymeric mould-compounds used
for the encapsulation of the integrated circuits or the halide surface contaminations on the dies
prior to moulding. Degassing from the relatively stable halogenated compound
tetrabromobisphenol-A, which is used as flame retardant in mould-compounds [130] and
laminated printed circuit boards [131] also reported to corrode Au-Al wire bonds [124] [132].
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TESTING OF CLIMATE AND CONTAMINATION EFFECTS

Climatic testing is used evaluate the performance of particular components of a PCBA or an entire
electronic device in severe environments that involve high humidity and elevated temperatures.
The aim of climatic testing is to gain a better understanding of the effects of climate changes on
electronic components such as failures due to the parameter shifts i.e. due to SIR reduction and
corrosion. An overview of test methods commonly used to evaluate the impact of particular
climate and contamination conditions on the functioning of electronics is shown in Figure 4.1.
Propensity for
ECM
SIR measurement
under DC voltage
Magnitude of
leakage currents

Climatic testing

Corrosivity test
(Bono test)

Corrosion extent
of metallic
surfaces on PCBA
Impedance of
water layer

Impedance
spectroscopy

Impedance from
interfacial
processes

Figure 4.1: Various methods applied in climatic testing of electronics

4.1 SIR TESTING
Surface insulation resistance (SIR) measurement is the most common test method for process
quality control. The SIR specifications and methodology were adopted in early 1970’s when
solder fluxes were almost entirely rosin based [133]. The purpose of the SIR testing is primarily
to understand the impact of flux residues/contamination on the electrical performance of a
device, specifically the conductive and corrosive nature of contaminants. The data obtained
during SIR measurements provide a combined result of the leakage current and corrosion. The
SIR testing can also be used to evaluate deterioration of SIR comb material under desired
environmental conditions. Typically, the SIR testing is performed under constant RH and
temperature conditions under DC voltage. The test conditions from various relevant standards
are provided in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Overview of SIR and electrochemical migration tests

Standard

Environment

Bias voltage (V)

Test voltage (V)

Test duration
(hours)

Pass-Fail
criteria

IPC-TM-650
2.6.3.3

85°C/85%RH

45-50

-100

168

<100 MOhm

IPC-TM-650
2.6.14.1

40°C/93%RH,
65°C/88%RH,
85°C/85%RH

10

45-100

500

Dendrites

J-STD-004B

40°C/90%RH

5

5

>72

<100 MOhm
Dendrites,
corrosion

(IPC-TM-650
2.6.3.7)
GR-78-CORE

65°C/85%RH

10

45-100

500

IEC 61189-5

40°C/93%RH

5

5

72

Dendrites

The current between the comb pattern electrodes during the test is converted into SIR values. The
measure of SIR gives the resistivity of the surface in ohms per square (normalised area). The
geometry of test coupons i.e. width of the conductive lines, and the spacing in-between, and the
number of squares varies with the test board. Copper surface finish is most common; however,
SIR patterns may also have solder finish i.e. hot air solder leveling (HASL), or any other
metallisation relevant to PCBA designs. Most commonly used standardised test boards are the
following: IPC-B-24 (surface insulation resistance), IPC-B-25(A) (multipurpose test board), IPCB-36 (cleaning alternatives) and IPC-B-52 (cleanliness and residue evaluation).
The drawback of SIR measurements is the nonlinear dependence on the geometry of the test
pattern and applied voltage used to obtain the SIR data. The SIR values tend to be higher for
higher voltages. Also, under low humidity the measured SIR values tend to be higher due to
depletion of the ions across the electrodes, whereas when condensation occurs (due to variation
in ambient conditions, or because of the deliquescence of highly soluble contaminants on the
surface), the SIR decreases significantly due to corrosion and narrowing of the gap between the
electrodes.

4.2 BONO TEST
The Bono test was presented as the test method to assess the corrosivity of the soldering fluxes in
the late 1980’s [134]. The concept was originally described by W. Rubin and B. M. Allen [135],
and it was an improvement of then used specification QQS 571D (relevant standards are IPC JSTD-006 and ASTM B32) and Japanese JIS-Z-2519 test method employing polarization of copper
wires. The improved method was a semi-quantitative corrosion test using a range of fine copper
wires of varying diameter treated with heated soldering flux and exposed to a bias voltage. The
time required for the wires to break was indexed as corrosivity. In contrast, the Bono test assesses
the extent of corrosion by the change of resistance with respect to time.
The test board used for Bono test measurements is characterised by a set of significantly lower
anode electrodes in parallel to thick cathode electrodes as indicated in Figure 4.2. The width of
the anode electrodes is ~10 µm, the distance between anode and cathode was reduced from 2 mm
in the original design [134] to 120 µm in the recent studies [136], [137]. The length of anode
electrodes was changed accordingly from ~75 mm to 145 mm.
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A

B

Figure 4.2: An example of the test pattern for resistance measurement (resistance reduction due to corrosion between A
and B)

The tests are performed under desired humidity/temperature conditions. Prior to climatic
exposure the test patterns are treated with soldering flux, or soldering paste, and exposed to
soldering temperature profiles. Thereafter, the test patterns are exposed to accelerated
humidity/temperature conditions under desired test voltage and the electrical resistance of anode
tracks is measured. When corrosion occurs, the cross-sectional area of the anode tracks decreases,
thereby the resistance of the track increases. The extent of corrosion is given by the ‘corrosion
factor’, CF(𝑡) derived from:
CF(𝑡) =

𝑅(𝑡)−𝑅(0)
𝑅(0)

∙ 100%

(7)

where 𝑅(𝑡) is the electrical resistance of the anode electrode at a time t.
Bono test was effectively used to characterise corrosion effect of WOAs namely: abietic,
succinic, glutaric, adipic, and malic, under humid conditions [137]. The advantage of Bono test
over conventional SIR measurements was shown in the study of solder paste residue corrosivity
assessment [136]. The comparison of test methods for characterising soldering fluxes and their
interactions with substrates and metallisation including Bono test is also reported [138].
In contrast to SIR measurements, Bono test method directly represents the effect of corrosion.
The effects from corrosion product or dendrite formation do not alter the experimental results.
However, this test does not provide a direct link to the implications of corrosion on the
functionality of PCBAs e.g. caused by leakage currents.

4.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is an effective technique for characterising humidity and
contamination effects in electronics. It has been used for studying moisture uptake by the glassepoxy laminates [139], the conduction mechanisms on the surface of the printed circuit boards
precontaminated with the flux [105], [140]–[143], studying the effect of hygroscopic dust
particulates [70], and other ionic contaminants [144]. This technique can be used for electrical
and electrochemical characterisation of the samples with various geometries. Dependent on the
sample, and on the parameters of interest, several electrode configurations can be used, and the
most common are depicted in Figure 4.3.
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W/WS
W/WS

a.

R

C/R

WS
W

b.

C

R
C

c.

Figure 4.3: Electrode configurations for electrochemical impedance measurements: a. two-electrode, b. three-electrode,
and d. four-electrode. (W-working, WS-working sense, C-counter, and R-reference)

A two-electrode configuration is the simplest and can be easily adapted for the measurements of
impedance due to ionic contamination on the surface of the PCBAs. The contact is made to two
opposite external surfaces, and the same set of electrodes serves to both, supply current to the
sample and measure the voltage drop across the sample. The disadvantage of this configuration
is the errors, the significance of which is important to evaluate when using this configuration. The
impedance measurement with two probe configuration contains the parasitic capacitance (stray
capacitance between the leads), the resistance of the connections made to the sample, and the
inductance of the leads. For the measurements of the impedance change on the surface of the
PCBA, the resistance of the contacts made to the samples can be neglected as it is much lower
than the surface resistance of the board. The inductance of the leads may limit the impedance
measurements at high frequencies i.e. above 100 kHz. Whereas the stray capacitance can be
evaluated by measurement without the sample connected, and subtracting that value from the
measurement conducted on the sample. There will be a limitation for using two-electrode
configuration for measurements on the samples with low capacitance values.
Three-electrode configuration is most common for typical electrochemical applications and
most suitable to study of electrochemical reactions occurring at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
The measured current is that which flows from the counter electrodes to the working electrode,
while the potential is measured between the reference electrode and the working electrode. If
modified, the three electrode configuration can also be used for the bulk conductivity
measurements i.e. PCB laminate or the coatings used in electronics. For that purpose, the
guarding of the current measuring electrode is required, so that the surface current flow paths are
interrupted, and the current passing through the bulk of specimen is recorded.
In the four-electrode configuration, the current supplying electrodes are separated from the
voltage measuring electrodes. The impedance is calculated using current flowing through the
specimen and the voltage across the set of inner voltage probes. The electrode impedances are
excluded from the impendence measurements since the voltage measuring electrodes do not draw
the current and are placed inside the current supplying electrodes. This configuration is typical
for the electrolyte solution conductivity measurements. Similarly, it can be used for the surface
conductivity measurements.
Impedance measurements on the PCBAs with different contamination levels as a function of
humidity provide information on the water interaction with the test sample via resistivity of the
water layer, charge transfer resistance, and double layer capacitance. The latter two are indicative
of the electrochemical processes at the water-metal interface. The advantage of impedance
measurement is that the small amplitude AC signal has minimal effect on the nature of electrodes
and gives an indication of the surface conductivity in a wide range of RH and temperature
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(including condensing conditions). However, the direct effect of such conditions on actual PCBAs
(high humidity, or condensation) naturally leading to corrosion and/or electrochemical migration
is not given, and requires testing at higher voltages, either DC or AC. For this purpose, the
impedance of the system can be studied with small amplitude perturbation voltage, while the
sample is biased continuously under DC voltage.

5.

OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE AND CURRENT WORK

This chapter gives an overview of the investigations carried out in the current PhD thesis put into
perspective with the literature summarized in chapters 2, 3, and 4.
The impact of contamination on the reliability of electronics is commonly assessed by SIR
measurements. The effects of ionic contamination can also be characterized by impedance
spectroscopy or corrosiveness measurements using Bono test as described in chapter 4. These tests
are typically performed under constant temperature and humidity conditions, however,
temperature cycling can also be used in order to increase the stress or create transient conditions
for water condensation on the PCBA surface. The aim of the studies presented in papers 1, 2 and
3 (chapters 8-10) was to investigate the effect of contaminants, in particular, WOAs, solder flux,
and NaCl, on the surface resistivity, corrosion, and electrochemical migration. The test conditions
were optimised for the differentiation of corrosiveness of contaminants in respect to various
humidity conditions. The solubility of the contaminants, and related deliquescence RH levels
were shown to have a significant influence on corrosion reliability of printed circuit boards.
Literature available on electrochemical migration in electronics is extensive (section 3.2). The
electrochemical migration susceptibility of various alloys was studied under water droplet
conditions, thin layers of electrolyte, and humid conditions. Further, the investigations were
performed on various samples such comb patterns, simplified two electrode systems, or directly
on the surface mount components. The mechanism of electrochemical migration was explained
in detail. The focus of the current investigation in paper 4 (chapter 11) was placed on the
probability for electrochemical migration dependence on concentration and voltage. The aim was
to show the differences between the two types of contaminant: NaCl and flux residue, and the
importance when ranking the contaminants in terms of solution conductivity, leakage current,
and the probability of electrochemical migration.
The effect of pulse voltage on electrochemical migration is not well understood yet; however,
there are applications where a pulse voltage is used and the effect of pulse width and duty cycle
needs to be investigated. This was also the aim of the investigations carried out in paper 5 (chapter
12), where the influence of pulse width and duty cycle was shown on the time to dendrite
formation, and the related ratio of the metal ions reduced at the cathode and precipitated as tin
hydroxides.
Au-Al interconnects are commonly used in microelectronics. The corrosion of Au-Al wire
bonds have been studied in a wide range of environmental conditions, and the results are available
in literature. The paper 6 (chapter 13) contains a study of Au-Al wire bond corrosion in iodine
environment. The current work was motivated by the lack of information available on the
corrosion in iodine environment and the fact that iodine degassing from the polyamide in the
surrounding environment was reported as a current issue resulting in corrosion and deboning of
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wire bonds. The emphasis was placed on the corrosion of Au-Al intermetallics in gaseous iodine
(readily present due to degassing), and aqueous potassium iodide solutions (iodide attack of the
wire bonds when condensation occurs).
The identification of SIR related failures in electronics is difficult, and the possibility of
detection strongly depends on the extent of corrosion. Because the corrosion attack is often low,
and the appearance of tin hydroxides due to corrosion is similar to the flux residues, the humidity
related failures are commonly assigned to the ‘no-fault found’ category. The threshold conditions
for failure in respect to RH level and contamination are dependent on the sensitivity of the circuit
to the reduction of SIR. The identification of such failures occurring under thin electrolyte layers,
resulting in tiny amounts of corrosion products would provide the capability for identification of
corrosion prone areas during device level testing. This could be used for studying various aspects
in relation to corrosion and climatic reliability i.e. PCBA layout, soldering process and related
contamination, enclosure design etc. The new approach for identification of such failures on the
PCBAs was developed during the current PhD project. The developed test method is based on
the use of tin ion indicator in a gel (Paper 7, chapter 14).
The prediction of climate and contamination effects on the functioning of a circuitry and the
overall reliability of electronic devices is important and highly useful if this can be carried out at
the circuit design stage. Using such methods possible effects of climate can be assessed and needed
design changes to the PCBAs and device can be made wherever possible. Paper 8 in chapter 15
describes how the empirical SIR and other electrochemical data can be used for simulating the
climatic effects on performance of electronic components and electrical circuits. The paper also
discusses certain approaches for improving reliability based on such analysis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section provides an overall summary of materials, components, test boards and the
experimental methods employed for various investigations presented in the appended papers.
More detailed discussion on specific “materials and experimental methods” connected to each
investigation can be found in the appended papers.

6.1

ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION SETUP FOR SINGLE COMPONENTS

Investigations with single surface mount components (SMCs) were carried out using an in-house
built cell setup shown in Figure 6.1. Investigations include leakage current measurements under
elevated humidity/temperature conditions and the propensity for electrochemical migration
under water droplet conditions. The setup consists of a sample holder having two small adjustable
stainless steel probes, which act as connectors to each end of the surface mount component under
test. A single component is fixed between the probes and the spring loading on the metal probes
ensures proper electrical contact.

b.

a.
Figure 6.1: a. Setup for testing of single SMCs and b. magnified view of a SMC mounted in the setup

6.2

TEST PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

The PCBA level testing was carried out using an in-house built test PCBA. The FR-4 laminate of
the test board complies with specifications of IPC‐4101/21 and has the dimensions of 168 × 112.4
mm, and thickness of 1.6 mm (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Test printed circuit board
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The test PCBA consisted of known surface mount components such as chip capacitors and chip
resistors, all reflow soldered in rows of 10 components, connected in parallel, and two SIR comb
patterns. The SIR comb patterns used for the experiments had a hot air solder leveled (HASL)
finish, with two available solder alloys: i) SAC, and ii) SN100C. The SIR patterns with SAC
solder finish were used for the investigations reported in papers 1, 2, 3 (chapters 8-10), while the
results reported in papers 7 and 8 (chapters 14-15) were obtained on SIR pattern with SN100C
surface finish. The dimensions of the SIR pattern were 13 × 25 mm; the width of conductor lines
and the spacing between them was 0.3 mm. The geometry of SIR patterns yields the nominal
square count of 1476. For comparison, the standard IPC-B-36 and IPC-B-24 comb patterns have
3538 and 1020 squares [54].
A set of experiments for characterisation of water layer formation on the printed circuit
boards using AC impedance measurements was performed on a simple FR-4 board with two
parallel conductor lines. For this pattern, the width was 0.66 mm with a length of 5.8 mm, and
the distance between the lines was 1.3 mm. The resulting nominal square count of the test coupon
was ~4.5. The surface finish of the conducting line was electroplated gold (6.5 ± 1 µm) with an
intermediate layer of nickel (9 ± 1 µm).

6.3

CLIMATIC CHAMBER

An “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber was used for all the testing using PCBAs under various
humidity and temperature conditions. The operational range for temperature and humidity
conditions is -40 °C to +100 °C and 20 %RH to 98 %RH. The accuracy of temperature and
humidity control in the climatic chamber is ±0.3 °C and ±2.5 %RH, as specified by the
manufacturer.

6.4

QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE

A “QCM200” quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) from SRS Inc. with a 5 MHz AT-cut gold
contact quartz crystal was used for in situ measurement of water adsorption and absorption by
weak organic acids and flux residues. The quantitative relationship between the change in
frequency of the piezoelectric crystal and a change in mass of the piezoelectric crystal due to
surface changes [145] enabled estimation of the adsorbed water layer thickness, and the
deliquescence RH of contamination on the crystal.

6.5

ELECTRICAL/ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION

A “BioLogic model VSP” multichannel workstation from Bio-Logic Instruments was the main
instrument used for electrical measurements. The workstation has 20 V compliance voltage with
adjustable range (upper limits at -20 V and +20) and a 760 pA current resolution. The unit has a
built-in electrochemical impedance analyser with frequency range from 10 µHz to 1 MHz. The
measurement techniques used for electrical/electrochemical characterisation in the current work
are summarised in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Summary of electrochemical techniques

Aim
Characterisation of the water layer
formation and consequent charge
transfer mechanism on the test board

Method
AC impedance in the frequency range
from 10 mHz to 100 kHz with signal
amplitude of 50 mV

SIR measurements under various
humidity/temperature conditions

DC measurements at 5 V or 10 V
(Chronoamperometry at fixed
potential)
Potentiodynamic leakage current
measurement (adapted from the
Corrosimetry method in “EC-LAB”)
DC measurements at 5 V or 10 V
(Chronoamperometry at fixed
potential)

Corrosion of SIR pattern and the
resulting leakage current as a function
of RH
Electrochemical migration on surface
mount components under water
droplet condition with applied DC
voltage
Electrochemical migration on surface
mount components under water
droplet condition with applied pulse
voltage
Corrosion of Au-Al intermetallics in
aqueous electrolyte solution
a
b

Samples
PCB with two
oppositely facing Au
electroplated
electrodes
SIR pattern on the test
PCBA
SIR pattern on the test
PCBA
Surface mount
components

Current measurements were obtained
with zero resistance ammetry (ZRA)
techniquea

Surface mount
components

Potentiodynamic polarisation and open
circuit potential measurementsb

Au-Al intermetallic
nuggets and sputter
deposited layers

– “Tektronix AFG 3021B” arbitrary function regenerator was used to apply the voltage on the components
– Measurements were performed with “Gamry PCI4/300” potentiostat at Robert Bosch GmbH

6.6

OTHER MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES

6.6.1 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY
Several optical microscopes were used in the current work to image the surfaces before and after
testing: i) “Leica MZ 125” stereo microscope equipped with “Leica DFC450 C” digital camera,
ii) “Olympus GX41” metallurgical microscope, and iii) “Carl Zeiss Axioskop 2 MAT” with
several imaging modes i.e. differential interference contrast (DIC), dark field, and bright field.
The in situ observation of the surface of the component during humidity testing was performed
using an “AD7013MZT Dino-Lite” digital microscope.

6.6.2 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY AND ENERGY-DISPERSIVE X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
Most of the SEM analysis in the current PhD thesis was performed using a “FEI Quanta 200”
field-emission environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM-FEG) with the capability of
energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (Oxford Instruments 80 mm2 X-Max silicon drift detector, MnKα
resolution at 124 eV). A “JEOL JSM 5900” scanning electron microscope was used for the
imaging of tin dendrites on the surface mount components.

6.6.3 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED MICROSCOPY
A “Nicolet iN10 MX” infrared imaging microscope was used for identification of activators
(WOAs) present in the solder flux. The measurements were performed in the attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) mode on the residue after solvent evaporation.
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6.6.4 GLOW DISCHARGED OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
“Horiba Jobin Yvon GD-Profiler 2” glow discharge optical emission spectrometer was used for
the depth profiling of multi-layer coatings used for the investigations related to the corrosion of
Au-Al wire bond connections. The aim was to understand the intermetallic phase formation
between the layers due to diffusion during heat treatment.

6.6.5 X-RAY DIFFRACTION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique was used for the identification of Au-Al intermetallic phases
formed during heat treatment of the samples used for corrosion studies in iodine environments.
The measurements were carried out on a “Bruker D8” equipped with a parallel beam (Göbel
mirror) and a secondary side divergence assembly in 1D, and an MRI temperature controlled
dome stage.

6.6.6 THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA
Thermal imaging camera “Trotec IC080LV” was used for imaging the temperature distribution
on the test PCBA under cooling conditions, and on the device PCBA due to power dissipation
from the components under working conditions.

6.6.7 WIRE BOND SHEAR TESTING
The Au-Al wire bond shear testing was performed with “Dage series 4000” multi-function bond
tester with the ball shear cartridge BS250 (maximum shear force of 250 g), and a flat chisel shape
shearing tool (062-006).

6.7

TIN CORROSION IDENTIFICATION USING A TIN ION INDICATOR

A colorimetric reagent dissolved in water and mixed with agar gel was used for identification of
tin corrosion on the PCBAs. The preparation of the gel and indicator was as follows: i) agar gel
(type A7921, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the Millipore water with conductivity of 18.2
MOhmcm at 25 °C at concentrations of 1-10 gL-1, ii) the water containing agar gel was heated
to a temperature above 80 °C for homogeneity of solution, and iii) tin ion indicator was added
into the solution, while solution was being stirred. The prepared gel solution was applied by
spraying onto the entire printed circuit board, or by applying locally on the areas of interest by
using a pipette. The indicator in the gel reveals the tin ions and tin hydroxides formed during
corrosion of tin solder pads, solder joints, and component terminals. Reaction with the tin
indicator changes the colour of the gel from light yellow to blue, and the intensity of the colour
represents the extent of corrosion.

6.8

SAMPLES FOR CORROSION STUDIES OF AU-AL INTERCONNECTIONS

Three sets of samples were used for corrosion studies of Au-Al interconnections due to iodine,
namely: i) Au-Al wire bonds on the integrated circuits, ii) Au-Al intermetallic nuggets prepared
by remelting Au and Al under argon atmosphere, and iii) Sputter deposited layers of Au on Al on
Si wafer. The sputter deposited layers were heat treated for the formation of Au-Al intermetallics
at 175 °C.
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7.1 IMPACT OF NACL CONTAMINATION AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS ON
THE RELIABILITY OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLIES

Objectives:
Investigate the effect of NaCl contamination on the leakage current and probability for
electrochemical migration with regard to varying climate conditions (varying temperature and
humidity, and establishing temperature differential between PCBA and ambient).
Findings:
A marginal increase of leakage current in the nA range was observed on surface mount capacitors
exposed to elevated humidity conditions from 60 % to 98 % at a constant temperature of 25 °C,
and an almost two orders of magnitude increase in current from 10 nA to 1 µA in the case of
temperature change (implying an increase of water content in the air) from 15 °C at 98 % RH to
65 °C at 98 % RH. This is equivalent to a reduction of SIR below 100 MOhm, which is commonly
used as failure criterion in climatic testing. The increase of leakage currents was primarily
attributed to the increase of water layer thickness on the surface of the PCBA. The water layer
thickness on the PCBA is a function of: (i) relative humidity, (ii) increase of absolute humidity
during increase of temperature at constant RH, (iii) increase of RH locally on the PCBA by
establishing temperature differential between PCBA and ambient, or (iv) the amount of
hygroscopic contaminant. It was found, that the prolonged exposure to near condensing
conditions causes corrosion of anode terminals of surface mount components. As a result of
depletion of tin oxide film, the growth of whiskers and hillocks was observed on the anode
terminals of surface mount components.
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Figure 7.1: a. Leakage current as a function of NaCl contamination and temperature of the PCBA (ambient is kept at 25
°C and 60 %RH), and b. Infrared image of PCBA cooled from ambient of 25 °C
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7.2 SOLDER

FLUX RESIDUES AND HUMIDITY-RELATED FAILURES IN

ELECTRONICS: RELATIVE EFFECTS OF WEAK ORGANIC ACID USED IN
NO-CLEAN FLUX SYSTEMS
Objectives:
Investigate the effect of WOAs namely: adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and palmitic on the
water adsorption, resistivity of water layer formed, and consequent SIR reduction and corrosion
as a function of relative humidity at 25 °C.
Findings:
The SIR testing of WOAs (activators in the flux systems) as a function of relative humidity was
shown to be an effective method for differentiation of ionic contamination in regards to their
hygroscopic properties, and for identification of deliquescence RH. The electrochemical testing
of WOAs used in flux systems showed a clear correlation between the hygroscopic property and
the magnitude of leakage current. An abrupt increase in the leakage current followed by
electrochemical migration was observed at RH close to the deliquescence point of some of the
more active acids. Heating of the test boards with flux residue to a soldering temperature of 220
°C to 245 °C for 45 s has reduced the leakage currents for all five WOAs. The effect of heating
was more pronounced for glutaric and DL-malic acids. The difference in leak current behaviour
is attributed to the high solubility of the acids. Highly soluble acids on the printed circuit boards
would form a saturated solution (high ionic conductivity) in a thin layer of water, also would
adsorb more water and at lower levels of RH, compared to that of low soluble weak organic acids
(adipic, succinic, and palmitic acids). Overall, the results show that the climatic behaviour of the
WOAs used in no-clean fluxes can be very different, and a similar variation can be expected for
no-clean flux systems containing those WOAs as activators. The results suggest that the type of
WOAs in the flux systems has a significant importance when electronics is likely to experience
operation under humid conditions.
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Figure 7.2: Impedance data for test PCB contaminated with 100 µgcm-2 of WOAs at ~99 % RH/25 °C: a. Bode plots and
b. Nyquist plots
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EFFECT OF SOLDER FLUX CHEMISTRY ON THE HUMIDITY

RELATED FAILURES IN ELECTRONICS
Objectives:
Investigate the influence of no-clean flux chemistry with various weak organic acids (WOAs) as
activators on the corrosion reliability of electronics with emphasis on the hygroscopic nature of
the residue.
Findings:
The results showed that the solder flux residues are characterised by different threshold RH, above
which a sudden increase in leakage current by 2-4 orders of magnitude was observed, while a
significant reduction of surface resistance was observed in the impedance measurements. The
results are primarily attributed to the WOAs in the flux system, and especially their hygroscopic
property. Although the film-former of the flux may influence the adsorption and absorption of
water, as it was observed from the measurements with quartz crystal microbalance, the
hygroscopic property of the activator (WOA) is a dominating factor determining leakage current
on the PCBAs. The corrosiveness of the flux systems, determined by the tin ion indicator gel
applied on the SIR patterns after climatic testing matched very well the results of SIR testing. The
observation suggests the possibility of use of tin ion indicator gel for profiling corrosion on the
boards as a complementary method during climatic testing.
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Figure 7.3: Summary of a. SIR from leakage current measurements at 10 V DC, and b. Impedance at f ≈ 1 kHz
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Figure 7.4: Optical micrographs of SIR patterns after climatic testing (corrosion of tin is indicated by blue coloration, while
clear yellow colour indicates no corrosion of the SIR pattern)
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7.4 INFLUENCE OF SODIUM CHLORIDE AND WEAK ORGANIC ACIDS (FLUX
RESIDUES) ON ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION OF TIN ON SURFACE
MOUNT CHIP COMPONENTS
Objectives:
Compare the effect of NaCl and flux residues (adipic acid based) on the electrochemical migration
of tin on the surface mount components under water droplet condition, and show the importance
of measurement method for quantifying the amount of ionic contamination on the PCBAs, i.e.
leakage current under DC voltage (comparable to SIR testing) and ionic conductivity
measurement, commonly known as resistivity of solvent extract (ROSE) or solvent extract
conductivity (SEC).
Findings:
The results indicated the differences arising from the comparison of two types of ionic
contamination on the PCBAs. When comparing the two types of contamination in terms of
electrolyte conductivity, equivalent amounts can vary and are dependent on whether the ionic
conductivity measurement was performed under AC signal with varying frequency, as it is
commonly assessed with conductivity meter in ROSE testing, or under DC voltage, which is more
close to the conditions of SIR testing. Equivalent concentration found from DC measurements
include polarisation effects on the electrodes, thus the amount equivalent to 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl
in terms of conductivity is higher, compared to the amount found from the AC method. The ECM
testing under water droplet condition showed that the flux residue at high concentration hinders
the formation of tin dendrites, or tin hydroxide precipitation, although a severe corrosion of the
terminals of the surface mount capacitors was observed. The testing of ECM probability as a
function of NaCl concentration and bias voltage indicated an initial increase of probability with
maximum followed by a slow decrease with the increase of voltage and concentration of NaCl.
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Figure 7.5: ECM probability and dendrite current as a function of concentration: a. NaCl and b. flux residue
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7.5 EFFECT OF PULSED VOLTAGE ON ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION OF
TIN IN ELECTRONICS
Objectives:
Investigate the effect of pulsed voltage (duty cycle and pulse width) on the electrochemical
migration of tin on surface mount chip capacitors under water droplet condition.
Findings:
The increase of duty cycle reduces the time to dendrite formation, and to an extent the rate of
dendrite formation. The result is primarily attributed to the number of tin ions being dissolved
from the positively biased electrode, which in this work was visualised by a tin ion indicator. The
reduction of time to dendrite formation and the increase of dendrite current were observed with
increasing NaCl concentration from 1.56 µgcm-2 to 15.6 µgcm-2. The comparable amount of tin
ions was dissolved from the anode after equivalent ON times for various duty cycles; however,
the formation of tin dendrites was less efficient with duty cycles of 0.2 (tON = 50 ms, tOFF = 200
ms) and 0.33 (tON = 100 ms, tOFF = 200 ms). It resulted in a slight increase of time to failure (TTF)
and reduction of charge transferred between the electrodes. The significantly larger amounts of
tin hydroxides observed for the duty cycle of 0.2 indicated that this condition is least favourable
for ECM. The results suggest that the use of pulse voltage with lower duty cycles could improve
the time to failure due to dendrite formation on the PCBA operating under conditions when shortterm events of condensation are likely to occur.
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Figure 7.6: a.: Current measurement on the component under pulsed voltage (tON = 200 ms, tOFF = 50 ms), droplet with
equivalent NaCl concentration of 1.56 µgcm-2, and b. Weibull percentiles of time to dendrite detection for varying duty
cycle at 1.56 µgcm-2
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7.6 EFFECT OF IODINE ON THE CORROSION OF AU-AL WIRE BONDS
Objectives:
Investigate the corrosion of Au-Al wire bond interconnects due to iodine in gaseous and aqueous
environments with emphasis on the role of Au-Al intermetallics on corrosion.
Findings:
Electrochemical testing in aqueous potassium iodide solution showed that an increase of Al in
the intermetallic phase reduces the corrosion potential and increases the corrosion current density
of intermetallics. The increase of RH in the iodine containing environment significantly increases
the corrosion of Al, Au, and Au-Al intermetallics. Corrosion of intermetallics at the Au-Al bond
pad interface has resulted in the reduction of wire bond shear strength with the increase of RH
and iodine concentration. The failures of Au-Al wire bonds in iodine environment are mainly
attributed to the corrosion and oxidation of Al via formation of Al iodides and consequent
formation of Al oxides and/or hydroxides. Al metallisation and Al rich intermetallic phases were
found to be most susceptible to corrosion. The chemical reactions describing corrosion
mechanism and consequent degradation of the wire bonds were suggested.

40 µm
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Au
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O

Figure 7.7: SEM EDS mapping of the wire bond after ball lift off (after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at
85°C/85%RH)
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7.7 COLORIMETRIC VISUALIZATION OF TIN CORROSION: A METHOD FOR
EARLY STAGE CORROSION DETECTION ON PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Objectives:
Illustrate the application of colorimetric tin ion indicator gel as a method for mapping tin
corrosion and movement of tin ions on the printed circuit boards due to water layer formation
and bias.
Findings:
A new method was developed for the identification and mapping of tin corrosion on PCBAs. The
motivation for identification of tin corrosion in its early stage was due to that fact that the
information could be used for understanding the possible effects of humidity and leak current
paths following the trails of tin ions and corrosion products under electric field. As the failures
under humid conditions are likely to occur under thin layers of water and the resulting extent of
corrosion is hardly detectable, analysis of such failures by conventional microscopy methods is
very difficult. On the other hand, this paper shows that the use of colorimetric reagent for tin
corrosion detection enables to obtain a picture of the corrosion profile, thus to identify areas of
high leakage currents over the entire surface area of the printed circuit board. The method can be
used in combination with accelerated humidity testing to identify corrosion prone areas on the
actual device PCBAs. It can also be used for ex situ analysis of the test boards, as complementary
technique to the SIR testing, as it provides an overall picture of the corrosion due to effect of
various parameters. Application of tin ion indicator gel on the PCBAs returned from the field can
be used as part of failure analysis, to locate the corrosion sites and understand the cause of failure.

b.

a.

1 mm

c.

1 mm

Figure 7.8: Corrosion of tin revealed by tin ion indicator: a. Initial appearance of corroded SIR pattern contaminated with
DL-malic acid, b. Corrosion nearby electrodes revealed by tin ion indicator, and c. Corrosion of surface mount capacitor
contaminated succinic acid and exposed to humid conditions
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7.8 ANALYSIS OF SURFACE INSULATION RESISTANCE RELATED FAILURES
IN ELECTRONICS BY CIRCUIT SIMULATION
Objectives:
Simulate effects of humidity and contamination on the electrical functionality of the components
like resistors and capacitors, and other simple circuits using empirical data on the electrical
properties of water layer. The analysis is based on the parasitic circuit effects owing to the
formation of water layer as an electrical conduction medium.
Findings:
This paper discusses the effect of surface insulation resistance decrease due to humidity and
contamination, and its possible effects on the functioning of electronic devices. When analysing
the electronic circuits, the components are selected with the tolerances according to their
sensitivity in the circuits. However, the circuit design engineer should also be aware of possible
additional deviation of functional parameters due to humidity in the user environment, and the
contamination either from manufacturing or in service life. The aim of the paper is to show the
possibility of analysing humidity and contamination effects by circuit simulation using empirical
SIR data.
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Figure 7.9: a. SIR degradation as a function of RH and for various levels of glutaric acids, b. Drift from the nominal value
of resistors dependency on the RH for 100 µgcm-2, and c. Output voltage of differential amplifier dependency on the
leakage resistance over resistor R8, which is indicated in Figure 7.10
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IMPACT OF NACL CONTAMINATION AND CLIMATIC
CONDITIONS ON THE RELIABILITY OF PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLIES
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat

Abstract—The effect of climatic conditions and ionic contamination on the reliability of printed
circuit board assembly has been investigated in terms of leakage current (LC) and electrochemical
migration susceptibility. The change of LC as a function of relative humidity (RH) and
temperature was measured using single components (size 0805) and surface insulation resistance
comb patterns precontaminated with sodium chloride at levels adjacent to levels used in the IPC
J-STD-001 standard. The potential bias of 5–10 V was applied during experiments, and the
climatic conditions were in the range 60%–98% RH and 15 °C–65 °C. The variation of RH at the
surface of the test specimens was imposed by: i) increasing the RH of the surrounding air and ii)
reducing the temperature of the printed circuit boards using a cooling stage, while maintaining a
constant climatic condition in the chamber. A considerable increase in LC was observed at
sodium chloride concentrations above 1.56 µgcm-2, as the RH on the surface was close to the
critical RH for sodium chloride. Prolonged exposure to conditions close to condensation resulted
in the formation of tin whiskers and hillocks growing from the component electrodes due to
corrosion of the electrodes freeing the whisker growth.
Keywords—Ionic contamination, Leakage current (LC), Corrosion, Reliability

I. INTRODUCTION
The climatic reliability of electronics is an important issue due to the complex electronic circuitry
developed in recent years, the increased requirements for long term reliability, and increasingly
harsh operating environments [1]–[3]. In addition, with the ever-increasing use of high frequency
in high-density interconnected assemblies, increasing package component densities and
decreasing component clearances, the issue of presence of high humidity and temperature
variations, and the effects of contamination have become important considerations [4]–[6].
The design of electronics and the nature of the operating environment are both critical
because corrosion failures in the integrated circuits and components on printed circuit boards can
occur at extremely low levels of moisture and contamination [7]. The presence of ionic
contamination on the surface of printed circuit boards assemblies (PCBAs) acts as corrosion
accelerating factor. Most ionic residues are hygroscopic and therefore cause water adsorption to
the surface. Once the temperature and humidity is such that critical relative humidity (RH) or
deliquescent point of ionic residue is reached, the propensity of increased leakage currents (LCs)
and under certain conditions growth of conductive metal filaments, known as electrochemical
migration (ECM), is observed [8]–[13]. The electrochemical process that occurs on metals covered
by a thin film of electrolyte is often primarily responsible for the damage of electrical and
electronic components, which can lead to premature failures [1], [14].
V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, and R. Ambat, “Impact of NaCl contamination and climatic conditions on the reliability
of printed circuit board assemblies,” IEEE Trans. Device Mater. Reliab., vol. 14, no. 1, pp. 42–51, 2014.
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The origin of contamination on the printed circuit boards can usually be attributed to either
manufacturing processes, or to the operating environment. The latter is difficult to predict due to
the widespread application of electronics; however, it can be controlled to a significant extent by
proper encapsulation. The key factor for long term reliability therefore becomes cleanliness levels
obtained during the PCB manufacturing and assembling processes. Commonly found
contaminants on the printed circuit boards are the weak organic acids from the flux residues, and
chloride, fluoride, bromide, phosphate, sulphate resulting from other processes [5], [15]–[18]. The
residues and contamination from the manufacturing processes and incorrect handling are factors
that can initiate corrosion and ECM [19]. In the case of conformal coated electronics, the residues
from the soldering process are able to reduce the adhesion of the coating and promote the water
uptake, leading to the formation of ion conduction paths and thus reducing the surface insulation
resistance (SIR) [20]–[22].
The nature of the surface contamination influences moisture adsorption from the
atmosphere, and the surface conductivity of the electrolyte layer thus formed [7], [12]. Moisture
condensation on the PCBAs depends on a number of factors, including RH, the temperature
difference between the surface and surrounding air, the surface roughness and porosity, and
finally the presence of hygroscopic contaminants [23], [24]. The chance for condensation can be
enhanced if electronics is operating under conditions when variations in temperature are likely to
occur. The RH on a surface of the PCBA increases with the bulk environment, and it is increased
further if the temperature of the PCBA remains lower than that of the bulk environment. Similar
conditions are often simulated by cycling temperature/humidity in a climatic chamber during
testing [25]–[29].
This paper discusses the effect of NaCl tested over a range of RH and temperature on the LC
measured on single components and at the PCBA level, which in an actual application leads to
intermittent faults and premature failures. In order to understand the effect of humidity and
contamination on the chip components, which are often susceptible to corrosion and ECM due
to their bi-polar nature and small size, the direct LC measurements under various climatic and
contamination conditions were performed. Experiments were carried out at the single component
level on size 0805 ceramic chip capacitors, and as part of the test PCBA on size 0805 ceramic chip
capacitors, size 0805 chip resistors, and an SIR comb pattern.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND TEST PCBA
A surface mount multilayer ceramic chip capacitor with 0805 housing size, 10 nF capacitance
and 50 V voltage rating (Yageo, Phycomp) was used for the investigation. The average distance
between terminals of the capacitor was 1 mm. The electrode terminals of the chip capacitor were
made of pure tin [30].
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Figure 8.1: Test PCBA used for climatic testing showing various components

The PCBA level testing was carried out on a board made in accordance to IPC‐4101/21 from
FR4 substrate, with the dimensions 168 × 112.4 mm and a thickness of 1.6 mm (Figure 8.1). The
test PCBA consisted of known surface mount components such as chip capacitors and chip
resistors, all reflow soldered in rows of 10 components (connected in parallel), and two SIR comb
patterns (solder mask coated SIR is on the board to use as reference, but was not used in the
present work). The SIR comb pattern used for experiments had a hot air solder levelled (HASL)
finish (Sn/Ag/Cu solder alloy) with dimensions of 13 × 25 mm, and pitch and spacing size of 0.3
mm. The overlapping area was 10.8 mm in height and there was 41 set of common overlap giving
442.8 mm as the total length of the opposing faces. The ratio of the total length of the opposing
faces and the spacing of all segments yields the nominal square count, which is 1476 for this SIR.
For reference, the standard IPC-B-36 and IPC-B-24 comb patterns have 3538 and 1020 squares.
The sensitivity of an SIR pattern increases with increasing number of squares.

LC MEASUREMENTS AT THE SINGLE COMPONENT LEVEL
LC measurements at the single component level were conducted using a set-up that was built inhouse (Figure 8.2), described elsewhere [30], [31]. The setup consists of a sample holder having
two small adjustable probes, which act as connectors to each end of the surface mount component
under test. A single component is fixed between the metal probes which being spring-loaded onto
the sample to ensure good electrical contact.

b.

a.
Figure 8.2: View of single component electrochemical migration setup: a. whole set up with three chip capacitors mount
for testing, and b. magnified view of one chip capacitor
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The chip components were precontaminated prior to the experiment with known levels of NaCl
by placing a micro droplet of aqueous NaCl solution and allowing the droplet to evaporate. The
volume of the droplet applied, and thereby the concentration of NaCl, was confined to the surface
area of the component, leading to a fixed level of contamination per surface area. The
concentrations of NaCl selected were below and above the limit of 1.56 of µgcm-2, which is
referred to in the IPC J-STD-001 standard as a maximum allowable level of ionic contamination
on the PCBA after the manufacturing process. A relationship of 1 µL of solution over 1 mm2 area
was used, which relates gL-1 to µgcm-2 with a ratio of 1:100. A chip capacitor with dimensions 2
× 1.25 × 0.8 mm was used, and a droplet of 2.5 µL was applied to its upper surface prior to
experiments. The LC from each component was measured using a “BioLogic VSP” multichannel
potentiostat, Bio-Logic Instruments, France.

PCBA LEVEL TESTING USING COOLING STAGE
The temperature differential that is likely to be experienced in service due to diurnal changes or
on/off cycles was simulated by controlling the temperature of the test PCBA by placing it on an
aluminium block with embedded Peltier elements (cooling stage). The heat generated by
operating the Peltier elements was dissipated by passing coolant through the stage at a controlled
temperature. The voltage on the Peltier elements was applied using a programmable DC power
source (EA-PSI 6032-06 32 V/6 A). The temperature of the PCBA mount on the aluminium block
was measured with two platinum resistance temperature detectors (PT1000 class A) connected in
a 2-wire circuit. A DaqLink data logger “Fourier Systems DBSA720” was used to log the
temperature/voltage readings on a surface throughout the experiment. Figure 8.3 shows the
cooling effect on the PCBAs measured with an infrared imaging camera when 3 V DC was applied
to the Peltier elements.

a.

b.

Figure 8.3: Cooling effect on aluminium block with embedded Peltier elements: a. PCBA on aluminium block without
cooling and b. 3 V DC is applied on Peltier elements reducing temperature of PCBA to approximately 17 °C

The cooling studies on a test PCBA using the Peltier stage were performed inside the climatic
chamber at 25 °C and 60 %RH, which made it possible to use a video microscope for in situ
monitoring of the effect of temperature change on water layer formation and related corrosion
processes.
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CLIMATIC CONDITIONS FOR TESTING
“Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber was used for the study of temperature and humidity effects
at the single component and PCBA level. The uncertainty associated with temperature and RH
fluctuations in the climatic chamber is ±0.3 °C / ±2.5 %RH.
Single Component Level: The LC between the terminals of size 0805 10 nF multilayer ceramic
capacitors mounted in the single component ECM setup and biased at 5 V DC was measured as
a function of temperature elevated from 15 °C to 65 °C at constant RH of 98%, and as a function
of RH elevated from 60% to 98% at a constant temperature of 25 °C. The elevation of RH and
temperature was performed in steps of 10% and 10 °C, with step duration of 5 h.
Test PCBA level: The climatic conditions inside the chamber were kept constant at 25 °C and
60% RH. The water vapour density on the surface of the test PCBA was controlled by reducing
the temperature of the PCBA. The temperature was reduced in steps of 1 °C–1.5 °C with a step
duration of 2 hours, until a visible water layer on a surface of the PCBA was formed. The LC
during these tests was measured on size 0805 100 nF capacitors, size 0805 1 MΩ resistors, and
SIR comb pattern biased at 5 V DC and precontaminated with NaCl at different levels.
Additionally, an experiment with duration of 20 days and conditions close to condensation was
performed. The temperature measured on the surface of the PCBAs was between 21.5°C and 22
°C, while the temperature of surrounding air was kept at 25 °C and 60% RH. The temperature
difference between PCBA and surrounding air enabled to establish ~75%–80% RH [32] locally
on the surface of the PCBA, which is close to the critical RH for NaCl [33].

III. RESULTS
LC UNDER NONCONDENSING AND SHORT-TERM CONDENSING CONDITION
Figure 8.4 represents the effect of RH and contamination on the LC between the terminals of
single ceramic chip capacitors biased at 5 V DC at increasing humidity levels. Curves 1, 2, 3
represent results from 3 components tested at a time.
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Figure 8.4: Effect of RH on the LC measured on size 0805 capacitors: a. non-contaminated and b. precontaminated at 1.56
µgcm-2 of NaCl (1, 2, 3 represents 3 capacitors tested at a time)

Under RH levels of 60% and 70% the difference in LC measured on non-contaminated and NaCl
contaminated samples was negligible, while at higher RH levels, an increase in LC with increase
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in RH became apparent, and the difference between non-contaminated samples and NaCl
contaminated samples was more pronounced. The LC curve for NaCl contaminated samples
showed intermittent fluctuations that did not occur with the non-contaminated samples, while no
ECM was observed with optical microscope.
Figure 8.5 shows the effect of temperature at a constant RH of 98% (implying an increase of
water vapour content of the air with the temperature) on LC between the terminals of a single
chip capacitor. The increase of LC with increase in temperature and water vapour content of the
air for both uncontaminated and precontaminated samples was significantly higher with an
increase of two orders of magnitude over a temperature shift of 50 °C from 15 °C to 65 °C. On
average, no major difference in LC level was observed between contaminated and noncontaminated samples. The highest level of current observed was in the range of 1 µA.
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Figure 8.5: Effect of temperature implying an increase of water vapour content in the air on the LC measured on size 0805
capacitors: a. non-contaminated and b. pre-contaminated at 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl (1, 2, 3 represents three capacitors tested
at a time)

The initial peaks in the current curve during the temperature shift (Figure 8.5) are attributed to
the temporary increase in RH on the surface of the ceramic chip capacitor, since the amount of
water vapour in the air increases with the temperature. At the transition of the temperature cycles,
the same level of RH was maintained by increasing the actual amount of water vapour, and thus,
the peak appears before the conditions are stabilized in the climatic chamber.
The effect of contamination level on the LC between the terminals of ceramic chip capacitor
as a function of RH and temperature is summarized in Figure 8.6. The current values plotted in
these graphs represent the mean current values measured on three capacitors (the standard
deviation is shown on each curve). The LC curves showed an increase in current with increased
humidity, temperature, and contamination level. Almost 3 times the increase in LC level was
found between zero contaminated samples to the sample precontaminated with 15.6 µgcm-2 of
NaCl. However, none of the samples exhibited ECM even at 65 °C/98% RH within the time of
exposure to these conditions, as was confirmed by inspection with optical microscope.
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Figure 8.6: Effect of contamination level on the LC as a function of: a. RH at constant temperature and b. effect of
temperature at constant RH

A marginal increase in LC with a magnitude of 20-30 nA was observed with an increase of RH
from 60% to 98% at 25 °C (Figure 8.6 a.), but an increase of almost two orders of magnitude was
observed for temperature change from 15 °C to 65 °C at 98% RH. The observed behaviour is
attributed to the change of water vapour content of the air with the change of temperature and
RH. In the latter case, the water vapour content of the air underwent a change from 12.5 gm-3 to
155.2 gm-3, while an increase or RH from 60% to 98% at 25 °C caused a much lower change form
13.7 gm-3 to 22.4 gm-3 (Figure 8.6 b.). However, no significant differences were observed between
the various contamination levels.

LC UNDER CONDENSING CONDITION
Figure 8.7 shows typical photographs taken in situ showing the water film formation on capacitors
as the temperature of the PCBA is reduced compared to the ambient temperature in the climatic
chamber. Temperature inside the climatic chamber was kept at 25 °C, while the RH was
maintained at 60%. No visible water film formation was observed until the temperature had
dropped below 19 ºC, while the temperature drop to 17 ºC caused condensation and thick water
layer formation. The decrease of temperature of the PCBA from 25 °C at 60% RH down to 19 ºC
and 17 ºC would cause, respectively, ~90% RH and ~100% RH locally on the surface of the
PCBA.

Figure 8.7: Temperature effect on condensation on size 0805 100 nF chip capacitors pre-contaminated with 8.58 µgcm-2 of
NaCl

Figure 8.8 shows the corresponding LC from three different sets of components from the test
PCBA namely: i) size 0805 resistors, ii) size 0805 capacitors, and iii) SIR comb pattern. The LC
obtained on the capacitors and resistors was measured on 10 components connected in parallel.
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The temperatures indicated in the graphs are the average values of temperatures obtained with
two resistance temperature detectors fixed on the test PCBAs. The expected error of temperature
reading is ~1 °C.
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when it occurred. For the non-contaminated samples, the increase of current was observed at the
very last step, when the temperature was around 17.5 °C, while with increase in contamination a
smaller temperature difference was enough to reach the dew-point, namely ~18.5 °C for 0.156
µgcm-2 and ~19.5 °C for 15.6 µgcm-2 contaminated specimens.

LONG-TERM EXPERIMENT UNDER NEAR TO CONDENSING CONDITIONS
A long term experiment under close to condensation condition was performed on the test PCBA
in order to verify the likelihood of ECM as a function of time. For this purpose, the 0805 100 nF
ceramic chip capacitors on the test PCBA were used for the analysis. Three samples with different
contamination levels were tested during the experiment. The test was performed with the noncontaminated capacitors and the capacitors precontaminated with 1.56 µgcm-2 and 15.6 µgcm-2
of NaCl. In order to be able to perform three simultaneous experiments, the entire rows of the
capacitors were cut off from three test PCBAs and fixed on the aluminium block with embedded
Peltier elements.
The near condensation condition was established by keeping the atmosphere in the climatic
chamber at 25 °C and 60% RH, while reducing the temperature of the PCBAs to around 21.5 °C.
As a result, around 75%–80% RH was established locally on the surface of the PCBA. Previous
experiments have shown that these conditions increase the water vapour density on a surface, and
thereby form a water layer sufficient to cause a noticeable increase in the LC, while the humidity
level was also above the critical RH level for NaCl contamination.
The experiment lasted for 20 days, and the environmental conditions were kept constant
throughout (Figure 8.9). The LC values during the first 10 days represent a potential bias of 5 V
DC, while in the time period from 10 to 20 days, the potential bias was increased to 10 V DC. It
was done in order to create ECM, as it was not observed within reasonable time at 5 V DC.
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Figure 8.9: LC measured on 10 ceramic chip capacitors connected in parallel; corrosion of the terminals of capacitor precontaminated with 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl (anode-right, cathode-left) is shown on the micrographs taken throughout the
experiment

The magnitude of the measured LC was proportional to the level of contamination on the
components. The non-contaminated capacitors showed the lowest current values in the range of
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0.03 mA at 5 V DC and 0.1 mA at 10 V DC. The capacitors precontaminated with 1.56 µgcm-2
showed 0.2 mA at 5 V and 0.45 mA at 10 V, while 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl showed 0.8 mA and 3.5
mA current at 5 V and 10 V, respectively. An overall look at the LC curves shows that the LC
increased over the first day, but stabilized further until the end of the experiment with an increase
of LC values with increase in contamination level.
The measurements of LC and visual inspection of the components with stereo microscope
after the completion of the test showed that none of the components exhibited dendrite growth
during the experiment; however, severe corrosion was seen on the anode terminals of capacitors
(micrographs in Figure 8.9).
A close-up view of the corroded terminal is shown in Figure 8.10 and is characterized by
severe corrosion. The formation of hillocks (another close-up view is shown in Figure 8.11)
similar to tin whiskers was also observed on the anode terminal of the capacitor with increased
time of exposure.

Figure 8.10: Close-up of anode terminal of capacitor precontaminated with 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl after 20 days experiment

Figure 8.11: Tin hillocks formed on the surface of anode terminal of capacitor precontaminated with 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl.
Numbers 1, 2 and 3 can be, respectively found in Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.12

The images in Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.11 show that several hillocks were formed on one terminal
of capacitor (positive terminal during experiments, anode). However, a detailed analysis of the
captured images revealed that the growth of whiskers also appeared on the terminal of a capacitor
(Figure 8.12). The whiskers grew from the anode terminal of the capacitor at different rates and
after a certain period of time they broke. It was observed that the whiskers tended to form during
the first 10 days of the experiment when the potential bias was 5 V. When the potential bias was
increased to 10 V, more hillocks started to appear instead.
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Figure 8.12: Tin whisker growth observed on the capacitor precontaminated with 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl

A comparison between in situ images and SEM images indicated that the hillock, which is marked
by number 3 in Figure 8.11, grew initially as a whisker (Figure 8.12 image taken at 60 h 25 min).
However, due to external stresses, the whisker probably broke, and therefore, in the SEM images,
it appears as a hillock. An optical microscope inspection of other samples indicated that the
formation of short bumps was more usual – hillocks, rather than long tin whiskers.

IV. DISCUSSION
LC UNDER NONCONDENSING AND SHORT-TERM CONDENSING CONDITIONS
The increase in LC with increasing RH at 25 °C without any variation in temperature between
the surface mount component or PCBA and ambient was found to be negligible (Figure 8.4 and
Figure 8.6 a.) irrespective of the level of contamination. However, the increase of LC with high
humidity and temperature (Figure 8.6 b.) reached 0.5 µA and showed a reduction of SIR on a
single component to below 100 MΩ, which is referred in IPC J-STD-004A method 3.4.5.1 and
IPC-9201 as constituting SIR failure. However, it is interesting to note that even with
contamination and RH levels higher than the critical RH for NaCl, the increase in LC was minor
when tested on single components biased at 5 V DC. The applied potential is an important factor,
since an increase of electric field can magnify the effect of contamination, and increase the LC
levels under high humidity conditions, or cause metal migration and dendritic growth under
condensing conditions [17], [30].
The effect of ionic contamination and humidity levels are commonly evaluated by SIR testing
with standardized comb patterns; however, similar testing on single chip components does not
seem to have been reported, so a direct comparison of the results with previous data is not
possible. However, the results obtained with SIR comb patterns under similar conditions can be
compared with what has been reported in the literature. Previous investigations found that a
decrease in SIR from approximately 21012 Ω to 71011 Ω with increasing RH from 65% to 85% at
65 °C is observed on a clean Au-Ni finish comb pattern with 0.64 mm pitch and 0.32 mm gap,
and approximately 2800 squares, when biased at 5 V DC [34]. For a precontamination with adipic
acid, which is an acid commonly used in soldering flux systems, at concentrations close to the
cleanliness level specified by IPC J-STD-001 standard, an approximate decrease of SIR from
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11011 Ω to 11010 Ω has been reported [34]. Similar results were obtained on the standard IPC-B24 copper comb patterns biased at 40 V DC and 50 V DC and exposed to varying environmental
conditions (35 °C/90% RH; 65 °C/85% RH; 85 °C/85% RH) [29], [35]. The results obtained on
the surface mount components in the present work indicated a marginal change in LC which can
be attributed to the change of SIR on the components. The variation of SIR within the same order
of magnitude from 4108 Ω to 1108 Ω was measured in the case of RH increase from 60% to 98%
at 25 °C (Figure 8.6 a.), and a change of almost two orders of magnitude from 3108 Ω to 6106 Ω
when temperature was increased (and also absolute water content) from 15 °C at 98 % RH to 65
°C at 98 % RH (Figure 8.6 b.).
The increase in LC with the temperature (Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6 b.) is caused by several
factors. First of all, the increase of temperature increases the amount of water vapour the air can
hold. As a result, the increase of temperature leads to an increase of water vapour density on the
surface of capacitors, reducing the SIR. In addition, the ion mobility, and therefore the migration
rate, also increases with temperature. As a result, the charge transfer through the bridging media
is accelerated, and this results in an increase in the LC with temperature.
It is known that an increase of temperature from 35 °C/90% RH to 85 °C/85% RH can
reduce SIR by two orders of magnitude and thereby increase LC, if measured on the noncontaminated IPC-B-24 copper comb patterns at 40 V DC [29]. In the case of an Au-Ni finish
comb pattern biased at 5 V DC, an increase of temperature from 50 °C/85% RH to 85 °C/85%
RH increased the LC by nearly two orders of magnitude for non-contaminated components and
those precontaminated with adipic acid at the level close to what is specified in the relevant IPC
standard (which is thereby comparable to the NaCl concentrations used in this work) [34]. The
results obtained on single chip capacitors are reasonably consistent with the results obtainable
with SIR patterns, indicating a change in SIR of the same order of magnitude as has been reported
in the literature.
Overall, the results obtained for single components with contamination levels, RH, and
temperature showed that without a difference in temperature between the component and its
surroundings, the resulting LC is significantly low with 5 V DC bias. At 98% RH and 25 °C it
was below 50 nA, which can be attributed to the SIR higher than 100 MΩ, and it was reduced
down to 10 MΩ when the temperature was increased up to 65 °C, implying an increase in water
vapour in the air to maintain 98% RH. Although a further increase can be expected with an
increase in potential bias, the results indicate that it is the temperature differential between the
PCBA surface and its surroundings that magnifies the effects.

EFFECT OF CONDENSING AND NEAR TO CONDENSING CONDITIONS
LC curves obtained under the condensing conditions (Figure 8.8) showed the importance of a
temperature difference between the surface of the PCBA and surrounding synergetic with
contamination in the water layer. The surface temperature of the device needed to be closer to the
dew point of the environment or the deliquescent point of the salt/contamination, and that the
deliquescent point was generally a higher temperature than the dew point. With increased
contamination on a surface, the temperature difference needed to form a sufficiently thick water
layer to support measurable LC was reduced by 2 °C3 °C.
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The LC curve obtained on the non-contaminated samples shown in Figure 8.8 indicated that
a temperature of 17.5 °C was needed to measure an increase in LC, which can be attributed to
the build-up of water layer on a surface. According to the Mollier diagram [32], that temperature
difference is very close to saturate the vapour density at the surface and lead to condensation. The
introduction of NaCl contamination on the surface even at small concentration (0.858 µgcm-2)
led to an increase in LC at RH levels around 90 % (T ≈ 18.5 °C). A further increase in
contamination level up to 15.6 µgcm-2 shifted the increase in current to RH values ~75%85% (T
≈ 21.5-19.5 °C). The difference in the current for different contamination levels was of the same
order of magnitude under noncondensing conditions; however, when the condensation occurred,
the difference between non-contaminated samples and 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl was as much as 23
orders of magnitude. This is highly significant from the point of view of the application of
electronic devices, as it indicates that the temperature differential that leads to a significant level
of water layer formation on the surface can be reduced due to the presence of ionic contamination
[36], [37]. Further, when the water layer thickness became significantly higher, LC values showed
a significant increase with increased levels of contamination that did not occur under humidity
conditions without temperature variance.
It should be noted that the chip resistors were less prone to water layer formation compared
to the chip capacitors. This indicates the importance of surface features in forming the water layer
with each decrease in temperature and increase in contamination. No temperature difference was
observed between resistors and capacitors. This might also be due to the dissipation of low levels
of generated heat; therefore it is below the sensitivity of the temperature measurements. Another
factor is the low wettability glass passivation layer on the resistors [17]. On the other hand, the
ceramic layer on the capacitors assisted water layer formation due to its micro scale surface
roughness. However, further work is needed to establish the exact reason for the difference in
behaviour.
Long term experiments at near condensation condition (Figure 8.9) also showed a result
similar to condensation conditions exhibiting an increase in LC with each increase in
contamination. Since the temperature of the PCBA was kept at 21.5 °C, which is equivalent to
producing 70%80% RH close to the PCBA surface, it is significant in relation to the NaCl
contamination as the humidity exceeds the critical RH, which is close to 75% [38], [39]. Above
the critical RH, the NaCl deliquesces, forming a liquid brine – the brine will increase in volume
as the temperature decreases/RH increases, leading to the formation of a continuous layer if there
is sufficient contamination present. The results showed that unlike when NaCl is present on the
surface of the component without a temperature difference with the surroundings, slight
temperature cycling around critical humidity levels can cause thicker water layer formation and
increased LCs.
The formation of hillocks found on the anode terminal of a chip capacitor (Figure 8.10 and
Figure 8.11) is due to release of surface stress due to corrosion of top layer, which leads to the
growth of hillocks similar to whiskers [40]. Tin whisker growth is a common phenomenon for tin
coatings [41]–[45]. The whisker growth is started by compressive stress in the tin layer. Without
the surface oxide layer, the internal compressive stress inside the tin layer relieves uniformly
throughout the surface, and no whiskers appear in that area. However, when there are weak spots
in the oxide layer, the internal compressive stress inside the bulk of the material can be relieved
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by driving the tin material out of the opening and thereby causing whisker growth [44]. Analysis
of in situ video of the capacitor showed that the hillocks started to form when the bias potential
was increased from 5 V to 10 V. Visual inspection of the components after the experiment revealed
that hillocks were formed on the capacitor when it was precontaminated with 1.56 µgcm-2 of
NaCl too, but to a lesser extent and smaller in size. The hillocks appeared on the anode terminal
in most of the cases. This appearance indicates that corrosion of the anode terminal and depletion
of the oxide layer created defects and weak spots on the surface, and thereby promoted the
formation of hillocks or whiskers at these spots [46]–[48]. SEM/EDS analysis of the hillocks
showed their composition to be pure tin.
The experiments showed the importance of temperature variation for the LC, and its effect
on the reliability of PCBAs. Temperature variation on a PCBA can occur due to diurnal
temperature variations, turn on/off cycles etc. [49]–[51], and it can be greatly accelerated if the
components with high thermal capacity and conductivity are present on the PCBA or are in
contact with it. The level of contamination plays a significant role in determining the differential
temperature needed for condensing conditions on the PCBA [36], [37]. This shows the
importance of controlling process related contamination levels so that the risk for later water
formation can be significantly reduced.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A marginal increase in LC in the nA range was observed on surface mount capacitors
exposed to elevated humidity condition from 60% to 98% at a constant temperature of 25 °C,
and an almost two orders of magnitude increase in current from 10 nA to 1 µA in the case of
temperature change (implying an increase of water content in the air) from 15 °C at 98% RH
to 65 °C at 98% RH. This is equivalent to reduction of SIR below 100 MΩ, which is
commonly used as failure criterion in climatic testing.
Effect of ionic contamination level was more pronounced with an increase of water vapour
density on the surface of the PCBA due to differential temperature between PCBA and
surroundings. Almost 23 orders of magnitude increase in LC was observed between noncontaminated samples and 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl when a visible water layer formed on the
chip component.
Presence of NaCl with deliquescent point greater than the dew point of the air caused
formation of water layer on a surface at higher temperatures. For the non-contaminated
samples, the condensation started at 17.5 °C (equivalent to 95% RH, at ambient 25
°C/60%RH), while NaCl even at concentration of 0.156 µgcm-2 caused the same effect at
lower RH, around 90%, and at 75%85% RH when the level of contamination was further
increased to 15.6 µgcm-2.
Chip resistors used in this work were found to be less prone to water layer formation
compared to chip capacitors, although no temperature difference was found between resistors
and capacitors.
In situ video showed formation of tin whiskers and hillocks from the anode terminal of the
capacitor during testing under differential temperature conditions at potential bias from 5 V
to 10 V. The growth of hillocks and whiskers was much more likely on the anode terminal of
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a capacitor, indicating that corrosion of the anode terminal and depletion of the oxide film
increased the formation of sites for whisker growth.
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SOLDER FLUX RESIDUES AND HUMIDITY RELATED
FAILURES IN ELECTRONICS: RELATIVE EFFECTS OF
WEAK ORGANIC ACID USED IN NO-CLEAN FLUX
SYSTEMS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat

Abstract—This paper presents the results of humidity testing of weak organic acids (WOAs),
namely adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and palmitic acids, which are commonly used as
activators in no-clean solder fluxes. The study was performed under humidity conditions varying
from 60% relative humidity (RH) to ~99 %RH at 25 °C. The following parameters were used for
characterisation of WOAs: mass gain due to water adsorption and deliquescence of the WOA (by
using quartz crystal microbalance), resistivity of water layer formed on the printed circuit board
(by impedance spectroscopy) and leakage current measured using the surface insulation resistance
pattern in the potential range from 0 V to 10 V. The combined results indicated the importance
the WOA chemical structure for the water adsorption and therefore conductive water layer
formation on the printed circuit board assembly (PCBA). A substantial increase of leakage
currents and probability of electrochemical migration was observed at humidity levels above the
RH corresponding to the deliquescence point of WOAs present as contaminants on the printed
circuit boards. The results suggest that use of solder fluxes with WOAs having higher
deliquescence point could improve the reliability of electronics operating under circumstances in
which exposure to high humidity is likely to occur.
Keywords—Flux residue, Surface insulation resistance, Leakage current, Corrosion, Reliability of
electronics, Impedance spectroscopy

I. INTRODUCTION
No-clean fluxes containing weak organic acids as activators are widely used for reflow, wave, and
selective soldering process for manufacturing of printed circuit board assemblies (PCBAs).
Usually, they are halide-free and provide the ability to activate the metal surface through lowmolecular-weight dicarboxylic acids. The advantage of no-clean flux over conventional solder
flux is that the residue, which is typically composed of resin and weak organic acid (WOA),
volatizes and decomposes during soldering, hence the remaining residue is expected to be benign
and does not require post-soldering cleaning process. The development of such fluxes was driven
by the ban of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) [1], which were used in solvents for cleaning
conventional rosin-based fluxes, and by attempts to increase soldering efficiency and to reduce
costs related to soldering.
No-clean fluxes can be formulated with various levels of resin, generally referred to as solids.
Typically, high-solid-content fluxes do not require use of an inert environment for soldering but
will leave excessive residues on the board, while low-solids (<5 wt.%) fluxes seldom leave a

V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, and R. Ambat, “Solder flux residues and humidity-related failures in electronics: relative
effects of weak organic acid used in no-clean flux systems,” J. Electron. Mater., vol. 14, no. 4, pp. 1116–1127, 2015.
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residue visible to the naked eye visible and are expected to have low influence on corrosion. From
the corrosion point of view, the most important component in the flux is the ionic activator,
namely the WOAs. The WOAs typically used in soldering fluxes are known to be hygroscopic
[2], thus the residues are able to adsorb moisture from the surroundings at lower humidity levels
than are typical for moisture condensation on clean PCBs. As a result, the residues of WOAs can
enhance leakage currents and cause other corrosion-related issues, e.g., affecting the integrity of
electrical circuits through electrical shorts and open circuits, or electrochemical migration [3]–[5].
A commonly used technique for studying the effect of flux residues (WOAs) is measurement
of surface insulation resistance (SIR), as described in IPC J-STD-004B standard. SIR testing is
performed at 40°C/90%RH, for 168 h at 5 V DC or 25 Vmm-1. The purpose of the SIR testing is
to understand the impact of flux residues on the electrical reliability of a device, specifically the
conductive and corrosive nature of the residue. SIR measurement provides the resistivity of the
residue in ohms per square (normalized area). Compared with SIR testing, the effect of corrosive
acids from wave solder flux or reflow solder paste can be studied by resistance measurements on
test coupons typically having narrower anodes and wider cathode electrodes [6]–[8]. In this case,
the change of resistance of the anodes due to corrosion is measured and compared with the initial
values. Another, not as commonly used, but very effective method for studying the conduction
mechanisms on the surface of the printed circuit boards is the impedance spectroscopy [9]–[13].
The advantage of impedance spectroscopy over conventional SIR testing is that the low-amplitude
alternating current (AC) signal used in the test itself does not alter the nature of the test patterns,
and enables one to distinguish between the impedance of the water layer and impedance from
interfacial electrochemical processes. However, this technique requires more advanced
measurement instruments, and specific knowledge for data analysis.
It is known that some of the WOAs have a more detrimental effect in terms of SIR and
corrosion than other acids when tested under a variety of temperature-humidity-bias conditions.
A number of investigations have been reported on the effects of flux residues on leakage current
and corrosion as a function of humidity, temperature, flux type, and its concentration [3], [10],
[14]–[18]. The effect of WOAs and no-clean flux was tested under varying climate conditions:
40°C/93%RH, 60°C/93%RH, 35°C/90%RH, 65°C/85%RH, and 85°C/85%RH. Substantial
differences in SIR among adipic, succinic, glutaric, and malic acid was observed, and it was found
that SIR testing at higher temperature minimizes the differences in SIR [3]. Another study of
processing temperature and accelerated aging conditions showed that the SIR behaviour of the
WOAs is a temperature dependent, and as most appropriate condition for testing 40°C/93%RH
is suggested [19].
The effects of WOA in the flux residue are commonly studied in terms of SIR, dendritic
growth, and corrosion. The test is typically performed under a direct current (DC) voltage and
constant climate conditions, however if the test is performed under RH levels below the critical
relative humidity level of the ionic contamination, it will not necessarily reveal its potential
danger, or the ranking of particular contaminants can change if tested under different climate
conditions. Different from literature, the present work focuses on the effect of ionic contamination
arising from WOAs in no-clean flux systems on the leakage current and SIR from the point of
view of residue hygroscopicity. The hygroscopicity of WOAs characterizes their ability to take in
moisture from the atmosphere by adsorption and absorption, therefore determining the amount
that can be dissolved in the thin water layer to influence the conductivity of the water layer formed
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on the surface of the PCBA. In this work, hygroscopicity of various WOAs (adipic, glutaric,
succinic, DL-malic, and palmitic acids) is investigated using a quartz crystal microbalance to
quantify the mass gain after contaminating the crystal surface with known amount of WOAs.
Furthermore, the influence of WOAs on the impedance and leakage current through the water
layer formed under exposure to humidity is studied using a test PCB setup. The range of humidity
employed in the testing is 60% to ~99% at 25 °C.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
CLIMATIC CHAMBER
All humidity exposure experiments were performed in an “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber.
The fluctuation of temperature and humidity is ±0.3°C/±2.5%RH, in the range -40°C to
+100°C/20°CRH to 98%RH. The highest RH used in the experiments was above the range for
which fluctuations of temperature and humidity are specified. Thus, this test condition is further
denoted as ~99%RH.

TEST BOARDS
Leakage current measurements were performed on the SIR pattern with hot air solder leveling
(HASL) (Sn/Ag/Cu) finish, on the FR-4 test board in accordance with IPC-4101/21. The size
and thickness of the board were 168 mm × 112.4 mm and 1.6 mm, respectively, and a detailed
description of the test board can be found elsewhere [20]. The dimensions of SIR pattern used for
leakage current measurements were 13 mm × 25 mm; the width of conductor lines and the spacing
between them was 0.3 mm (Figure 9.1 a.). The nominal square count calculated for a SIR pattern
of the current dimensions is 1476 [21].

5.8

25

0.3
0.3

FR4 laminate
Solder mask

a.

10.8
13

b.

1.3
0.66

0.66

Figure 9.1: Test boards: a. SIR pattern and b. PCB with two electrodes used for impedance spectroscopy. The dimensions
provided in the drawing are in millimetres (mm).

The test board for impedance measurements was a 1.6 mm FR-4 laminate with two opposing
conduction lines having width of 0.66 mm, length of 5.8 mm, and separation of 1.3 mm (Figure
9.1 b.). The dimensions of the SIR pattern (area without solder mask) provide an approximate
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nominal square count of 4.5. The base material of the conducting lines was copper (~35 µm), with
an intermediate layer of nickel (9 ± 1 µm), and a top layer of gold (6.5 ± 1 µm).
Prior to application of WOAs, the test boards were cleaned with a mixture of isopropyl
alcohol and deionized water and then rinsed in deionized water with resistivity of 18.2 MΩcm at
25°C. An ultrasonic bath was used for the cleaning of the test board for impedance measurement
(Figure 9.1 b). The cleaned boards were precontaminated with the WOAs dissolved in isopropyl
alcohol at concentration of 10 gL-1. The volume of the droplet was confined to the surface area
of the test coupons, resulting in 100 µgcm-2 of the WOAs after solvent evaporation at room
temperature. A set of precontaminated test boards was also exposed to temperature ramping from
220°C to 245°C for 45s to simulate the temperature profile likely to be experienced during the
soldering process.

WEAK ORGANIC ACIDS
A summary of physical properties of WOAs commonly used in no-clean solder flux is shown in
Table 1. The acids were selected after chemical composition analysis of a number of no-clean
solder fluxes currently available on the market. One of the important parameters describing the
WOAs is the dissociation rate, which is described as the ratio of the concentrations of dissociated
ions and undissociated molecules. The negative of the logarithm of the acid dissociation constant
(pKa) for the first and second dissociation constants is given in Table 9.1. The larger the value of
pKa, the lesser the extent of dissociation and the lower the ionic conductivity in water.
Table 9.1: Selected properties of weak organic acids [2]

Acid

Molecular formula

Adipic
Succinic
Glutaric
DL-malic
Palmitic

HO2C(CH2)4CO2H
HO2C(CH2)2CO2H
HO2C(CH2)3CO2H
HO2CCH(OH)CH2CO2H
H3C(CH2)14CO2H

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)
146.14
118.09
132.12
134.09
256.42

pKa1

pKa2

4.4118°C
4.2125°C
4.3218°C
3.4025°C
4.78

5.4118°C
5.6425°C
5.4225°C
5.1125°C
-

Melting
point
(°C)
151.5
185
97.9
132
62.5

Boiling
point
(°C)
337.5
234
273
351

Solubility
(g/1000 g
H2O)
1515°C
83.525°C
140025°C
144026°C
0.00720°C

The residue of no-clean flux is supposed to degrade and evaporate during exposure to the
soldering temperature, and the remaining residue of no-clean flux must be benign. Therefore, the
melting and boiling temperatures are of importance, although due to the small amounts of WOAs
resulting from no-clean fluxes, the residue volatilizes before it reaches boiling point. The solubility
is another important factor regarding the thickness of the water layer formed under humidity
exposure. The water layer thickness formed due to deliquescence of highly soluble WOA is higher
when compared to the water layer formed by the less soluble WOA at equivalent weight amount.

HYGROSCOPIC PROPERTY OF THE WEAK ORGANIC ACIDS
A “QCM200” quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) from SRS Inc. with 5 MHz AT-cut gold
contact quartz crystal was used for in situ measurement of water adsorption and absorption by the
WOAs. The quantitative relationship between the change in frequency of the piezoelectric crystal
and a change of mass caused by the mass loading on a piezoelectric crystal surface is given
according to Sauerbrey equation [22]:
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where f0 (Hz) is the resonant frequency of the crystal; μq (gcm-1s-2) is the shear modulus of quartz,
ρq (gcm-3) is the density of quartz, A (cm2) is the surface area of the electrode, and ∆m (g) is the
change in mass on the crystal. The sensitivity factor Cf for the crystal used in this work at room
temperature was 56.6 Hz μg-1cm2.
The hygroscopicity of WOAs was determined by putting a 1.4 µL droplet of acid dissolved
in isopropyl alcohol at concentration of 1 gL1 on the active gold electrode of the crystal, letting
solvent evaporate, and exposing the crystal to elevated humidity inside the climatic chamber. The
relative humidity (RH) was ramped from 20 % to 98 % at 25°C during 8 h interval and elevated
from 60 % to ~99 % at 25°C in steps of 10 %, 5 %, and 2 %. The increase of mass of the crystal
was associated with water adsorption onto the surface and the residue initially applied onto the
crystal. The abrupt change in mass and motional resistance of the crystal was attributed to the
critical RH or deliquescence of WOA on the crystal.

ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS
Electrochemical measurements were performed with a “BioLogic VSP” multichannel
workstation (Bio-Logic Instruments, France). The channels of the instrument were connected in
two-electrode cell configuration.

LEAKAGE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
The leakage current was measured on SIR patterns precontaminated with WOAs at concentration
of 100 µgcm-2 and exposed to elevated humidity inside the climatic chamber. The humidity was
elevated from 60 %RH to ~99 %RH, while the temperature was kept constant at 25 °C throughout
the experiment. After each step of humidity increase, the samples were left to equilibrate with the
environment for 2 h, then potential sweep measurements were performed. The current was
measured as a function of the applied potential, which was scanned from 0 V to 10 V at 2 mVs-1
sweep rate. The measurements were performed at 60 %, 70 %, 80 %, 90 %, 95 %, and 98 %, at 25
°C.

AC IMPEDANCE
Impedance measurements were performed using an AC signal with amplitude of 50 mV
(Vrms≈35.36 mV) in the frequency range from 10 mHz to 100 kHz. The average of five
measurements per frequency was recorded. Impedance and phase angle measurements were
generated at the open-circuit potential. Impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed
simultaneously with the leakage current measurements under the same climatic conditions.
Fitting of the impedance data to the equivalent circuits was done by using “ZSimpWin 3.21”
electrochemical impedance modelling software.
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III. RESULTS
HYGROSCOPICITY OF THE WEAK ORGANIC ACIDS
The RH level at which the WOA begins to adsorb moisture from the atmosphere is usually
referred to as the critical RH and can also be designated as the deliquescence RH. The
deliquescence RH was investigated by applying a droplet of WOAs dissolved in isopropyl alcohol
on the active electrode of the piezoelectric quartz crystal and exposing it to the elevated humidity
condition. The change of frequency and motional resistance of the crystal at series resonance as
a function of time and relative humidity for adipic and glutaric acids is shown in Figure 9.2. The
negative change of frequency is attributed to the gain of mass, while the positive change of
motional resistance indicates the change of viscoelastic properties of the substance on the crystal.
Typically, the motional resistance of the crystal at series resonance varies from about 10 Ohm to
40 Ohm for a dry crystal, to about 375 Ohm for a crystal in water. The critical RH for WOAs was
determined from the change of frequency and resistance of the crystal.
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Figure 9.2: Representative graphs from QCM measurement: a. adipic and b. glutaric acids

In the case of adipic acid (Figure 9.2 a.), a steady decrease of frequency and increase of resistance
with increasing RH were observed over the entire range of humidity tested, whereas for glutaric
acid (Figure 9.2 b.) the frequency first abruptly decreased (startling from 83%RH) followed by a
steep increase (from 87%RH). The resistance increased from 6.7 Ohm to 57.0 Ohm during this
measurement. The abrupt change of the resonant frequency and the significant increase of the
motional resistance indicate the change in the viscoelastic property of the substance on the crystal,
attributable to deliquescence of the WOA. The range of RH for deliquescence of glutaric acid is
indicated by green dashed line in Figure 9.2 b. The same procedure was carried out for all five
WOAs, and a summary of the results is presented in Table 9.2. The first deliquescence RH column
for the WOAs presents data reported in the literature, while the second column presents the
deliquescence RH range observed with QCM in a number of tests performed under elevated RH
conditions.
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Table 9.2: Deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) of WOAs

Acid
Adipic
Succinic
Glutaric
DL-malic
Palmitic

DRHliterature (%)
99.6a; ≥99c
98a; >94b; 98.8b*; ≥98c
84a; 83.5-85b; 88.0-88.5b*; 89-99c; 85±5d
86a; 78e; no deliquescenceb
-

DRHQCM (%)
>98
>98
83-89
75-84
-

a

– Calculated [23]. b – Single-particle levitation using an electrodynamic balance at 25 °C [24]. b* – Saturated solution at 25
°C [24]. c – Predicted by UNIFAC [25]. d – By using tandem differential mobility analyser (TDMA) system [26] e – [27].

Before and after exposing the contaminated quartz crystal to humidity, pictures of residues on the
quartz crystal were taken. The images of quartz crystal precontaminated with five WOAs before
and after exposure to relative humidity from 20 % to 98 % are shown in Figure 9.3.

a. Adipic

a. Succinic

a. Glutaric

a. DL-malic

a. Palmitic

b. Adipic

b. Succinic

b. Glutaric

b. DL-malic

b. Palmitic

Figure 9.3: Appearance of WOA on a quartz crystal: a. before and b. after the exposure to 98 %RH at 25 °C

The unchanged appearance of adipic, succinic, and palmitic acids after exposure to 98 %RH at
25 °C indicates that humidity level was below the deliquescence RH values for these acids.
Conversely, the appearance of recrystallized residue of glutaric and DL-malic acids shows that
these acids were dissolved into the water during the experiment, indicting deliquescence RH
values lower than 98 %RH at 25 °C.

LEAKAGE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
The leakage current measured on the SIR pattern as a function of applied potential under RH
levels from 60 % to ~99 % at 25 °C is shown in Figure 9.4. The left-side graphs in Figure 9.4 were
obtained with WOA residue formed by evaporation from isopropyl alcohol solution at room
temperature, while the graphs on the right side show the leakage current measured after
contaminated SIR patterns were exposed from 220°C to 245°C for 45 s. The heating of the board
was performed to simulate the possible effect of temperature experienced during the soldering
process, since the principle of no-clean flux is based on decomposition and evaporation of the
acid during soldering.
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Figure 9.4: Leakage current measured on a SIR pattern precontaminated with: 1. adipic, 2. succinic, 3. glutaric, 4. DLmalic, and 5. palmitic acids at concentrations 100 µgcm-2 at: a (left side) room temperature and b (right side) heated at
220°C to 245°C for 45 s
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The magnitude of the leakage current represents the Faradaic current resulting from the corrosion
rate of the SIR pattern, and it increases with increase of humidity. The current levels in the range
of mA measured on the board under noncondensing conditions typically indicate short-circuiting
due to the formation of tin dendrites and corrosion product bridging between oppositely biased
electrodes of the SIR pattern. An overview of corroded SIR patterns is provided in Figure 9.5,
with magnified views of corrosion features in Figure 9.6. For reference, the leakage current for an
uncontaminated SIR pattern exposed to 98 %RH at 25 °C measured at 10 V DC is below 10 nA.

Corrosion product
Tin dendrites
WOA residue

Pitting

Adipic
Succinic

DL-malic

Glutaric
DL-malic

Palmitic
Figure 9.5: Overview of corroded SIR patterns showing important features (representative of leakage current
measurements in Figure 9.4 a.

a.

b.

Figure 9.6: SEM images of corrosion features: a. bridging of anode and cathode electrodes of SIR pattern by dendrite
formation due to electrochemical migration, and b. corrosion of anode electrode indicating pitting (related locations are
indicated in Figure 9.5)

Optical observation after humidity testing indicated significant corrosion of SIR patterns
precontaminated with DL-malic and glutaric acids, while a large amount of WOA residues was
visible on all the patterns in Figure 9.5. Pitting of the tin was observed on some electrodes of the
SIR pattern precontaminated with DL-malic acid (Figure 9.5 b.).Among all the acids, DL-malic
acid was most aggressive, having the lowest critical RH value and highest dissolution in the water
layer, and therefore resulting in the highest leakage currents. The leakage current for adipic and
palmitic acids was below µA level even at the highest RH of ~99 % (Fig. 4). However, the leakage
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current for SIR patterns precontaminated with succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic acids showed an
increase of current up to the range of mA. It can be noted that the threshold RH for a rise of
current for succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic acids is close to the deliquescence RH. The heating of
the test PCB with the SIR pattern prior to the climatic testing reduced the amount of acid, which
is reflected in the leakage current graph in Figure 9.4. In the case of DL-malic, dendrite bridging
of the SIR pattern electrodes due to electrochemical migration was observed at 80 %RH, similar
to glutaric acid. However, two steps (denoted as I and II) in the leakage current curve were
observed for DL-malic (Figure 9.4).

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
The electrochemical process initiates with the adsorption of a thin water layer from the humid
atmosphere onto the surface of the PCBA and the formation of a conductive electrolyte which
results from the dissociation of the WOAs. Figure 9.7 shows the effect of different WOAs on the
impedance spectra measured on the printed circuit board as a function of RH at 25 °C.
The impedance data in Figure 9.7 were fit using two equivalent circuits. The bulk of the test
board was characterized by CFR-4 and RFR-4 (Figure 9.8). The other parameters were assumed to
characterize the contamination layer and associated conduction mechanism between the
electrodes on the board. The resistance RΩ characterizes the ohmic resistance of the
contamination layer, QDL characterizes the double-layer capacitance at the contamination layer
and electrode interface, and RCT represents the charge-transfer resistance associated with Faradic
reaction occurring at the interface. In the equivalent circuit (Figure 9.8 b), a constant-phase
element Q, which represents the deviation from the capacitive behaviour, was used. The deviation
depends upon n (Q ≈ ωn); i) for n = 1, Q acts as a capacitance, ii) for n = 0.5, Q acts as a Warburg
impedance, and iii) for n = 0, Q acts as a resistance. The element representing a Warburg
impedance is denoted as Zw in the equivalent circuit. More information about the physical
meaning of the elements used to fit the impedance spectra can be found in the references [28],
[29].

CFR-4
CFR-4

QDL

RFR-4

a.

b.

RΩ +RFR-4

RCT

ZW

Figure 9.7: Equivalent circuits used for modelling of the impedance data: a. circuit characterizing the test board (RC), and
b. circuit valid in presence of semi-infinite linear diffusion to the electrodes, especially at high RH (C(R(Q(RW)))) The
element marked as RΩ+RFR-4 is mainly representing the resistance of water layer forming on the surface, though a minor
effect of resistance resulting from the bulk of PCB laminate is also included
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Figure 9.8: Bode plots obtained at different RH levels on the test board precontaminated with WOAs (100 µgcm-2): a.
adipic, b. succinic, c. glutaric, d. DL-malic, e. palmitic and f. control sample with no contamination

The contamination layer resulting from the WOAs is a crystalline solid, and it can form a
discontinuous layer between the electrodes, as shown in Figure 9.5. When water is adsorbed onto
the surface, some of the acid dissolves and dissociates to form ionic conduction pathway, thereby
reducing RΩ and providing an alternative surface pathway for the bulk conduction through RFR-4.
In that case, the impedance is more effectively characterized by the model (C(R(Q(RW)))) rather
than the model (RC) shown in Figure 9.8 a. The impedance measured on a clean test board at 60
%RH resulted in a capacitance of 1.37 × 10-11 F and resistance of 1.26 × 109 Ohms, as calculated
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from the (RC) equivalent circuit. The latter parameter values were used as a reference for fitting
the impedance data using the equivalent circuits shown in Figure 9.8, although a slight increase
of capacitance with increase of RH was expected [30]. The stray capacitance associated with the
current experimental setup is 7.5 × 10-12 F, and it was included in the measurements.
For low RH, the dominant conduction pathway is through the glass-reinforced epoxy
laminate and solder mask. As can be seen from the Bode plots in Figure 9.7, at the highest
frequencies, only the capacitive behaviour of the test board is observable and it is independent of
the nature of the contamination layer. The dependence of the impedance on the characteristics of
the contamination is more pronounced at lower frequencies. At low humidity levels, the spectra
follow the (RC) circuit, though with relatively high scatter of the data. The scatter is reduced for
measurements above 80 %RH for glutaric acid and above 90 %RH for adipic, succinic, and
palmitic acids. The increase of the RH from 60 % to 80 % for adipic and succinic acids is barely
reflected in the impedance spectra. This shows that an increase of the RH in this range had only
a minor effect on the SIR of the test board. Compared with glutaric acid, the same behaviour was
observed at humidity levels from 60 % to 70 %, while DL-malic acid exhibited completely different
behaviour compared with other acids. The decrease of impedance was clearly seen, starting from
60 % RH. This behaviour indicates a different humidity adsorption mechanism for DL-malic acid.
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Figure 9.9: Impedance data for test PCB contaminated with 100 µgcm-2 of WOAs at ~99 % RH/25 °C: a. Bode plots and
b. Nyquist plots

A comparison between the impedance spectra obtained for WOAs at ~99%RH/25°C is shown
in Figure 9.9. The data obtained from the fitting of the impedance spectra using the model shown
in Figure 9.8 b. are presented in Table 9.3. Detailed information on the analysis of impedance
data lies beyond the scope of this paper and can be found elsewhere [28], [29].
The capacitance CFR-4 provided in Table 9.3 is a combined measure of the dielectric properties
of the laminate and the contamination layer between the electrodes, measured under high RH.
The resistance denoted as RFR-4+Ω mainly represents the resistance of the water layer forming on
the surface, though a negligible resistance through the bulk of the laminate is also included. A
more adequate representation of the resistance under a DC voltage is the combined resistance of
RΩ +RFR-4 and RCT as presented in the last column of Table 9.3. In this case, adipic and palmitic
acids are characterized by higher resistances compared to succinic, glutaric and DL-malic acids.
The Warburg admittance, which is the reciprocal of the impedance, represents the diffusion of
ions from and to the electrodes. An increase of Warburg admittance for succinic, glutaric, and
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DL-malic acids can be attributed to the increased water layer thickness on the PCB, as it enhances

ion transport from and to the electrodes. The exponent of the constant-phase element denoted as
QDL in Table 9.3 for succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic acids also suggests an electrical property
similar to that of a Warburg element, while in the case of adipic and palmitic acids, constantphase elements have properties more closely related to a capacitor. In the Nyquist plots for
succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic acids in Figure 9.9 b two time constants indicating electrode
reactions can be clearly seen, whereas in the cases of adipic and palmitic acids, the plots are similar
to the (RC) circuit, while a 45º angle between the real and imaginary parts of the impedance at
low frequencies indicates diffusion-controlled charge transfer at the electrode, being more evident
for palmitic acid.
Table 9.3: Data from impedance spectra fitting

Acid
Adipic
Succinic
Glutaric
DL-malic
Palmitic

CFR-4
(F)
8.39E-12
1.30E-11
1.29E-11
1.32E-11
7.18E-12

RΩ+RFR-4*
(Ohm)
8.81E4
1.95E5
2.71E5
1.90E5
5.91E4

QDL
(Ssecn)
3.99E-11
3.84E-7
3.75E-7
2.71E-7
5.54E-11

n
(0<n<1)
0.86
0.43
0.32
0.51
0.84

RCT
(Ohm)
1.17E7
7.11E5
1.56E6
8.73E5
1.10E7

Warburg
(S sec0.5)
3.44E-6
2.64E4
1.92E5
3.41E5
5.98E-7

RFR4+Ω +
RCT (Ohm)
1.18E+07
9.06E+05
1.83E+06
1.06E+06
1.11E+07

* Combined resistance of water layer forming on the surface (R Ω) and resistance resulting from the laminate bulk between
the electrodes (RFR-4). The resistance of the laminate is much higher than the resistance of the water layer. Both components
act as connected in parallel, thus the resistance of the bulk is negligible.

IV. DISCUSSION
HYGROSCOPICITY OF ACIDS AND WATER LAYER FORMATION
Comparing the solubility in water (Table 9.1) and the deliquescence point (Table 9.2), it can be
noted that, the higher the solubility of the WOA in water, the lower its deliquescence point. From
the solubility point of view, this implies that, on a PCBA surface, a WOA with lower solubility
would require a thicker water layer to dissolve the same weight of acid. For example, if adipic,
succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic acids are present at the levels typically found as residues after a
no-clean wave soldering process (~10 µgcm-2) [31], a water thickness of 6.7 µm, 1.2 µm, 0.071
µm, and 0.069 µm, respectively, would be required to dissolve the acids. As a result, the residue
with the least soluble acid could easily saturate the water layer compared to the highly soluble
acid and contribute less to the leakage currents.
Among the acids investigated, adipic, succinic, and glutaric acids differ only by the number
methylene groups. Therefore, it can be expected similar behaviour of those WOAs under humid
conditions. However, the deliquescence points for the acids are different, lying in the following
order: adipic > succinic > glutaric. For glutaric acid, literature suggests mass transfer limitation,
which delays complete deliquescence of the acid at the critical RH level, while this is not the case
for adipic or succinic acid [24]. Different behaviour might be due to the length of the chain. With
increased chain length, the carboxylic group can easily twist, reducing the steric interaction when
in contact with water molecules. On the other hand, DL-malic acid is highly soluble in water and
has the lowest RH for deliquescence. Results in the literature [24] show that, due to the chemical
structure of malic acid, i.e., the presence of hydroxyl and carboxylic functional groups, neither
crystallization nor deliquescence is observed, thus DL-malic acid adsorbs and desorbs water
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continuously. Palmitic acid has a long hydrocarbon chain, which gives the molecule a nonpolar
character, making it insoluble in water. Due to low adsorption of water, palmitic acid has different
corrosive nature under humid conditions.
Overall, the following order of deliquescence point was observed for various WOAs: palmitic
> adipic > succinic > glutaric > DL-malic acid. A number of findings in the literature [24]–[27],
[32] comply with the results obtained by QCM in this work (Table 9.2). SIR testing of adipic,
succinic, glutaric, and malic acids [3], showed a similar ranking of the acids to that observed from
the leakage current and AC impedance measurements in this work.

ELECTRICAL EFFECTS UNDER HUMID CONDITIONS

Leakage current (mA)

The summary of leakage currents presented in Figure 9.10 is based on the leakage current values
for various acids at 10 V in Figure 9.4. The upper boundary lines in the graph indicate the current
due to WOAs applied on the SIR pattern at concentration of 100 µgcm-2 at room temperature,
while the lower lines represent the current corresponding to the residue after 45 s of exposure to
temperatures from 220 °C to temperatures from 245 °C. As can be noticed, glutaric and DL-malic
acids caused the highest leakage currents, and also the greatest reduction in the currents was
observed for these acids after heat exposure for 45 s. The observation is attributed to the high
solubility of these acids, thus a high amount of acid can be dissolved in a thin layer of water, or
at lower RH. This results in very high currents when present at 100 µgcm-2; however, when
exposed to heat, a high amount of acid volatilizes, thus resulting in a significant reduction of the
current. In contrast, the heating appears to have less effect on low-solubility acids (adipic,
succinic, and palmitic acids), but this is due to the lower currents they generated when present at
100 µgcm-2. Overall, the reduction of leakage current observed for all the acids is related to the
volatilization and decomposition of the WOA. Similar findings are reported in literature [3], [19].
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Figure 9.10: Summary graph showing comparison of leakage current for various acids as a function of humidity at 10 V
bias. Upper and lower boundaries of each curve represent the leakage current corresponding to the contamination on the
SIR after room-temperature evaporation and the board with contamination after 45 s of exposure to temperatures in the
range from 220 °C to 245 °C

Among the acids investigated, adipic and palmitic acids were characterized by the lowest leakage
currents in the measured humidity range, in agreement with the low deliquescence nature of these
acids (Figure 9.4; Table 9.2). On the other hand, succinic and glutaric acids showed lower leakage
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currents initially, but the current increased abruptly above the deliquescent point due to
electrochemical migration.
DL-malic acid with two carboxylic and one hydroxyl group was found to generate the highest
levels of leakage current (Figure 9.4 and Figure 9.10). The two steps are observed in the leakage
current curves for DL-malic acid in Figure 9.4. This could be an indication of the contributions of
hydroxyl and carboxylic functional groups to the conduction mechanism; however, this requires
further investigation. The impedance spectra for DL-malic acid showed a great reduction in
impedance at low frequencies with every step increase in RH, thus indicating an ability to conduct
high leakage currents over a wide range of humidity.
In the case of palmitic acid, the minor though steady increase of leakage current (Figure 9.4)
and a similar reduction of impedance at the lowest frequencies (Figure 9.9) when measured as a
function of RH indicate a steady increase of surface conductivity. Also, the presence of diffusioncontrolled charge transfer at the electrode/contamination layer interface was observed from the
impedance measurements. The described phenomenon indicates a slow build-up of the water
layer on top of the layer of palmitic acid. The diffusion-controlled charge transfer is assumed to
be observed due to the long hydrocarbon chain and low water adsorption onto the surface.
Overall, the reduction of the ohmic resistance from the impedance measurements is in
correlation with the increased leakage currents measured on the standard SIR pattern under
varying humidity levels. The magnitude of the effects was related to the water adsorption and
deliquescence of the WOAs. From the electrical testing, DL-malic acid appeared to be most
aggressive, followed by glutaric acid. The test boards precontaminated with DL-malic and glutaric
acids showed corrosion issues at humidity levels as low as 80 %RH at 25°C. In contrast, adipic
and palmitic acids showed relatively low increases in leakage current across the entire tested range
of humidity at 25 °C. For comparison, following order of increasing corrosion due to WOAs at
equivalent molar concentrations was reported [8]: succinic < adipic < glutaric < DL-malic acids.
In the same study [8], abietic acid, which is very low soluble in water like palmitic acid, showed
the least corrosion under 40°C/93%RH, 60°C/93%RH, and 85°C/85%RH conditions, so the
importance of the solubility and hygroscopicity of the residue for the corrosion on the PCBA can
be addressed.
Presently, there are a variety of no-clean solder flux systems in the market. The composition
of the solder flux varies from one system to another, although the classification of the flux
according to IPC J-STD-004 does not specify the WOAs in the flux. However, the hygroscopic
property of WOAs in the flux must be a factor for consideration when the reliability of electronic
devices under humid conditions is of importance.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

Electrochemical testing of adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and palmitic acids used as part
of no-clean flux systems showed a clear correlation between the hygroscopic property and
leakage current magnitude. An abrupt increase of the leakage current, followed by
electrochemical migration, was observed at RH close to the deliquescence point of the acids.
Climatic testing of the WOAs at equivalent wt.% concentrations provided the following
ranking of the acids: palmitic, adipic, succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic. Palmitic acid is very
low soluble in water and showed the least increase of leakage current, while for DL-malic acid
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3.

4.

5.

a continuous increase of current and a reduction of the water layer resistance was observed
over the range of RH tested.
Palmitic acid showed diffusion-controlled charge transfer at the contamination
layer/electrode interface. The presence of palmitic acid on the printed circuit board appeared
to be least critical, since it does not dissolve in the water layer forming on the surface and the
conduction mechanism in a thin water layer is slower than for the other acids tested in this
work.
Heating of the test boards reduced the leakage currents on the SIR patterns precontaminated
with all five WOAs. The heating effect was more pronounced for glutaric and DL-malic acids,
which is attributed to the high solubility of the acids, as they can saturate at high
concentration in a thin water layer compared to low-solubility acids (adipic, succinic, and
palmitic acids).
Overall, the results show that the climatic behaviour of the WOAs used in no-clean fluxes
can be very different, and a similar variation in the performance of the flux containing these
WOAs can be expected. Therefore, it is important to take into account the composition of
the flux when electronics are likely to experience operation under humid conditions.
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10. RELATIVE EFFECT OF SOLDER FLUX CHEMISTRY ON
THE HUMIDITY RELATED FAILURES IN ELECTRONICS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat
Abstract—Purpose – This paper aims to investigate the effect of no-clean flux chemistry with
various weak organic acids (WOAs) as activators on the corrosion reliability of electronics with
emphasis on the hygroscopic nature of the residue. Design/methodology/approach – The
hygroscopicity of flux residue was studied by quartz crystal microbalance, while corrosive effects
were studied by leakage current and impedance measurements on standard test boards. The
measurements were performed as a function of relative humidity (RH) in the range from 60 to
~99 %RH at 25 °C. The corrosiveness of solder flux systems was visualized by the ex situ analysis
using a gel with tin ion indicator. Findings – The results showed that the solder flux residues are
characterized by different threshold RH, above which a sudden increase in direct current leakage
by 2–4 orders of magnitude and a significant reduction in surface resistance in the impedance
measurements were observed. Practical implications – The findings are attributed to the
deliquescence RH of the WOA(s) in the flux and chemistry of water-layer formed on the surface.
The results show the importance of WOA type in relation to its solubility and deliquescence RH
on the corrosion reliability of printed circuit boards under humid conditions. Originality/value –
The classification of solder flux systems according to IPC J-STD-004 standard does not specify
the WOAs in the flux; however, ranking of the flux systems based on the hygroscopic property of
activators would be useful information when selecting no-clean flux systems for electronics with
applications in humid conditions.
Keywords—Flux, Impedance, Corrosion, Reliability, Metal dissolution, Quality control, Flux
chemistry, Leakage current, Reliability of electronics, Deliquescence

I. INTRODUCTION
No-clean solder flux is commonly used in the manufacturing of printed circuit board assemblies
(PCBAs). Chemistry of solder flux is designed to activate the surface by removing metal oxides
natively present on the surfaces to be soldered, therefore contain an activator. The no-clean fluxes
usually contain less corrosive activators compared to washable flux systems. The weak organic
acids (WOAs), which decompose and volatize at the higher temperatures during soldering process
are commonly used as activators in no-clean fluxes. No-clean flux is not a zero-residue flux, and
a certain amount of activator will be present on the electronic assembly after the soldering process.
This is commonly called as flux residue, and it influence the corrosion reliability of electronics
under humid conditions.
The studies of various aspects related to no-clean flux can be found in literature e.g. effect on
surface insulation resistance (SIR) [1]–[3], propensity for electrochemical migration [4]–[6], or
performance on conformal coatings [7]–[11]. The flux residue has been reported as a root cause
of different issues on the PCBAs [10], [12]–[14]. The main issues linked to solder flux residue are

V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, and R. Ambat, “Relative effect of solder flux chemistry on the humidity related failures
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related to leakage currents or short circuiting due to electrochemical migration, however it can
cause other problems i.e. increase in contact resistance and corrosion [15] or affect the radio
frequency performance [16]–[18].
The corrosiveness of flux residue is mostly dependent upon the type of activator. As mostly
WOAs are used as activators in no-clean fluxes, the physical and chemical properties of flux vary
with the type of WOA. The importance of some chemical and physical properties of WOAs on
SIR was highlighted [19]. The corrosive nature of the WOA and acid number of the flux
determines the chemical activity of the flux system, while the hygroscopicity and solubility in
water determines the climate conditions (humidity and temperature) when particular WOA will
be dissolved into the water layer on the surface of electronic assembly. The latter process is
primarily accountable for high leakage currents, and the prolongation of leak current could lead
to electrochemical migration.
The effect of particular type of flux residue (WOA) on the performance of electronics depends
also on the user environment. The WOA tested under varying humidity and temperature
conditions show significant difference in the corrosiveness [20], and surface insulation resistance
(SIR) measured with DC voltage [19], [21], [22] and AC voltage [22]. Typically, SIR tests [23],
[24] are conducted under constant RH conditions, and do not provide a full picture of the
hygroscopic property of contaminant. Whereas DC leakage [25] and AC impedance [26]
measurements under elevated RH conditions allows determination of deliquescence and
crystallization RH levels of contaminant. The determination of deliquescence RH from the
increase of surface conductivity suggests the importance of deliquescence RH on the SIR and
corrosion related issues in electronics.
The effect of WOAs on the surface insulation resistance obtained as a function of RH showed
a clear variation in the SIR values, and the threshold RH for significant reduction in SIR values
was shown to be in close correlation with the deliquescence RH of WOA [22]. However, this
paper addresses the results from humidity exposure testing of a number of commercially available
no-clean solder fluxes, containing various types of WOAs. The aim is to compare the SIR
measured as a function of RH by DC and AC techniques with the water adsorption and
absorption by the residue, the deliquescence RH of the acids in the flux, and overall effects on the
corrosion of SIR pattern under bias conditions.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
TEST BOARDS
The leakage current measurements were performed on the SIR comb pattern with Sn/Ag/Cu hot
air solder leveling (HASL) surface finish on FR-4 laminate (IPC-4101/21). Overall surface area
of the SIR pattern was 13 × 25 mm. The width of conduction lines, and the distance between
them was 0.3 mm. The geometry related nominal square count of SIR pattern was 1476 [27].
The test board for impedance measurements was a FR-4 laminate with two parallel
conducting lines having width of 0.66 mm, length of 5.8 mm, and the distance between the lines
1.3 mm (approximate nominal square count is 4.5). The thickness of the board was 1.6 mm. The
surface finish of the conducting lines was 6.5 ± 1 µm gold with an intermediate layer of nickel 9
± 1 µm.
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PREPARATION OF BOARDS PRIOR TO TESTING
Prior to application of the flux, the test boards were cleaned with a mixture of isopropyl alcohol
and deionized water with resistivity of 18.2 MΩcm at 25 °C. The test boards were
precontaminated with solder flux applied by using a micropipette. The volume of dispensed
solution was fixed for all the fluxes, which is equal to 13 µl. Use of 13 µl of flux solution with
approximate solid content of 2.5 (% w/w) provides ~100 µgcm-2 of flux residue on the SIR pattern
with 325 mm2 area. One set of the boards consequently after application of the flux was exposed
to 220-245°C for 45 seconds to simulate the effect of higher temperature likely to be experienced
during the soldering process [28].

NO-CLEAN SOLDER FLUX
Table 10.1 contains summary of no-clean wave soldering fluxes used for the investigation. The
fluxes were selected for varying type of weak organic acid, acid number, and solid content. The
ranking of the flux according to IPC J-STD-004 standard can be also seen in the table. All the flux
systems are alcohol based except F7, while the flux F1 contained minor levels of halides. The
composition of the fluxes is not always provided by the manufacturer; and in the present work it
characterized using FT-IR spectroscopy. This is a common technique used for characterizing flux
residues on microelectronics assembly [9], [29], [30]. The constituent WOAs are shown in the
Table 10.1, while the FT-IR spectra are presented in the results section.
Table 10.1: Summary of no-clean wave soldering fluxes

Flux

Solvent

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

VOC
VOC
VOC
VOC
VOC
VOC
Water

IPC J-STD-004
Designation*
ROL1
ORL0
ORL0
REL0
ORL0
ROL0
ORM0

Acid number, mg
KOH/g
21.6
17.5
26
15.8
14.7
20.3
36.85

Solid content, %
wt/wt
5.0
2.2
4.0
2.2
2.0
7.1
4.0

Constituent WOA
(FT-IR)
Succinic
Succinic
Succinic and adipic
Adipic
Adipic
Palmitic
Glutaric

*First two letters specify the film-former type: RO-rosin, RE-resin, OR-organic; third letter specifies the level of activator in the flux: L-low,
M-medium; and the last number specifies halides content: 0-(<0.05 % wt/wt), 1-(>0.5%-2% wt/wt).

The acid number quantifies the amount of acid in the flux, and it is defined as the mass of KOH
in milligrams that is required to neutralize 1 g of acid. The solid content of flux contains the weight
of activator (typically WOAs) and film-former after evaporation of the solvent. The film-former
can be either rosin (RO), resin (RE) or the organic (OR).

FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
A “Nicolet iN10 MX” infrared imaging microscope was used for identification of activators
(WOAs) in the flux. The FT-IR measurements were carried out on the residues after solvent
evaporation at room temperature. The detailed description of the FT-IR analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper, however more details can be found elsewhere[31], [32]. The WOAs in the
flux were identified from the comparison of the absorption peaks for analytical grade WOAs with
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the peaks in the measured spectra. The measurements were performed in the attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) mode.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE MEASUREMENTS
“QCM200” quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) from with 5 MHz AT-cut gold contact quartz
crystal was used for in situ measurement of water adsorption by the solder flux residue. A 1.4 µL
droplet of the solder flux solution was applied on the contact surface of the crystal which was
subsequently exposed to controlled humidity at 25 °C in the “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber
(±0.3 °C / ±2.5 %RH). The relative humidity during experiment was ramped from 60 % RH to
~99 %RH, at the rate of 1% RH per 5 min. The deliquescence RH for the flux residue was
determined from the change of resonant frequency.

ELECTRICAL /ELECTROCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS
Leakage current and impedance measurements were performed with “BioLogic VSP”
multichannel workstation. The leakage current was measured as a function of applied potential,
which was scanned from 0 V to 10 V at 2 mVs-1 sweep rate. The humidity was elevated from 60
%RH to ~99 %RH, while the temperature was kept constant at 25 °C. After each step of humidity
increase, the samples were left to equilibrate with environment for 2 hours, and thereafter the
potential sweep measurements were performed.
Impedance measurements were performed in two-electrode configuration. The impedance
was measured at the open-circuit potential with signal amplitude of 50 mV in the frequency range
from 10 mHz to 100 kHz. The average of 5 measures per frequency was recorded. All the
measurements were performed in “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber at 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 98,
and ~99 %RH at 25 °C.

EX SITU TEST USING GEL WITH TIN ION INDICATOR
A gel containing tin ion indicator was used for visualization of tin corrosion on the SIR patterns
after humidity exposure under bias conditions. The preparation of the gel is similar to the method
described in patent [33], using high viscosity liquid for immobilization of the ions on the PCBA.
The indicator used in this work is optimized for detection of post-corrosion products rather than
claimed in the patent production residues or service life contaminants [33]. The indicator is
sensitive to the tin ions and tin hydroxides corrosion products on the SIR electrode pattern. Gel
in contact with tin compounds produce colour change from light yellow to blue. The intensity of
the blue colour represents the extent of corrosion due to dissolution of tin.
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III. RESULTS
ACTIVATORS IN THE FLUX SYSTEMS

Succinic acid
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Palmitic acid

Flux F6

Transmittance

The comparison of FT-IR spectra for the WOAs
and the tested flux systems is provided in Figure
10.1. The characteristic absorption peaks at
around 1680 cm-1 in the IR transmittance graphs
(Figure 10.1) are attributed to the carbonyl C=O
asymmetric stretching vibrations related to
carboxylic group, which are present in the case
of all the WOAs and investigated fluxes. The CH stretching vibrations for CH2 groups appear in
the range of vibration frequencies from 2950 to
2880 cm-1. As it can be seen from the IR spectra,
the absorption of IR radiation in this region is
significantly higher for the palmitic acid. This is
due to a long chain of methylene CH2 groups
absorbing the IR radiation. The presence of
methyl group CH3 for this acid is also indicated
in the same region.
The comparison of the absorption peaks in
the so called fingerprint region (from about 1500
to 500 cm-1) was used for identification of the
acids in the flux. The difference between the
chemical structures of adipic and succinic acid
is two methylene (CH2) groups. The appearance
of shifted peaks attributed to the bending modes
of C-H bond group is used to distinguish
between the two carboxylic acids. Succinic acid
is identified by the appearance of absorption
peak at 1320 cm-1, whereas for the adipic acid
this peak is shifted to the region of 1280 cm-1.
The merging of those two characteristic peaks
seen in the spectrum for the flux F3 indicates the
presence of both adipic and succinic acids.
In the fingerprint region it is possible to
assign C-O stretching vibrations (around 1200
cm-1) and O-H bending modes (around 1550 cm1
and 950-910 cm-1), both attributed to the
carboxylic group. The spectra of fluxes F6 and
F7 match closely with the spectra for palmitic
and glutaric acid provided in the graph.

Glutaric acid

Flux F7

3600 3200 2800 2400 2000 1600 1200

c.

800

Wavenumber (cm-1)

Figure 10.1: FT-IR spectra for the solder fluxes and pure
WOA: a. succinic (F1, F2, F3), b. adipic (F3, F4, F5), c.
palmitic (F6) and glutaric (F7)
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WATER ADSORPTION BY THE FLUX RESIDUE

 mass (g/cm2)

The isotherms of water adsorption and absorption
by flux residue are presented in Figure 10.2. The
12
11
results are presented as change of mass calculated
10
2.0
F3
using the Sauerbrey equation [34]. It represents
9
1.5
8
F7
the interaction of water from the air by the residue
F2
7
1.0
on the quartz crystal. The residue on the crystal
6
F6
0.5
Clean
contains WOA(s) and film-former as indicated in
5
F5
F1 F4
4
0.0
Table 10.1. Activators in the flux are water
3
90 92 94 96 98
soluble, thus interact with water molecules in the
2
1
air, whereas film-former is low soluble, and is
0
more likely to act as a protective barrier for the
76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98
water to access the highly soluble activator
Relative humidity (%)
incorporated into the film-former.
Figure 10.2: Results from QCM measurement
The two extremes can be noted in Figure 10.2
presented as relative change of mass on the crystal
namely the adsorption of water by the clean
calculated from Sauerbrey equation [22]
surface with negligible gain of mass and glutaric
acid with significant adsorption from 77 % RH. The plateau of measured change of mass from 86
% RH indicates saturation of water layer on the surface of the quartz crystal precontaminated
with glutaric acid.
The succinic acid containing fluxes F2 and F3 in Figure 10.2 adsorb more water compared
to the flux systems containing adipic or palmitic acids. A slight increase of mass could also be
seen for the succinic acid flux F1 at RH above 98 %. In the case of adipic acid fluxes F4 and F5,
a relatively low adsorption was observed, though with a marginal increase at RH above 99 % for
the flux F4. For the palmitic acid flux F6, a steady gain of mass with increase of RH was observed,
indicating steady build-up of the water layer on the crystal with flux residue.

IMPEDANCE AND LEAKAGE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
The impedance spectra and leakage current measurements obtained for a number of solder fluxes
under different humidity levels are presented in Figure 10.3. The first column (a.F1 – a.F7)
represents the change of impedance spectra with increase in RH levels. At high frequencies the
capacitive behaviour of the glass–reinforced epoxy laminate is dominant and independent of the
nature of the residue. The impedance at low frequencies characterises the surface resistance
between the conductors. At low humidity levels the conduction pathways on the surface are
limited (high surface resistance), therefore relatively high scattering of impedance data at lower
frequencies is observed. However, as the RH levels increase, the resistance of water layer forming
between the electrodes reduces; the conduction pathway between the electrodes becomes more
dominant. The reduction of the resistance of water layer on the test PCB is reflected in the drop
of impedance at f = 0.01 Hz with every step of increase in RH. In this case, the impedance at low
frequency is comparable with the low voltage DC resistance measurement.
Similar effect is indicated in the graphs of leakage current (b. and c. in Figure 10.3), where
the increase of RH is followed by increase of measured current levels. It can be seen, at low
humidity levels the flux residues are characterized by leakage currents as low as nA, and the
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current increase with increase of RH. For some fluxes the current exceeds mA, which is attributed
to the narrowing of the gap between the electrodes due to corrosion and dendrite formation.
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Figure 10.3: Results from climatic testing of solder flux: a. impedance spectra (Log|Z| (Ohm) vs Log f (Hz)); b. leakage
current without heating of test board (I (mA) vs E (V)), and c. leakage current after heating of test board at 220-245 °C for
45 seconds (I (mA) vs E (V))

The current level of 0.1476 mA indicated in Figure 10.3 b is equivalent to 100 MOhm per square
for SIR pattern with 1476 squares at 10 V DC. This limit is referred as SIR failure in IPC J-STD004 [35] and IPC-TM-650 [23].
Figure 10.3 b. shows that the succinic and glutaric acid containing fluxes F1, F2, F3, and F7
caused an increase of currents above the failure limit at humidity levels of ~99, 98, 98, and 70 %
respectively. For adipic and palmitic acids containing fluxes F4-F5 and F6 the failure level of
0.1476 mA has not been reached.
Exposure to 220-245 °C for 45 seconds caused partial decomposition and evaporation of the
WOAs and as a result it drastically reduced the leakage currents (Figure 10.3 c). There were no
SIR failures observed for solder fluxes F1, F2 and F3, whereas solder flux F7 showed an increase
of current above 0.01476 mA, indicating SIR failure at ~99 % RH.
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Figure 7.3 summarized the results from leakage current and AC impedance measurements
shown in Figure 10.3. The SIR was calculated from the leakage current reading at 10 V DC, while
for impedance, an average of two data points at 839 Hz and 1242 Hz is provided. The impedance
at lower frequencies would more effectively represent resistivity of water layer under DC voltage;
however, the impedance at f ≈ 1 kHz excludes polarization effect and diffusion control charge
transfer related resistance, typical for DC measurements. The impedance at f ≈ 1 kHz reflects
major change of surface resistance, which in this case is an indication of deliquescence of
contaminant. Some cases f = 1 kHz frequency was also used for surface conductivity
measurements and determination of deliquescence RH of salt mixtures [26].
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Figure 10.4: Summary of a. SIR from leakage current measurements at 10 V DC, and b. impedance reading at f ≈ 1 kHz

As shown in Figure 7.3, the impedance follows the trend observed from leakage current
measurements, represented as SIR in the graph. The solder flux which exhibited electrochemical
migration and caused dendrite formation (F1, F2, F3 and F7) showed a sudden increase of
leakage current equivalent to the reduction of SIR below 100 MΩ, also showed a reduction of
impedance at f ≈ 1 kHz. For the glutaric acid, a significant decrease of impedance was observed
in the RH range of 70 % - 80%, succinic acid showed a decrease above 98 % RH, whereas the
impedance reading for adipic and palmitic acids remained unchanged at a values of ~10 M Ohm.
When comparing two measurements, it must be noted that the impedance and leakage current
measurements were performed with different test boards; the SIR (Ohms/square) (Figure 7.3 a.)
is calculated from leakage current measurements, while impedance (Figure 7.3 b.) is confined to
the geometry of the electrodes.

SURFACE MORPHOLOGY OF SIR AFTER CORROSION
The optical micrographs of SIR patterns after climatic testing are provided in Figure 10.5. The
pictures indicate the difference in the corrosiveness of the flux residue depending on the type of
WOAs in the flux.
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F1 (succinic)

F2 (succinic)

F3 (succinic and adipic)

F4 (adipic)

F5 (adipic)

F6 (palmitic)

F7 (glutaric)

Clean

Figure 10.5: Optical micrographs of SIR pattern after climatic testing (test boards did not experience heating prior to
humidity exposure)

No dendrites were formed on the SIR patterns precontaminated with adipic acid containing fluxes
F4 and F5 (Figure 10.5). The relatively clean appearance (without bulky white residue) is
attributed to low solid content of these flux systems. It is in high contrast with palmitic acid
containing flux F6, leaving most residues.
The tin dendrites formed at 98 and ~99 %RH on the SIR patterns precontaminated with succinic
acid containing fluxes F1 and F3 are indicated by arrows in Figure 10.5. These SIR patterns had
moderate level of solid flux residue and few sites where tin dendrites were formed. For solder flux
F7, a severe corrosion of SIR pattern was observed, although initially appeared with moderate
amount of flux residue (white residue).
F1 (succinic)

F2 (succinic)

F3 (succinic and adipic)

F4 (adipic)

F5 (adipic)

F6 (palmitic)

F7 (glutaric)

Clean

Figure 10.6: Optical micrographs of SIR patterns after climatic testing (corrosion of tin is indicated by blue coloration,
while clear yellow colour indicates no corrosion of the SIR pattern)

Additional information on the degree of corrosion of SIR pattern is provided by the gel containing
tin indicator, as shown in Figure 10.6. The areas with dark blue colour on the SIR pattern indicate
locations where dissolution of tin during humidity exposure under bias voltage occurred, while
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the clear yellow colour is attributed to no corrosion of tin from the electrodes. Comparing with
the picture shown in Figure 10.6, it is noticeable that solder fluxes F1, F2, F3 and F7 caused high
corrosion of SIR pattern, but fluxes F4, F5 and F6 did not. Among the fluxes, F7 appeared most
corrosive with tin indicator, and it was in agreement with optical micrographs in Figure 10.5 and
test results from impedance and leakage current measurements in Figure 10.3.

a.

b. Anode

Cathode

Figure 10.7: SEM image of dendrite on the SIR pattern (flux F7 heated at 220-245 °C for 45s): a. initiation and growth of
tin dendrite, and magnified view of EDS map obtained on the tin dendrite, b. bridging of cathode and anode by dendrites
and corrosion product

The microstructure of typical tin dendrite forming on the SIR pattern during climatic testing is
shown
in
Figure 10.7. The dissolution of tin is taking place at the positively biased electrode-anode, while
the reduction of metal ions and precipitation occurs at the cathode. As it is seen from EDS map
in Figure 10.7 a., the micro structure of tin dendrite consists mainly of tin, thus the dendrite is
conductive and able to conduct current at the level of mA. The short circuiting due to dendrite
bridging of oppositely biased electrodes is clearly seen in the leakage currents curves as an abrupt
increase of current by more than an order of magnitude.

IV. DISCUSSION
The leakage current and impedance measurements as a function of RH showed that solder flux
systems are characterized by different threshold RH, above which a sudden increase in leakage
current by 2-4 orders of magnitude, and a pronounced reduction of impedance is observed (Figure
10.3 and Figure 7.3). For succinic acid containing fluxes F1, F2 and F3 the threshold RH was
observed at 98 and ~99 % RH; for glutaric acid containing flux F7 at 70 % RH, while for adipic
and palmitic acid containing fluxes F4, F5 and F6 no significant increase of leakage current was
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observed under test conditions. The observation is attributed to the hygroscopic property of
WOA(s) in the flux. The deliquescence RH for adipic and succinic acids are respectively ≥99 %
and ~98 %, while the deliquescence RH for glutaric acid is in the range from 75 to 89 % [36]–
[39].
Further, the nature of the impedance spectra changes, it shows two time constants when RH
exceeds critical value for particular WOA in the flux. The observed behaviour indicates that the
reactions at the electrodes are taking place within the water layer formed on the surface of the test
board. Palmitic acid, which is a fatty acid, is insoluble in water and is not characterized by
deliquescence RH. As a result, the solder flux containing palmitic acid (F6) causes low-level
leakage currents, compared to that of other WOAs, especially when comparing the results at high
humidity. The results from QCM measurement on the flux residue F6 are indicating higher
increase of mass compared to low solubility adipic acid fluxes F4 and F5, and it suggests that the
solid content of the flux (acid + film-former), which is more than 3 times higher for the F6
influenced higher adsorption of the water. It has to be noted that the fixed volume of the flux and
not the weight of the residue was fixed for the comparison of the flux systems in this work. The
solder flux F1 contains halides, however no considerable changes in the SIR and impedance
measurements compared to halide free succinic acid fluxes F2 and F3 were observed. This might
be due to the fact that the amount of halides in the flux is lesser compared to the amount of WOA
activator.
Overall, glutaric acid containing flux F7 with a moderate solid content, highest acid number,
and lowest critical RH, showed highest leakage currents and caused electrochemical migration at
low humidity levels. The observed corrosiveness of glutaric acid containing flux is in agreement
with the observations in literature [19], [20], and suggests that the residue of this system is most
critical to be present on the PCBAs. In addition to the high corrosiveness of the glutaric acid in
the flux F7, which is mainly related to its solubility in water, this flux system was also volatile
organic compound (VOC) free. Water as a solvent influences the spreading of the residue during
evaporation, resulting in more localized residues, thereby could result in higher leakage current.
The lower SIR values for VOC free flux is also reported in the literature [2]. Succinic acid
containing fluxes F1, F2 and F3 appeared to give moderate leakage current levels at intermediate
humidity, however exhibited electrochemical migration at high humidity. The ability of succinic
acid to be dissolved in the humidity range of 98-99% makes it more critical than adipic or palmitic
acid, as activator in the flux. The behaviour of palmitic acid containing flux (F6) was similar to
that of adipic (F5). Both fluxes created comparable levels of leakage current, and no dendrites
were observed within the time of test exposure, although palmitic acid containing flux (F6) had
the highest solid residue on the boards.
The ex situ corrosion testing of SIR pattern using gel containing tin ion indicator showed clear
difference of the corrosiveness of flux system dependent on the type of activator in the flux,
similarly as observed from leakage current measurements. The highest level of corrosion was
observed on the SIR pattern precontaminated with glutaric acid containing flux F7 (Figure 10.6),
and was followed by succinic acid fluxes F1, F2, and F4. No trace of tin corrosion was identified
on SIR patterns precontaminated with adipic and palmitic acid fluxes F4-F5 and F6.
The leakage current measured on the test boards exposed to soldering temperature (Figure 10.3
c) showed the importance of soldering temperature on the decomposition and volatilization of
no-clean flux. A clear reduction in leakage currents was observed for all the flux systems,
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correspondingly no electrochemical migration was observed for the fluxes F1, F2 and F3, while
for the flux F7, which was the most aggressive, the electrochemical migration was observed only
at ~99% RH. However, the difference in leakage currents observed for adipic and palmitic acid
fluxes before and after heating of the residue was lower compared to succinic or glutaric acid. The
observation indicates possible saturation of water layer forming on the surface, and the
importance of solubility of WOAs saturating thin water layers. Variation in solubility of the
activator component in water layer is an important aspect as a sparingly soluble acid need thicker
water layer to dissolve considerable amount of residue compared to the highly soluble acid for
which a thin layer of water can take up appreciable amounts. For comparison, solubility for
adipic, succinic, and glutaric acids at room temperature is receptivity 15, 83.5, and 1400 g/1000
g H2O [40].
In addition to the decomposition and volatilisation of the flux during soldering process, a
high amount of the flux will react with the metal oxides on the PCB during soldering, and the
new species characterized by different hygroscopic property and aggressiveness for corrosion may
be formed [21]. In the current study, the SIR measurements were performed at room temperature,
however it is important to note, that the ranking for aggressiveness for corrosion of the flux residue
based on the type of WOA may be affected by temperature as accelerating factor during climatic
testing.
The SIR testing as a function of RH enables ranking of the flux systems based on their response
to various RH levels. Following ranking based on the corrosiveness and hygroscopicity of the
WOA tested at 25 °C was determined for the fluxes in this work: glutaric > succinic > adipic >
palmitic. Selection of flux systems with low solubility and high deliquescence RH activators
would improve the SIR and reduce the probability for electrochemical migration under humid
conditions.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

Flux residues are characterized by different hygroscopic nature which is dependent on the
activator in the flux. The results from quartz crystal microbalance test showed the adsorption
of water by the flux residue is primarily dependent on the type of activator in the flux, while
the film-former may influence the coverage of the activator, thereby influencing water
adsorption by the activator.
The results from leakage current and impedance measurement obtained as a function of RH
were in close correlation; both indicated the deliquescence RH of particular WOAs in the
flux systems. The reduction in impedance at low frequencies attributed to the resistance of
water layer forming on the surface with flux residue was more pronounced. Leak current
measurement showed an abrupt increase in leakage current by 2-4 orders of magnitude
(representing a reduction of SIR below 100 MΩ) and electrochemical migration was
observed.
The temperature to which flux residues are exposed during soldering is to great extent
influencing amounts of flux residues remaining on the PCBAs. A significant reduction of
leakage current and electrochemical migration was observed for all the flux systems after
exposure to 220-245 °C for 45 seconds.
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4.

The test with tin ion indicator on the SIR pattern revealed high corrosiveness of glutaric acid
containing flux F7 followed by the succinic acid fluxes F1, F2, and F3, under high humidity
condition used in this work. No trace of tin corrosion was identified on SIR patterns
precontaminated with adipic and palmitic acid fluxes F4-F5 and F6. The results from
corrosiveness determination with tin ion indicator reflected the observations from the SIR
testing.
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11. INFLUENCE OF SODIUM CHLORIDE AND WEAK
ORGANIC ACIDS (FLUX RESIDUES ) ON
ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION OF TIN ON SURFACE
MOUNT CHIP COMPONENTS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat
Abstract—The electrolytic properties of sodium chloride and no-clean solder flux residue, and
their effects on electrochemical migration and dendrite growth on surface mount chip capacitors
were investigated. The leakage current dependency on concentration of contaminants was
measured by a solution conductivity method and compared with current measurements using DC
voltage. The effect of electrolyte concentration and potential bias on the probability of
electrochemical migration was investigated using a water droplet method on chip capacitors. The
results from leakage current and conductivity measurement showed a difference which is caused
by polarization effects, and demonstrated existing issues when indexing contamination levels on
printed circuit board assemblies using a standardized solvent extract method. The experimental
results showed that dendrite growth was dependent on the type and amount of contamination.
The probability of migration becomes less dependent on the amount of contamination for sodium
chloride at high concentrations. However, for organic acids from flux residues the migration
probability shows an abrupt decrease with increasing concentration, which is attributed to a pH
change in the condensed electrolyte phase.
Keywords—Solder flux residue weak organic acids, Tin corrosion, Electrochemical migration,
Electronics

I. INTRODUCTION
The corrosion of various metallic parts on printed circuit board assemblies (PCBA) is an
increasing problem in recent years. A number of inherent factors such as: the use of multimaterial
combinations, closer spacing due to demand for miniaturization, contamination issues, and
widespread use of electronic devices under outdoor conditions is contributing to the dramatic
increase in reliability issues [1]–[4]. Owning to technological advances, electronic devices have
become more sensitive towards climatic conditions synergistically with levels of ionic
contamination present on the surface of PCBAs today. Trace amounts of ionic contamination are
able to acts as corrosion enhancing factors by: assisting water adsorption to the surface by their
hygroscopic nature and increasing the surface electrolyte conductivity by dissolution of ionic
contamination within the adsorbed water layer. Both of these factors increase the risk of leakage
currents that subsequently lead to corrosion and premature failures.
A major source of ionic contamination on the PCBA surface is from the manufacturing
processes. This includes bare printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing processes involving the
use of various plating, etching, and cleaning solutions, and most importantly the use of no-clean

V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, and R. Ambat, “Influence of sodium chloride and weak organic acids (flux residues)
on electrochemical migration of tin on surface mount chip components,” Corros. Eng. Sci. Technol., vol. 48, no. 6, pp.
426–435, Sep. 2013.
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flux systems for soldering process during the PCB assembling stage. One of the commonly used
flux systems consists of weak organic acids (irrespective of wave or reflow soldered) as activators.
Consequently, organic acid residues remain on PCBA surfaces [5], [6] and can dissolve into the
water layer, resulting from humidity exposure, thereby causing leakage current and corrosion
issues, especially electrochemical migration (ECM) under certain conditions [4], [7]–[10].
The cleanliness levels of a PCBA after the manufacturing are generally assessed through
solution conductivity measurements called solvent extract conductivity or resistivity of solvent
extract testing using the IPC-TM-650 tests methods manual no. 2.3.25. This test method relies
on assessment of the level of ionic contamination through conductivity measurement of solution
extracted from PCB or PCBA immersion [11]. As the level of ionic contamination increases, the
resistivity of extracted solution decreases. The level of contamination on a PCBA surface is
commonly expressed in terms of NaCl equivalent as described in the IPC J-STD-001 standard.
The critical level of total contamination is then defined as 1.56 µgcm-2 NaCl equivalent
irrespective of the type of ionic contamination. However, the effect of various ionic residues on
the leakage current and electronic corrosion mechanisms is different, which is not differentiated
by the above method of cleanliness assessment. Therefore, inorganic residues such as chlorides
will contribute more to the conductivity and also more aggressive to corrosion of metals/alloys
in general compared to partially ionised weak organic acids resulting from organic acid based
solder flux systems. The effect of weak organic acids on electronic corrosion mechanisms such as
ECM is likely to be different from chloride, while it can also adsorb onto the metal surface
resulting in different surface chemistry [10]. Literature shows a number of investigations on the
effect of flux residues on the leak current and corrosion on the PCBAs as a function of humidity
levels, temperature, flux concentrations, and flux types [6], [8], [12]–[14]. However, none of these
investigations have correlated the behaviour of flux residue with NaCl at equivalent
concentrations, which is the standard method for comparing different species with respect to
surface contamination levels.
Therefore, the focus of this investigation is to compare the behaviour of a known organic acid
based wave solder flux system with equivalent levels of NaCl with respect to electrolytic properties
and corrosion behaviour, including ECM. The aim is to demonstrate the difference between the
effect of flux residues and NaCl in causing leakage currents and, therefore to show that both types
of residues need to be treated differently with respect to allowable levels of contamination. The
results of this investigation are also useful to show the difference between weak organic acid type
fluxes, and halide fluxes (as some of the flux systems have chlorides) and their effects on PCBA
surface at levels defined by the IPC J-STD-001 standard.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
COMPONENTS USED FOR EXPERIMENTS
All the tests for determining probability of electrochemical migration were conducted using a chip
capacitor as the substrate. The component used was a surface mount multilayer ceramic capacitor
(Yageo, Phycomp) with 0805 housing size, 10 nF capacitance, and 50 V voltage rating. The
electrode terminals of the capacitor were made of pure tin [15]; the average distance between the
terminals was 1 mm. All the parameters were tested on 18 replicate chip capacitors.
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ELECTROLYTES USED AS CONTAMINATION
Two electrolytes (equivalent to different contamination) were used in this study namely: NaCl,
which is also used to define the equivalent contamination levels on a PCBA as described before;
and no-clean organic acid based wave solder flux, and thus typical of residue found on PCBA
surfaces. The acid number of the flux is 15.8 mgKOH (+/-2.5%). The volatile organic compound
content of the flux is 92 wt.%, water content is 5 wt.%, and the solid content is 2.2 wt.%. The flux
contains synthetic resin as the film former. Both electrolyte solutions were prepared using water
purified with Synergy UV system from Millipore Corp, and the base level resistivity of the water
was the range between 2 MΩcm and 2.5 MΩcm as measured before the electrolyte preparation.
The concentrations of the electrolytes are presented in Table 11.1. Amounts of NaCl and flux
residues in solutions were selected to represent concentrations below and above the IPC standard
value of 1.56 µgcm-2. The volume of electrolyte and therefore the amount of contaminants was
confined to the surface area of the components with the relationship of 1 mm3 / 1 mm2 providing
the units of µgcm-2.
Table 11.1: Electrolyte concentrations and amounts (shown in brackets as µgcm-2) following relationship of 1 mm3/1 mm2

Concentration and amount of contamination, gdm-3 (µgcm-2)
NaCl

0.00156
(0.156)

0.00858
(0.858)

0.0156
(1.56)

0.039
(3.9)

0.0858
(8.58)

0.156
(15.6)

Flux
residues

0.00625
(0.625)

0.0375

0.125

0.920

1.68

3.42

(3.75)

(12.5)

(92)

(168)

(342)

The electrolyte containing flux residues was prepared by pouring a desired amount of flux into a
petri dish, allowing for the solvent to evaporate for 24 h at room temperature, and dissolving the
remaining residues into the purified water. The concentrations given in Table 11.1 represent the
residual solids content, which is comprised from water insoluble resin, and organic activators
which contribute to ionic conductivity in the electrolytes. The main organic acid used in this flux
system as an activator is adipic, as was determined by ion chromatography.

LEAKAGE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS USING PLATINUM ELECTRODES
The level of leakage current that can be sustained in various electrolyte solutions was measured
using a pair of closely spaced platinum electrodes immersed into a droplet of the electrolyte
solution on a clean polystyrene substrate. The diameter, length of each electrode, and the distance
between them are respectively 0.5 mm, 2.5 mm and 3 mm. All measurements were carried out at
5 V DC and by placing 100 mm3 droplets of the desired solution under the electrodes. Current
passing through the solution was then measured for 2 minutes and the steady state value of the
leakage current was noted. The leakage current measurements were performed using a “BioLogic
VSP” multichannel potentiostat having three independent potentiostat units with 0-20 V
compliance voltage and 1 nA resolution.

CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF ELECTROLYTE
In order to differentiate between the leakage currents from applied DC voltage, and standard
conductivity measurements using AC voltage (IPC-TM-650 2.3.25), the conductivity of the
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electrolyte solutions were also measured using a conductivity meter with 4-electrode conductivity
cell (cell constant k = 0.521 cm-1) from Radiometer Analytical, “CDM210”.

SINGLE COMPONENT ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION TESTS
Electrochemical migration tests at single component level were conducted using a special inhouse built “single component electrochemical migration” set-up described elsewhere [16]. Figure
11.1 shows a picture of the setup where three components can be loaded simultaneously for
experiments (Figure 11.1 (b) shows magnified view of the component with droplet connecting
both electrodes of the component). The set-up consists of a sample holder having two small
adjustable probes, which act as connectors to each end of the surface mount component under
test. Therefore, a single test component is fixed between the metal which being spring-loaded onto
the sample to ensure good electrical contact.

a.

b.

Figure 11.1: View of single component electrochemical migration set-up: a. set-up with mounted three components for
testing, and b. magnified view of chip capacitor with droplet of solution for testing

Once within the set-up, a microdroplet of the desired electrolyte is placed on top of the
components using a micropipette. The volume of droplet was confined to the area of the
component providing a fixed level of contamination in terms of µgcm-2 (using solutions shown in
Table 11.1). A relationship of 1 mm3 of solution over 1 mm2 area enabled an equivalent between
gdm-3 and µgcm-2 with a ratio of 1:100. The test component used in this work was a size 0805
multilayer ceramic capacitor (surface area 2.5 mm2), and accordingly 2.5 mm3 of solution was
applied on top of it.
The effect of potential bias of potential bias on the tendency for electrochemical migration
was examined in the DC voltage range 1 V – 25 V using an in-house built multi-channel
multiplexer unit described elsewhere [17]. The leakage current, and any short circuits currents as
a result of dendrite growth were measured with a 1 µA resolution ammeter connected in the circuit
via a two switch system. The sampling rate for the leakage current reading was set to 1 s. The
experiments were carried out under ambient conditions: temperature 23.5 °C – 24.5°C, relative
humidity 30 % - 40 %.
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RESULTS

COMPARISON OF ELECTROLYTIC PROPERTIES OF CONTAMINANTS
Leakage current and solution conductivity dependence on the concentration at room temperature
was measured experimentally for various sodium chloride and flux residue levels with quantities
equivalent to IPC standard level 1.56 µgcm-2. The results are shown in Figure 11.2. The
conductivity values for both NaCl and flux residue are of similar magnitude at lower
concentration levels. However, the conductivity of NaCl follows a linear dependence with
concentration while the organic acid flux residue showed a curved response that flattens off above
a concentration indicating a maximum current limit compared to NaCl contamination. The
measured base leakage current for pure water at 5 V DC was in the range between 1.25 µA and
1.6 µA.
3

3
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0.025 0.050 0.075 0.100 0.125 0.150 0.175 0.200
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Figure 11.2: Solution conductivity and leakage current for NaCl and flux residue solution: a. solution conductivity and b.
leakage current

The conductivity dependence of NaCl on concentration can be understood because of the fact
that NaCl is a strong electrolyte and completely dissociates into Na+ and Cl- ions following
Kohlrausch’s law [18]:
Λm = Λ0 − 𝜅√𝑐
(1)
where Λ0 is termed the molar conductivity at infinite dilution. According to Kohlrausch’s law, the
molar conductivity plotted against the square root of concentration gives a linear relationship
between conductivity and concentration in the range of concentrations below the level where
interionic interactions has to be taken into account [18]. This is in agreement with present result
for NaCl. However, in the case of the organic acid flux residue, the dissociation of ions is partial,
and the conductivity dependence on concentration is non-linear (Figure 11.2 (a)). The
dissociation constant and solution conductivity dependence on the concentration for weak
electrolyte can be calculated from Ostwald’s dilution law:
𝐾a =

Λ2m
(Λ0 −Λm )Λ0

c

(2)

The dissociation rate here is described as the ratio of the concentrations of the dissociated ions
and the un-dissociated molecules. The negative of the logarithm of the acid dissociation constant
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(pKa) for weak organic acids common in the flux residues are presented in Table 11.2. The
logarithm of dissociation constant of adipic acid is 4.43 and 5.41 for first and second dissociation
respectively (Table 11.2). The larger the value of pKa, the smaller is the extent of dissociation and
the lower the conductivity.
Table 11.2: pKa values for various weak organic acids usually used in no-clean fluxes at 25 °C

Adipic acid

Glutaric acid

Malic acid

Succinic acid

Step 1

4.43

4.31

3.40

4.16

Step 2

5.41

5.41

5.11

5.61

The increase in concentration shifts the dissociation equilibrium in the direction of nondissociated acid resulting in hindering of conductivity with increase in flux residue concentration.
It causes the main difference in solution conductivity dependence on concentration for NaCl and
WOAs in the flux residue. When comparing the leakage current at higher concentrations, the
difference between NaCl and flux residue is further widened. This also can be attributed to
polarisation effects on the surface of electrodes, whereas the conductivity measurements with AC
voltage exclude the polarisation factor.
It is important to remember that the cleanliness predictability of PCBAs and its effect on
corrosion reliability is measured using an AC method avoiding electrode polarisation (IPC-TM650 method 2.3.25) method, while the surface insulation resistance uses a DC method that would
result in electrode polarisation (IPC-TM-650 methods 2.6.3.3 and 2.6.3.7). The results reported
above clearly demonstrate that the contamination level calculated in terms of NaCl equivalent
from conductivity measurements need not necessarily match with the actual leakage current on
PCBA surfaces, which can be purely a DC effect. Therefore, electrode polarization becomes a
dominating factor. Further, defining the cleanliness level in terms of NaCl equivalent indirectly
assumes that all the ionic contamination types contribute to the leakage current at similar levels,
but this is seldom true, instead it depends more on the nature of the ionic residue (such as strong
or weak ionic residue, and its effects on metal dissolution).
The discrepancy between conductivity and leakage current measurement is further illustrated
in Figure 11.3, where the leakage current measured using the platinum electrode is compared with
the leakage current calculated from the conductivity using Ohms law. Figure 11.3 shows higher
current values calculated from the conductivity measurement for both electrolytes, however as
expected the difference is much higher for flux residue. The main organic acid content in the
present system is adipic acid, however the results are generally applicable to all organic acid based
flux systems. Therefore, weak organic acids in solution usually adsorb on to the electrode surface,
which can influence both the dissolution during corrosion of positively biased electrodes on a
PCBA, and also influence the metal deposition during electrochemical migration [19], [20].
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Figure 11.3: Current density dependence on concentration of NaCl and solder flux residues (equivalent between gdm-3 and
µgcm-2 is selected with a ratio of 1:100 as is followed in the ECM test on single components)

Extrapolation of the leakage current for NaCl at a contamination level of 1.56 µgcm-2 to that of
the flux residue shows that about 3-5 times more flux residue is needed to create similar levels of
leakage current as for NaCl. This is valid when comparing the leakage currents calculated using
conductivity measurements; however, if the leakage current is directly measured using DC
method the difference between the two electrolytes is higher and it requires nearly 100 µgcm-2 of
flux residue in order to get the same current density as for 1.56 µgcm-2 NaCl. Therefore, the
corrosion reliability of PCBAs is a DC effect for which the type of contamination is an important
factor. Here we show that at very low levels of NaCl contamination can cause much higher
leakage currents (Faraday current) than the equivalent levels of flux residue. Therefore, the
correlation of contamination levels based on NaCl equivalent is not necessarily correct when the
major contamination on a PCBA is organic acid based flux residue. In other words the magnitude
of the leakage current on the board depends on the type of contamination.
Figure 11.4 shows the influence of temperature on conductivity of solutions with NaCl and
organic acid flux residue. The temperature dependency of conductivity for solutions is related to
the changes in properties of water and changes in dissociation rate of the electrolytes [18], [21].
The results show that the temperature dependence of conductivity, and therefore the expected
leakage current, on PCBAs is determined by the type of contamination. The variation of
temperature on the PCBA during use can reduce the reliability significantly if high humidity levels
are present. It requires less contamination to cause the same reduction of surface insulation
resistance as the temperature increases. As a result, increases the propensity of the leak currents,
corrosion and premature failures in the circuits.
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a.

b.

Figure 11.4: Conductivity dependence on temperature and concentration for: a. NaCl and b. solder flux residue

EFFECT OF SODIUM CHLORIDE AND FLUX RESIDUE ON ELECTROCHEMICAL
MIGRATION

The influence of contamination levels on electrochemical migration was investigated using a
droplet test method by placing microdroplet of solution (equivalent to concentration in µgcm-2)
on the single multilayer ceramic capacitor as described above. The leakage current between the
terminals of the chip capacitor was measured at an applied 5 V DC voltage. A typical
potentiostatic current-time curve from the experiment is shown in Figure 11.5. The base line
current is representative of the current leaking though the solution between the terminals of the
capacitor, while the peaks correspond to ECM, intermittent dendrite shorting, and breakdown of
dendrites.
The current-time curves similar to the one
shown in Figure 11.5 from various experiments
10
Dendrite current
were analysed for three parameters namely: (i)
the number of components that showed ECM
10
out of 18 components tested, (ii) the time to first
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10
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Figure 11.6: ECM probability and dendrite current as function of concentration: a. NaCl and b. flux residue

Figure 11.7 shows the morphology of the dendrite after the migration test for NaCl and the flux
residue as a function of concentration. For NaCl, the probability of migration increases rapidly
above a concentration of 0.858 µgcm-2. Below this level, the migration probability is low mainly
due to the low dissolution rate of tin. Typical surface morphology of a component (Figure 11.7)
shows very little corrosion products with white appearance. However, as the concentration of
chloride increases, dendrites start appearing, and at very high concentration levels a mixture of
dendrite and white precipitated species can be seen. At high chloride levels the probability of
migration also slightly reduces due to the large amounts of dissolved tin ions in the solution which
leads to heavy precipitation reducing the migration rate as reported in literature [15], [22]. The
precipitated species can be hydroxides of tin namely Sn(OH)4 and/or -Sn(OH)2, although
intermediate hydroxyl chloride species are also possible [23].

0.156 µgcm-2 NaCl

0.625 µgcm-2 flux residue

1.56 µgcm-2 NaCl

92 µgcm-2 flux residue

15.6 µgcm-2 NaCl

342 µgcm-2 flux residue

Figure 11.7: Size 0805 capacitors after ECM testing at 5 V DC (NaCl and solder flux residue concentrations are listed in
images (anode: right terminal, cathode: left terminal))
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Optical micrographs of representative tested components with flux residue (Figure 11.7) shows
that the level of corrosion is negligible at lower concentrations, however at 92 µgcm-2, surface of
the component shows a clear dendrite mixed with some hydroxides. The probability of ECM and
dendrite growth was highest at this concentration (Figure 11.6). However, further increase in
concentration caused only a low probability for migration, where the component showed few
dendrite initiation points spread all over the cathode electrode surface and edges, resulting in a
black appearance of the surface (Figure 11.7). Also heavy corrosion on the anode resulted in
dissolution of the whole tin upper layer revealing Ni and Cu layer beneath.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 11.8: Typical SEM images of capacitor after ECM testing: a. tin dendrite on 0805 capacitor with flux residue level
of 92 µgcm-2, b. corrosion of anode terminal, and c. deposition of corrosion product (black deposits) at nearby cathode
terminal (b) and (c) are for 342 µgcm-2 of flux residue

Optical microscope images at the highest concentrations of flux residue revealed heavy corrosion
of anode terminal but no dendrites or precipitation of tin hydroxides as it was observed for NaCl.
This appearance indicates that the pH level of solution was more acidic and thereby the
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precipitation of tin hydroxides was thermodynamically unfavourable. The appearance of the
capacitors shows that all the metal dissolved on the anode migrated towards cathode and
deposited there as an oxide or hydroxide, however the dissolution, migration and precipitation of
copper ions is also likely. It is known that the precipitation of tin as an oxide can create a passive
film (e.g. cassiterite SnO2),[24], which stability increases with dehydration of tin hydroxides [25].
This is further illustrated by the SEM picture shown in Figure 8. The appearance of black deposits
near the cathode is shown in Figure 11.8 c., while Figure 11.8 b. shows heavy corrosion of the
anodic terminal. The EDS analysis of composition of black deposits (Figure 11.8 c) showed high
content of tin (65 wt.%) and oxygen (30 wt.%), and small amount of copper (5 wt.%).
The appearance of dendrite formation at flux residue concentrations between 3.75 µgcm-2
and 92 µgcm-2 is similar to the appearance of dendrites observed with NaCl. Optical microscope
images revealed the dendrites of dark grey colour bridging the terminals and the white deposits –
tin hydroxides (Figure 11.7).
The presence of copper indicates that the terminal is severely corroded. The electroplated
layer of tin was heavily dissolved and the underlying layer of copper, which is the termination of
multilayer ceramic capacitor [26], was exposed to electrolyte solution and thereby corroded. The
EDS analysis of the corrosion products on the anode terminal indicated mainly tin (85 wt.%),
however some amount of copper (20 wt.%) and small amounts of chromium (less than 5 wt.%)
were identified. Both elements are known to be used as termination materials for multilayer chip
capacitors [27]. They were identified on the very edges of the anode terminal, where the
dissolution rate of metal is expected to be the highest.
The results revealed that the remaining solder flux on the components can accelerate ECM
considerably if present at certain concentrations. The presence of no-clean solder flux residues at
concentrations around 92 µgcm-2 increases the migration probability on size 0805 ceramic
capacitor to greater than 80 % under water droplet conditions. However, the probability of
migration is reduced at both low and high concentrations of flux residues. At low concentration
the behaviour is assumed to be due to the low dissolution of metal ions, while at high
concentration the effect is due to over production of metal ions thereby precipitation of tin
hydroxide dominates. The SEM/EDS analysis of the capacitors with high contamination
revealed heavy deterioration of anode terminal and corrosion products on the cathode terminal
indicating severely corrosive conditions that are, however, unfavourable for ECM.
In connection with the IPC standard of defining contamination level as NaCl equivalent, the
results once again stress the point that the effect on ECM very much depend on the type of
contamination (especially the difference between strong and weak electrolytes). The quantities of
equivalent levels of flux residue defined by the conductivity measurements is not the critical limit
at which the highest levels of migration could be found, but the concentration is more moved
towards the corresponding equivalent concentration derived from the leakage current. The
information provided here is based on the single organic acid flux system used in this
investigation, but the reasoning behind the hypothesis is based on the general difference between
strong and weak electrolytes, and difference of reactivity of chloride and carboxylic acid ions to
corrosion, which in general could be applied to all flux systems based on weak organic acids.
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EFFECT OF ELECTRIC FIELD ON ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION
The effect of electric field in the range between 1 mVµm-1 and 25 mVµm-1 on the probability of
electrochemical migration and dendrite formation was investigated at 1.56 µgcm-2 and 15.6
µgcm-2 concentrations of NaCl and on uncontaminated components, Figure 11.9. It is seen that
the probability of migration initially increases with voltage until intermediate potential levels are
reached after which further increase in potential shows a decrease in probability for migration.
The electric field at which maximum probability of migration occurs is a function of NaCl
concentration, however, it was found to be around 10 mVµm-1 and 15 mVµm-1, which
respectively was achieved under 10 V DC and 15 V DC voltage. Also the probability of migration
in general was low at lower potential bias values such as 1 V - 2.5 V above which the probability
increased drastically in solutions containing NaCl, while the probability of migration in the pure
water remained low irrespective of the potential bias.
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Figure 11.9: Effect of potential bias on: a. probability of ECM and b. dendrite current

In general the probability of migration showed a bell curve with an increasing trend initially
followed by a decreasing trend above the maximum – similar to the trend found for increase in
concentrations of contaminants. However, Figure 11.9 a. shows, the effect of contamination is
more pronounced especially from pure water to 1.56 µgcm-2 NaCl solution. The dendrite current
also shows a similar behaviour except that a large increase occurs at a contamination level of 15.6
µgcm-2 indicating the formation of thick dendrites unlike in other cases. It shows that increased
contamination level increases the dissolution rate of the metal and consequently forms thicker
and more branched dendrites containing more metal and hydroxide precipitation. As a result, the
high amount of metal in the dendrites increases the current leaking through. However, as the
potential increases, the probability of migration decreases, which also correlates with a decrease
in the dendrite current. This is due to the fact that rate of dissolution of tin increases with increase
in potential bias similar to increase in contamination. This leads to precipitation of the hydroxide
species, while the heavy gas evolution at the anode and cathode also inhibit the formation of
dendrite. Minzari et al. [15], [16] have reported similar phenomenon with increase in potential
bias or contamination level.
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Typical optical micrographs from the potential bias experiments are shown in Figure 11.10.
A lack of observed dendrites on the components shown in Figure 11.10 does not mean that there
is no migration at the corresponding potential level, instead the micrographs shown in Figure
11.10 shows some of the typical features observed in general at various potential levels.
Micrograph for 1 V potential bias shows no dendrites, only a precipitated layer at the middle of
the component indicating the transition between the acidic to alkaline side during the experiments
where tin hydroxide is precipitated at the intermediate pH areas. The diffusion of the dissolved
metal ions is mainly dependent on the effective electrical field strength [28]. It can be assumed
that the electric field strength was insufficient enough for tin hydroxides to reach cathode terminal
of the capacitor. It has also been reported that the threshold electric field under which the ECM
will not occur is below 1 mVµm-1 [4].

1V

7.5 V

25 V

Figure 11.10: Appearance of chip capacitors after ECM testing at 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl (applied voltages are listed on the
images (anode: right terminal, cathode: left terminal))

An increase in electric field widens the precipitation of tin hydroxide, and also promotes the
formation of dendrites (Figure 11.10 b). The increase in anode terminal corrosion and hydroxide
precipitation is observed with increase of applied voltage in the range between 5–10 V. At very
high voltages (Figure 11.10 c.), the anode terminal severely corrodes, but some fragile dendrite
formation together with precipitation of hydroxide can be observed. Although the heavily
corroded anode is indicating high rate of tin dissolution, the precipitation of hydroxide is
overtaking the dendrite formation. This can be attributed to the insufficient alkaline conditions
near the cathode to sustain the hexahydroxostannate ions (Sn(OH)6)2-, which are then reduced at
the cathode to form dendrites. As the potential bias increases due to the dissolution of large
amounts of tin ions, the alkaline boundary for the formation of (Sn(OH)6)2- becomes unsustainable
as reported by Minzari et al. [15]. It is known that tin can be oxidized to state +2 or +4 and form
stannic compounds or be passivated if the appropriate conditions are established [25]. If the
stannous or stannic ions are formed, they will be rapidly hydrolysed as various tin hydroxides
through intermediate species, where Sn(OH)4 is dominant [15], [25], [29]. The tin hydroxides will
move towards the cathode and will experience the pH change from acidic at the anode to alkaline
at the cathode [15]. The pH change to neutral area would tend to precipitate the hydroxides and
this would initially reduce the migration unless the hydroxides are converted to ionic species that
can be driven further towards cathode. The tin hydroxides close to cathode will experience
alkaline environment and this will enable the formation of (Sn(OH)6)2-. The latter will be reduced
and the tin ions will be deposited at the cathode [15].
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PROBABILITY ANALYSIS OF ELECTROCHEMICAL MIGRATION RESULTS
The level and the type of ionic contamination are affecting the probability of electrochemical
migration events and also the time to initiation. Figure 11.11 shows the cumulative per cent of
migration versus time graphs for NaCl and solder flux residues.
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Figure 11.11: Cumulative failure dependence on time calculated from results of ECM: a. NaCl and b. solder flux residues

The increasing concentration in general shortens the time to a migration event (Fig. 11). This can
be seen from a comparison of the time needed for 50 % of capacitors to show ECM as well as
from the time to the first failure. In the case of NaCl, increase of concentration from 1.56 to 15.6
µgcm-2 reduces the time to first failure accordingly: 62 s, 25 s, 19 s and 14 s. The presence of flux
residues reduces the time to first ECM from 354 s to 72 s with increase of concentration from 3.75
to 92 µgcm-2.
Overall, a decrease in time to failure and to some extent an increase in cumulative per cent
failure with increasing level of contamination can be observed. However, there is a certain
contamination limit below which the migration event probability is very low. This empirically
ascertained limit for NaCl lies in the range 0.858 – 1.56 µg cm-2, whereas for no-clean solder flux
residues investigated in this work, the limit is broader where it starts with 3.75 µgcm-2 with
significantly low probability until it peaks around 92 µgcm-2. The main difference between these
two contaminants is the ECM behaviour at high concentrations, where for the flux residues it
reduces drastically and no dendrites are formed, however in case of NaCl the 20 – 40 % probability
for migration remains.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

Results show that the solvent extract test used for indexing contamination on PCBs needs to
be carefully interpreted as it does not represents the actual leakage current on the board due
to expected polarisation effects under DC bias. Current values obtained from solution
conductivity measurement are higher compared to leakage currents measured through the
solution using DC bias.
The level of organic acid flux residue equivalent to the IPC standard level of 1.56 µgcm-2
NaCl depends on whether the measurement is based on conductivity or leakage current
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through the solution. Quantitatively the equivalent conductivity is about 35 times higher
than 1.56 µgcm-2, while for leakage current equivalent it is approximately 50 times higher
than for NaCl. The difference is due to electrode polarization effects during leakage current
measurements.
The electrochemical migration probability distributions for NaCl and flux residue electrolytes
have peak values corresponding to 72 % and 94 % showing migration. For NaCl, the
migration probability tends to decrease with increase in concentration above the peak value;
however, some level of migration probability remains. For solder flux residues an abrupt
decrease of migration probability was observed above the peak value.
The influence of electric field on migration probability shows a similar type of dependency
as for concentration (Gaussian character distribution). The peak values of migration
probability at 1.56 and 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl were observed at electric fields of 7.5 mVµm-1
and 10 mVµm-1. The dendrite current shows a tendency to increase with increasing
concentration of NaCl.
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12. EFFECT OF PULSED VOLTAGE ON ELECTROCHEMICAL
MIGRATION OF TIN IN ELECTRONICS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat
Abstract—The effect of pulsed voltage on electrochemical migration of tin was studied on size
0805 surface mount capacitors. The study was performed under water droplet condition using
0.0156 gL-1 and 0.156 gL-1 concentrations of NaCl. The amplitude and the offset of rectangular
shape pulse were fixed respectively at 10 V and 5 V, while the duty cycle and the pulse width were
varied in the range of ms. The results showed that varying of pulse width at fixed duty cycle has
a minor effect under investigated conditions, whereas increasing duty cycle significantly reduces
the time to short due to dendrite formation and increases the charge transferred between the
electrodes over time. With increase of duty cycle, increases the anodic dissolution of tin, which
was visualized using a tin ion indicator applied on the components prior to applying the voltage.
The anodic dissolution of tin significantly influences the dendritic growth, although a tendency
for more hydroxide precipitation was observed for lower duty cycles. The precipitation of tin
hydroxides was identified as influencing factor for the reduction of charge transfer under pulsed
voltage with low duty cycles, therefore resulting in the suppression of dendrite growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical migration (ECM) is a corrosion failure mechanism which causes threat for
reliability of electronics operating under humid conditions, or when condensation on the printed
circuit boards is likely to occur. Due to the formation of thin continuous water layer connecting
oppositely biased electrodes on the printed circuit board and the electric field acting through the
medium, the dissolved metal ions from the anode will migrate towards the negatively biased
electrode. At the negative electrode, the metal ions will get reduced, which results in the growth
of metallic dendrites. As the metallic dendrites growing from the cathode reaches the anode, they
cause short-circuiting, and depending on the morphology of the dendrites and level of leakage
current, the device will exhibit intermittent or permanent failures.
The rate at which dendrites can be formed is first dependent on the intrinsic property of
metal/solder alloy especially the solubility of metal hydroxides [1], [2], and a number of
investigations were performed to rank common metallic alloys on the printed circuit board
assembly (PCBA) [2]–[4]. However, the process of ECM can be also influenced by the ionic
contamination dissolved in the water layer [5]–[7], pH level, bias voltage [3], [8], and the distance
between the electrodes [9], [10]. The conductivity of the water layer adsorbed on a PCBA is
determined by the ionic contamination present on the surface as it affects the ion transport
between the anode and cathode. The electric field between the electrodes is the driving force for
metal ions dissolution, transport, and consequent reduction at the cathode. Potential bias at the
electrodes can also dissociate water molecules thereby changing the local pH at the electrodes [5].
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The concentration of metal ions and the pH of the electrolyte determine the stability of metal,
ions, and hydroxides/oxides in the solution [5]. The anodic dissolution of tin plays a significant
role in ECM kinetics [11], however a certain pH and bias conditions within the water layer has
to be established in order for the metal ions to be transported and reduced at the cathode [5].
The effect of electrochemical factors influencing the ECM has been investigated in a number
of studies. The tests are typically performed under water droplet condition [2]–[7], thin electrolyte
layers [12], [13], or at elevated humidity/temperature conditions [14]–[17]. The test specimens
usually used are the surface insulation resistance (SIR) patterns and surface mount components
[5]–[7]. Most of the studies focuses on ECM under DC voltage, however, AC or pulsed voltage
are also common voltage signals in the electronics, yet relatively low attention has been drawn
onto ECM under these conditions.
Climatic testing at 40°C/93%RH of SIR patterns with a Cu finish, precontaminated with
solder flux, and biased with 5V AC at 50 Hz [18], indicated insufficient time on each AC cycle to
bridge the conductive tracks by the dendrites. The dissolution and precipitation was observed on
all the biased tracks and it was concluded that the bias condition was unfavourable for the dendrite
formation. Another study of silver migration conducted under similar climatic conditions [19]
indicated effect of AC frequency on ECM. The formation of deposits similar to initiation of
dendrite growth was detected at 60 Hz, however it was not observable with an increase of
frequency to 400 Hz. Investigation of ECM under water droplet condition at 10 V AC in the
frequency range of 10 Hz – 480 Hz [20] showed that bridging of the electrodes occurs due to
corrosion products forming on each electrode finally closing the gap between the electrodes [21].
The observation is in contrast with dendrite formation mechanism, where the metallic deposits
are forming on the cathode and growing towards anode under DC voltage. The deposit formation
under AC voltage resulted in significant increase in time to failure with increase of frequency [20].
It is also known that the pulsed voltage can affect the dendritic growth in Li-metal batteries,
which has some similarities to the present case. The surface morphology of negative electrode in
the battery has been found to have a significant role in the formation of lithium dendrites [22].
However, the dendrite growth can be suppressed by using pulsed charging [23]–[25]. The safety
of the battery can also be improved by periodic interruption of steady charging current with short
and high-current discharge pulses [26]. In general, a hindering effect on dendrite formation with
increase of time ratio tOFF / tON, and for decreasing time tON can be deduced from the findings.
The findings are connected to the compromise between the timescales for cation diffusion and
reduction at the negative electrode [23].
The effect of pulsed voltage on the ECM on the printed circuit boards has been seldom
reported and the suppression effect based on the ON/OFF situation is not yet clear. A study
conducted under thin electrolyte layer using unipolar square wave showed a decrease of tin
dendrite growth and precipitate formation with decrease of duty cycle tON /( tON + tOFF) [27],
thereby indicating the advantage of longer tOFF cycles for prolongation of time to failure (TTF).
The aim of the current study is to investigate the effect of pulsed voltage on the suppression of tin
dendrites formation under water droplet conditions. Following parameters are of interest in this
study: TTF, current passing through the dendrites at the event of bridging the electrodes, and the
total charge transfer between the terminals of the component as a function of time. The
influencing parameters are compared in relation to the tin dissolution under investigated pulse
conditions. The investigation is conducted on size 0805 multilayer ceramic chip capacitors.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS
The study was performed on size 0805 multilayer ceramic chip capacitors (470 pF, 200 V, X7R).
The capacitors were reflow soldered on the test PCBA, the detailed description of which can be
found elsewhere [17]. The average distance between the terminals of chip capacitors is 0.91 ±
0.05 mm (a slight variation between the distances at the centre and at the edges). The terminals
are made of pure tin, as it was confirmed by SEM EDS. For statistical analysis, 10 components
were used for each set of pulsed voltage parameters and NaCl concentration.

ELECTROLYTE SOLUTION
Two concentrations of NaCl electrolyte solutions were used for testing: 0.156 gL-1 and 0.0156
gL-1. The electrolytes were prepared using Millipore water with resistivity of 18.2 MOhmcm at
25 °C. The droplet of desired electrolyte solution was applied on the surface mount capacitor with
a micropipette. The volume of the droplet was confined to the surface area of the component e.g.
2.4 µL of solution was applied on size 0805 component with approximate surface area of 2.4 mm2.
The resulting approximate contamination levels were 15.6 µgcm-2 and 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl. The
tests were performed at ambient conditions where the temperature was 24 ± 1 °C and humidity
was 55 ± 5 % RH.

PULSED VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MEASUREMENT
The voltage applied on the surface mount capacitor for testing was generated with single channel
arbitrary/function generator “Tektronix AFG 3021B”. The current between the terminals of the
capacitor was measured with “Bio-logic VSP” electrochemical workstation. A rectangular shape
pulse with varying duty cycle, while fixed amplitude and offset of 10 V and 5 V respectively was
applied on the components. The summary of the voltage parameters is given in Table 12.1.
Table 12.1: Settings of the pulsed voltage

Experiment with fixed duty cycle
Period, ms
tON, ms tOFF, ms
D
5
5
0.5
10
50
50
0.5
100
100
100
0.5
200
200
200
0.5
400
1000
1000
0.5
2000

Experiment with varying duty cycle
Period, ms
tON, ms tOFF, ms
D
1
250
200
50
0.8
300
200
100
0.67
300
100
200
0.33
250
50
200
0.2

The duty cycle D in Table 12.1 is corresponding to the ratio of time on tON as a fraction of cycle
time T and is given by eq. (1):
𝐷=𝑡

𝑡𝑂𝑁
𝑂𝑁 +𝑡𝑂𝐹𝐹

=

𝑡𝑂𝑁
𝑇

(1)

IN SITU OBSERVATION OF TIN DISSOLUTION AND LOCAL PH CHANGE
A universal pH indicator (indicator range: pH 3-10, Sigma-Aldrich) and a tin ion indicator
(Sigma-Aldrich) was used respectively for visualization of pH change and tin ion dissolution on
the components under different pulsed voltage conditions. The preparation of the gel and
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indicator was as following: i) agar gel (type A7921, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into the Millipore
water with conductivity of 18.2 MOhmcm at 25 °C at concentration of 1 gL-1, ii) the solution of
water and agar was stirred at temperature of 90°C, and iii) the change of colour of the liquid to
transparent indicates complete dissolution of agar powder, and the desired indicator is added
while solution is stirred. The pH formation and tin ion dissolution was visualized by placing a
droplet of solution containing desired indicator on the top surface of the component, then
applying voltage with characteristics of interest. The in situ images of the pH change and tin ion
dissolution throughout experiment were taken using a “AD7013MZT Dino-Lite” digital
microscope.

III. RESULTS
Figure 12.1. shows characteristic curves for the current measurement under pulsed voltage (b and
c) and respective in situ micrographs (a) showing dendrite growing and braking off. The initiation
of tin dendrite growth at the cathode is shown in the images 1-2, and it is followed by a marginal
increase in current. Whereas a major increase in current is observed when the terminals of
capacitor are bridged by the dendrite, as shown in the image 3. In this case, the current increase
of more than 20 % for more than 100 ms is accepted as time to failure (TTF), and this parameter
is used for analysis of the results. Further, the level of current passing through a dendrite once it
bridges the electrodes (dendrite current) is analyzed. For this measure, ~75% of the highest
current observed throughout the measurement is reported. The base current determined by the
ionic conductivity of the electrolyte can also be read from the curve in Figure 12.1 b.
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Figure 12.1: Current measurement on size 0805 capacitor with pulsed voltage (tON = 200 ms, tOFF = 50 ms), at 1.56 µgcm-2
of NaCl: a. in situ micrographs (time is accordingly indicated in the graphs), b. expanded view of the graph showing details
of the pulse and increase in current detected due to dendrite growth, TTF in this example is 13 sec, c. overall view of
current vs. time curve
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Overall view of current vs. time curve in Figure 12.1 c. indicates typical variation in the current
through the dendrite(s). The example shows possible reduction in the current to the base level
(number 5 in Figure 12.1 c.), indicating dendrite burn off (arrow in image 5). The time integral of
current provides the quantity of charge transferred throughout the duration of experiment. The
charge transferred indicates the extent of dendritic growth under applied bias condition, and it
was used as part of the analysis of the results.

EFFECT OF DUTY CYCLE ON TTF
Figure 12.2 summarize the effect of duty cycle on the time when first dendrite growth was detected
(denoted as TTF) during test on surface mount capacitor tested at two concentrations of NaCl.
The results of TTF are presented as Weibull percentiles of the capacitors which exhibited dendrite
growth. The number of experimental points in the graphs represents the number of components
which exhibited dendritic shorts out of 10 components tested (e.g. for 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl: 10
out of 10 for DC voltage, and 7 out of 10 for 50/250 pulse condition).
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Figure 12.2: Weibull percentiles of time to dendrite detection for varying duty cycle and two concentrations of NaCl: a.
1.56 µgcm-2of NaCl, b. 15.6 µgcm-2. (in brackets (tON/T))

Increased duty cycle reduces the time to dendrite formation, as it is reflected by the scale
parameter α indicated in the graphs. The parameter α, also known as characteristic life, is equal
to the time when 63.2 % of samples have failed. In the case of β > 1, characteristic life is
approximately equal to mean-time-to-failure [28]. The shape parameter β indicates whether the
failure rate is increasing (β > 1), constant (β = 1) or decreasing (β < 1). In all the cases observed
in this work, the shape (or the slope) parameter β was higher than 1, indicating increasing rate of
TTF. At low concentration of NaCl as shown in Figure 12.2 a, a steady reduction of β with
reduction of duty cycle was observed. This indicates a suppression effect of decreasing duty cycle
on dendrite formation as it reduced the rate of the dendrite formation (number of capacitors
exhibiting dendrite formation per time interval). However, with increase of NaCl concentration
(graph in Figure 12.2 b) instead of a steady decrease of β with decrease of duty cycle, a slightly
higher β parameters were observed for the pulse characteristics with duty cycle D = 0.8 and 0.67
compared to that of duty cycle D = 0.33 and 0.2.
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EFFECT OF PULSE WIDTH ON TTF
Figure 12.3 summarizes the effect of pulse width for the constant duty cycle (D = 0.5) on the
ECM on size 0805 capacitor measured at two concentrations of NaCl. The results show a
negligible effect of the variation of the pulse width in the range from 50 ms to 1000 ms on the time
to dendrite formation. For the concentration of 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl, the scale parameter α varied
between 30 s and 56 s, while in the case of 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl α varied between 12 and 16. On
average a slightly higher shape parameter β was observed for 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl reflecting
slightly higher rate of failure for this level of contamination. However, more scattered TTF was
observed at 5/10 pulsed voltage at 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl (Figure 12.3 a.). A significantly higher
TTF was observed for three of the components under tON = 5 ms and tOFF = 5 ms condition.
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Figure 12.3: Weibull percentiles of time to dendrite detection for fixed duty cycle and two concentrations of NaCl: a. 1.56
µgcm-2of NaCl, b. 15.6 µgcm-2

EFFECT OF PULSED VOLTAGE ON DENDRITE CURRENT
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The morphology of dendrites e.g. thickness and
the density of the branches determines the
current they can conduct. The average of the
dendrite currents observed on the chip
components which showed dendrite formation
under different pulse characteristics is shown in
Figure 12.4. A trend of increase in dendrite
current with increase of duty cycle can be
observed for the 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl. For the
1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl, the dendrite current
varies between 2 mA and 5 mA on average,
while with increase of NaCl concentration, the
current increases from 4 mA to 17.5 mA. At
15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl, the magnitude of dendrite
current under 200/250 pulse condition was
comparable to the dendrite current measured
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Figure 12.4: Average dendrite current and equivalent resistance
measured on size 0805 capacitor at two concentrations of NaCl
(standard deviation is indicated in the graph)
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with applied DC voltage. The equivalent resistance for higher concentration of NaCl is in the
range of hundreds of Ohms and it increases to the kOhm level for the lower concentration of
NaCl.

CHARGE VS TIME UNDER PULSED VOLTAGE
The charge transferred between the electrodes of the component is an indicative measure of the
dendrite thickness and the rate of dendrite formation/”breaking off” due to high current. Figure
12.5 indicates the average charge transferred between the terminals of the capacitor with time
measured with different pulse width and period for two concentrations of NaCl. As it is seen,
increase of duty cycle increases the total charge transferred and decreases the time until a sharp
increase of charge was measured (arrows in the main graphs in Figure 12.5). The sharp increase
in charge transferred between the electrodes is a characteristic of short circuiting due to dendrites
bridging the electrodes, thus it is comparable to the first TTF in the Weibull graphs in Figure 12.2
and Figure 12.3.
The graphs for multiple pulse width with the fixed duty cycle (D = 0.5) are presented in the
upper right corner of Figure 12.5. Curves indicate a sharp increase of charge transferred at 23-25s
and at 8-10s for 1.56 µgcm-2 and 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl respectively. The time intervals are again
comparable to the results observed in Weibull graphs. For the lower concentration, 5/10 settings
appeared to cause highest charge, while no clear trend of the effect of pulse period was possible
to identify for the 50/100, 100/200, 200/400, and 1000/2000 pulses. Whereas, in the case of 15.6
µgcm-2 of NaCl (graph in insect in Figure 12.5 b) a slight decrease of charge with increase of pulse
period could be noticed. A significantly higher (more than 2 times for the readings at 240 seconds)
charge was measured at 5/10 pulse settings and the observation complies with the observation at
1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl.
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Figure 12.5: Average charge transferred between the terminals of component vs time obtained under various pulse
conditions for two concentrations of NaCl: a. 1.56 µgcm-2, and b. 15.6 µgcm-2

The results in Figure 12.5 are directly indicating prolongation of the time to migration and
lowering of the charge transferred between the electrodes with the reduction of duty cycle. Based
on the knowledge about ECM, this observation can be expected, and it is related to the increase
of the OFF time. However, in order to emphasize the effect of pulsed voltage conditions rather
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than prolongation of the OFF time on the charge transferred, the curves in Figure 12.6 were
normalized with respect to the ON time, as indicated on the X-axis (Figure 12.6). The curves are
compared in regard to the time when the potential bias was applied to the components e.g. in
order to compare the charge transferred after 30 seconds of ON cycle, it would require 150, 150,
300, and 600 cycles with the settings of 200/250, 200/300, 100/300 and 50/250 respectively. This
will result in comparison of the components after test times of 37.5, 45, 90, and 150 seconds
respectively. The time relationship between the cycles was used to construct the graphs in Figure
12.6. For reference, the charge measured under DC voltage is also included in the graphs.
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Figure 12.6: Relative comparison of charge transferred throughout ON cycle for various pulsed voltage characteristics: a.
1.56 µgcm-2, and b. 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl. For easier readability of the graphs only the positive part of standard deviation is
shown in the graph

From the normalized curves in Figure 12.6, it can be seen that the time to ECM with duty cycles
0.8 and 0.67 (200/250 and 200/300) is very similar compared to the DC voltage. The observation
was valid for both concentrations of NaCl. It is important to note, the charge transferred with the
pulsed voltage with high duty cycle e.g. 0.8 and 0.67 for 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl, also 0.8 for 1.56
µgcm-2 of NaCl, appeared to be higher compared to the DC voltage. On the other hand, the
prolongation of the TTF and lower charge was evident from the normalized graphs in Figure 12.6
for the pulses with the duty cycles of 0.33 and 0.2 (100/300, 50/250). This observation indicates
suppression effect of current pulse conditions on the dendrite formation.

OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS
During ON cycle, the voltage applied on the component is significantly higher than the potential
for dissociation of water molecules resulting in evolution of hydrogen and oxygen gas, and
accordingly changes in local pH at the electrodes. The detailed mechanism of pH change during
ECM is beyond the scope of this paper and can it be found elsewhere [5]. However, the
representative in situ local pH change at the electrodes for constant 10 V DC condition as a
function of time is shown in Figure 12.7 along with in situ visualization of Sn dissolution from the
electrode using the indicator method. Figure 7 shows the increase of local concentration of tin
ions from anode towards cathode with increase in test time. Corresponding pH change shows the
buildup of alkaline conditions at the cathode and acidic conditions at the anode.
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Figure 12.7: Dissolution of tin and local pH change observed on the component biased with 10 V DC (anode is on the right
side)

Figure 12.8 shows the tin ions buildup as a function of duty cycle. The images clearly indicate the
difference in the amount of tin ions being dissolved as well as the distance at which the ions
migrated from the anode towards the cathode. The movement of ions from anode to cathode is a
function of the electric field established between the electrodes during ON cycle plus the
concentration gradient driven shift during the OFF cycle. The blue coloration on the components
reflects the timing of the ON cycle, as it is clearly seen in Figure 12.8 d. A close comparison of
the pictures shows that the spreading of tin ions increases with decrease in duty cycle.
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Figure 12.8: Dissolution of tin as a function of pulsed voltage (anode on the right, cathode on the left). Anodic dissolution
of tin after different time intervals: a. 10 s, b. 20 s and c. 30 s; d. anodic dissolution of tin after equivalent ON time of 10 s
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The comparison of the components after 150 seconds of testing time with pulsed voltage is
provided in Figure 12.9 a. (first row). The tON indicated in the pictures directly represents the
amount of dissolved tin as it was visualized in Figure 12.8 a, b, and c. and it is increasing with the
duty cycle. Similarly with increase of duty cycle increases the average charge transferred between
the electrodes from 0.0035 mAh to 0.0626 mAh (indicated as Q-Q0 in the micrographs). Optical
micrographs in Figure 12.9 a show increase of corrosion of anode electrode and the amount of
precipitates and dendrites on the surface of the components with increase of duty cycle. For the
pulse condition (50/250), the precipitation of tin hydroxides (white precipitates) was more
favourable.
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Figure 12.9: Optical appearance of ECM on the components after evaporation of electrolyte: a. effect of ON time
(comparison after 150 s of test time) at 1.56 µgcm-2 of NaCl, and b. effect of pulsed voltage (comparison after 30 s of ON
time) at 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl. (Q-Qo in the micrographs indicates average charge transferred, as readings from Figure 12.5)

The appearance of the components after equivalent time of ON cycle is shown in Figure 12.9 b.
(second row). The comparable level of tin ions was dissolved in this case, referring to Figure 12.8
d; however, it resulted in a different morphology, and ratio of tin dendrites and precipitates. For
high duty cycles (0.8 and 0.67) an extensive amount of metallic tin deposits were observed spread
over a large area of the component, which appear in black in the micrographs in Figure 12.9 b.
With the reduction of duty cycle to 0.33, the formation of tin dendrites was more localized, and
the precipitation of tin hydroxides (appear in white colour in the image) became more evident.
For the duty cycle of 0.2, the precipitation of tin hydroxide without dendrites was seen in the
representative optical micrographs. For the charge over time (Q-Q0), a slight increase with
increase of duty cycle was observed.
The effect of the duty cycle on the formation of tin dendrites is emphasized in Figure 12.10.
The images provide a comparison between the components with equivalent periods of test time
(150 s), thus different ON time; and equivalent ON time (120 s), thus different time intervals when
pulsed voltage was applied on the components.
From the comparison of the components after equivalent test time with two duty cycles (first two
micrographs in Figure 12.10) shows no tin dendrites, however some amount of tin hydroxide
precipitates can be seen for the low duty cycle. However, the component with high duty cycle
shows high amount of metallic tin precipitates (dendrites). Comparing low and high duty cycle
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after equivalent ON time (first and third micrographs in Figure 12.10), significantly more
precipitation of tin hydroxide is observed for the low duty cycle
T1 = T2 = 150 s
Equivalent test time

200/250

50/250

50/250

Equivalent time ON

ton1 = ton2 = 120 s

Figure 12.10: Comparison of the morphology of tin dendrites/precipitates in respect with equivalent test time of 150 s, and
equivalent time of ON cycle (120 s) under pulsed voltage with duty cycles of 0.2 and 0.8

IV. DISCUSSION
Testing of ECM under pulsed voltage conditions showed the significance of anodic dissolution of
tin and time of migration to the cathode for the dendrite growth. The dissolution of tin occurs
during ON cycle, therefore the concentration of tin ions in the solution increases with the ON
time. The increase of tin ions concentration with the duty cycle was effectively visualized by the
gel containing tin ion indicator in Figure 12.7 and Figure 12.8. Increasing tin dissolution rate
(increase of duty cycle), reduces the TTF, as indicated in Weibull graphs in Figure 12.2. The effect
of dissolution rate on the TTF can be also emphasized by the comparison of TTF observed for
two concentrations of NaCl in Figure 12.2. The amount of dissolved metal ions increases with
the concentration of NaCl thereby resulting in reduction of TTF. The observations correspond
well with the findings reported in literature as follows. From the comparison of potentiodynamic
polarization and time to failure vs. potential obtained under DC voltage, it was reported that the
dissolution of metal is the rate determining step in ECM mechanism [11]. Further, correlation
between the TTF and the initial anodic dissolution rate was observed during potentiodynamic
polarization in sodium chloride and sodium sulfate electrolytes [29]. Electrochemical migration
of tin under thin layers of sodium chloride electrolytes [12] indicated a reduction of TTF with
increase of NaCl concentration from 10-4 M to 510-3 M. The concentrations of NaCl used in the
current work falls within the range of concentrations used in the above investigations. A reduction
in TTF with increase of DC bias voltage and NaCl concentration under water droplet condition
was also reported in the literature [7].
The mean TTF obtained for a number of pulse widths having fixed duty cycle fell within a
narrow time interval (parameter α indicated in Figure 12.3). The charge conducted over time
(Figure 12.5) was comparable under these cases except for a slight deviation for the pulse
condition of 5/10. In the current vs. time curves for the pulses with tOFF of 5 ms and shorter, the
steps of ON and OFF time were no longer observable, thereby indicating the transition from
pulsed to DC voltage conditions on the components. Therefore conditions with tOFF 5 ms or
shorter increased the charge transfer.
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The dendrite current at the event of short circuiting the electrodes by dendrites was ~2-4 times
higher for the higher concentration of NaCl and it varied between 4 mA and 17.5 mA in Figure
12.4. The equivalent resistance corresponding to such dendrites current is 2.5 kOhm and 571 Ohm
respectively. For comparison, the resistance of the dendrites formed for Sn-Pb and lead free solder
alloys under distilled water varies in the range of kOhms [3]. Similar resistance values were
reported in the study of ECM on electronic chip resistors in chloride environments [6]. An
increase of dendrite current with increase of duty cycle observed for 15.6 µgcm-2 of NaCl indicated
that the longer ON cycles is more dynamically favourable condition for dendrite growth and
suggests different morphology of dendrites formed under pulsed voltage.
The reduction of TTF with low duty cycle is primarily attributed to the reduced anodic tin
dissolution; however the reduction of β parameter in the Weibull graphs and reduction of charge
transfer over time indicated an additional suppression effect of low duty cycle (0.2 and 0.33) on
the dendrite formation. Significantly lower charge calculated for low duty cycles in Figure 12.5
and Figure 12.6 indicated reduction in the formation rate of tin dendrites, although a comparable
amount of tin ions were dissolved in time (comparison with equivalent tON). With the duty cycle
of 0.2, the precipitation of tin hydroxides rather than dendrite growth was preferred (Figure 12.9
and Figure 12.10). However, for the duty cycles of 200/250 and 200/300, the bulky metallic tin
deposits spread over a large area of the capacitors indicating high rate of the “breaking off” and
redeposition of the dendrites thereby resulting in high charge conduction with time.
Summarizing the discussion above, during ON cycles of pulsed voltage three important
processes determining dendrite growth rate are in place: i) anodic dissolution of tin, ii) transport
of metal ions through the electrolyte, and iii) reduction at the cathode. The rate of anodic
dissolution is determined by the duty cycle, thus it significantly influence the TTF. Transport of
metal ions under water droplet condition is primarily influenced by the electric field, whereas for
ECM under humid conditions, the thickness of water layer between the conductors becomes the
determining factor for the ion transport. An additional factor affecting the TTF is hidden in iii),
which is the so called efficiency of electrodeposition (in this case the efficiency of dendrite
formation) i.e. the ratio between the tin ions reduced at the cathode and the tin ions “lost” within
the electrolyte solution due to the formation of tin hydroxides. Results show that the efficiency
factor depends on the pulse voltage conditions. The comparison of dissolved tin ions after
equivalent ON times for various duty cycles indicated similar amount of ions in the solution,
however an additional suppression effect was observed from the charge transfer results (Figure
12.6). The significantly larger amounts of tin hydroxides for the duty cycle of 0.2 (50/250) in
Figure 12.9 and Figure 12.10 indicated the condition least favourable for ECM among the pulse
conditions tested in this work. An important aspect in connection with this observation is the
localized change in pH. With increase in OFF cycle time, localized pH variation equalizes thereby
affecting the zone where tin hydroxide formation is favourable [5], and this will result in
precipitation of tin hydroxide reducing the possibility of dendrite formation. Increase of tin
hydroxide precipitation can also be influenced by the OFF cycle itself as the driving force for
migration and reduction at the cathode is interrupted. This variation in tin hydroxide precipitation
with the duty cycle is an important observation as it relates to the commonly reported correlation
between the solubility of metal ion hydroxides in water with the TTF [1]–[4]. The TTF increases
with decrease of metal ion hydroxide solubility, which is also related to the tendency for metal
hydroxide precipitation. For reference, the solubility of common metal hydroxides expressed as
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–log K is provided [4]: Sn2+ (27), Pb2+ (20), Cu2+ (20), Cu+ (15) and Ag+ (8). The Sn2+ hydroxides
are least soluble in water and suggest the possibility of highest amount of hydroxide precipitation.
The observations suggest that the pulsed voltage may have a different effect on the ECM for
various metals and needs to be further investigated.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.

Increase of duty cycle reduces the time to dendrite formation and to an extent the rate of
dendrite formation. The result is primarily attributed to the concentration of tin ions being
dissolved from the positively biased electrode as visualized by a tin ion indicator.
The increase of dendrite current with increase of duty cycle was evident for higher
concentration of NaCl, however for lower concentration the dendrite current was less affected
by the variation of duty cycle.
The reduction of time to dendrite formation and the increase of dendrite current were
observed with increasing NaCl concentration from 1.56 µgcm-2 to 15.6 µgcm-2.
The comparable amount of tin ions was dissolved from the anode after equivalent ON times
for various duty cycles; however the formation of tin dendrites was less efficient with duty
cycles of 0.2 (tON = 50 ms, tOFF = 200 ms) and 0.33 (tON = 100 ms, tOFF = 200 ms). It resulted
in a slight increase of TTF and reduction of charge transferred between the electrodes. The
significantly larger amounts of tin hydroxides observed at a duty cycle of 0.2 indicated that
this condition is least favourable for ECM.
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13. EFFECT OF IODINE ON THE CORROSION OF AU-AL
WIRE BONDS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Lutz Müller, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, Flemming Bjerg Grumsen, Rajan Ambat
Abstract—Corrosion study was performed on Au-Al wire bonds, thin layers of sputter deposited
Au and Al, and Au-Al intermetallic nuggets. The test environment was iodine-vapour in air (1
mgL-1) at 85 °C with varying relative humidity, and 500 mgL-1 of KI in water. GDOES, XRD,
SEM EDS, wire bond shear, and electrochemical testing were used to characterize the samples.
Failures of Au-Al wire bonds were found to be primarily attributed to the corrosion of Al via
formation of Al iodides and consequent formation of Al oxides and/or hydroxides. Most
susceptible to corrosion are Al metallization and Al rich intermetallic phases.
Highlights
 Formation of Au-Al intermetallics during heat treatment are investigated in situ by XRD
 Increase of RH in iodine containing environment accelerates the corrosion of Au-Al
 Corrosion resistance of Au-Al decreases with increase of Al in the intermetallic phase
 Failures are primarily attributed to corrosion of Al at the bond interface and in the
intermetallic phases
 Chemical reactions describing corrosion mechanism are suggested
Keywords—A. Aluminium; A. Electronic materials; A. Intermetallics; B. Polarization B. X-ray
diffraction; C. Interfaces; C. Oxidation

I. INTRODUCTION
The combination of Au and Al is sensitive to corrosion, but it is commonly used as
interconnections in microelectronics. The corrosion of Al in contact with Au is driven by high
difference in the electrochemical potential with respect to Au. However, when Au-Al wire bonds
are exposed to halogen containing environments, the degradation of wire bond is dependent on
the Au-Al intermetallics formed at the interface during the bonding or during life in service [1].
There are five Au-Al intermetallic phases (IMPs): Au4Al, Au8Al3, Au2Al, AuAl, and AuAl2 [2],
which can also be formed in Au-Al interconnections. In literature, the intermetallic phase Au8Al3
can be designated as Au5Al2, however, correct stoichiometry is reported to be Au8Al3 [2]–[5].
Failures associated with the formation of Au-Al intermetallics or corrosion at the wire bonds
can be related to reduction of mechanical strength of the bond, and/or the increase of electrical
resistance. It has been shown that the Kirkendall voids can be formed during prolonged thermal
exposure at the bond interface and between the intermetallic phases due to different interdiffusion
rates of Au and Al [6], [7]. The formation of voids caused by volumetric shrinkage due to phase
transformation across and lateral to the ball band, also shown with theoretical calculations [8], is
considered as the common failure mechanism of Au-Al wire bonds.

V. Verdingovas, L. Müller, M. S. Jellesen, F. B. Grumsen, and R. Ambat, “Effect of iodine on the corrosion of Au-Al
wire bonds,” Corros Sci., vol. 97, pp. 161-171, 2015.
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The quality of wire bonds is usually assessed by destructive tests e.g. bond pull test or ballbond shear test. Several failure modes can occur during testing namely ball lift, ball shear, bond
pad lifting, cratering, wire shear, metallization failure etc. The corrosion resistance of wire bonds
is tested by combining thermal stress with a corrosive environment such as gas or types of ionic
contamination. However, halides are a common part of the corrosive atmosphere usually
encountered by the wire bonds.
The degradation of wire bond strength due to halides is a well-known problem in
microelectronics. Halogens are known to corrode Al metallization in the integrated circuits [9].
However, they can also corrode Au-Al wire bonds, thereby reducing the strength of the bonds or
eventually causing ball lifts. The commonly reported corrosion issues related to halogens are
attributed to chlorine [10]–[12], bromine [10]–[14], or fluorine [15]. The source of halogens in
microelectronic devices is typically the polymeric mould-compounds used for the encapsulation
of the integrated circuits or the halide surface contaminations on the dies prior to moulding.
Degassing from relatively stable halogenated compound tetrabromobisphenol-A, which is used
as flame retardant in mould-compounds [16] and laminated printed circuit boards [17] also
reported to corrode Au-Al wire bonds [10], [18].
Another important aspect is the effect of iodine, however there is little attention drawn to the
corrosion of wire bonds in iodine containing environments. Iodine-containing compounds are
widely used as stabilizers against thermo-oxidative decay in polyamides and polyphthalamides
(high performance polyamides) which are common housing materials. Polyamides can be
stabilised against thermo-oxidative degradation with various stabilizers e.g., phenolic antioxidant,
aromatic amine and copper, either in the form of elementary copper, or in a form of copper (I)
iodide in combination with potassium iodide or potassium bromide [19]. One of the first
applications of iodides as stabilizer in polyamides was reported in 1955 [20]. Iodine as thermooxidative decomposition product of the stabilizers of polyamides and root cause of wire bond
failure was reported [21], besides there is only limited number of cases addressing iodine as
possible a root cause of wire bond failure [22], [23].
The aim of this work is to understand the effect of iodine on the corrosion of bare or gelpotted Au-Al wire bonds with respect to the effect of intermetallic formation. Three types of
samples were used for the investigations namely: i) Au-Al wire bonds, ii) heat treated multilayers
of sputter deposited Au and Al, and iii) Au4Al, Au8Al3 and Au2Al intermetallic nuggets prepared
by remelting Au and Al under argon atmosphere. The nuggets of intermetallics enabled to study
corrosion of IMPs separately, while the heat treated multilayers were used to simulate wire bond
connections, IMPs formation, and resulting corrosion problems. Investigations include direct
samples exposure to iodine gas at 1 mgL-1 in air at 85 °C with varying RH, and electrochemical
corrosion testing in iodide containing solution. Formation of intermetallic phases as a function of
temperature was investigated using X-ray diffraction. Corrosion morphology of the surfaces was
analysed using optical and scanning electron microscopy.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
SPUTTER DEPOSITED AU AND AL ON A SI WAFER
Three sets of sputter deposited Au and Al layers on Si wafers were prepared namely: i) thin layer
of gold (119 nm), ii) thin layer of aluminium (1 µm), and iii) multilayer of gold and aluminium
(1.1 µm of gold on top of 1 µm of aluminium). Purity of the Au was ~99.99% and Al layer
contained 0.5% Cu. The multilayer coating was heat treated at 175 °C for 1 h and 4 h in order to
form the intermetallic phases. The heat treatment was performed in the oven under air
atmosphere. The selected temperature of 175 °C is a typical temperature for moulding and curing
processes in the manufacturing of the electronic packages [1]. Prior to the heat treatment and
testing, the samples were diced into 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm using a standard wafer saw cooled by DIwater.

NUGGETS OF AU-AL INTERMETALLICS
The nuggets of Au-Al intermetallics namely Au4Al, Au8Al3, and Au2Al were prepared for
investigating the corrosion of intermetallic phases (IMPs) that are possible between gold and
aluminium. The preparation was carried out by melting the alloying elements (Au and Al) in
required ratio under argon shielding gas in a water-cooled copper mould in an electric arc furnace.
This was followed by remelting (about 10 times) for better homogeneity and completion of the
intermetallic formation. Following this the nuggets of Au2Al and Au4Al were homogenized at
500 °C for 2 weeks and Au8Al3 for 8 weeks.
Prior evaluation of the nuggets by SEM EDS showed that the Au4Al intermetallic nugget is
a homogeneous sample comprised of single phase Au4Al, however, minor percentage of
additional phases were identified in the nuggets of Au2Al and Au8Al3. The X-ray diffraction
analysis showed that the phase Au2Al contains slight amounts of AuAl phase, while minor
amounts of Au2Al were found in Au8Al3.

AU-AL WIRE BONDS
Silicon dies with Au-Al wire bonds were used to evaluate the severity of environments in terms
of corrosion and shear strength degradation of the bonds. The diameter of Au wire thermosonically bonded to the AlCu0.5 bond pad metallization was 32 μm, and the diameter of the ball
formed was (100 ± 10) µm.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out on a “Bruker D8” equipped with a parallel beam (Göbel
mirror) and a secondary side divergence assembly in 1D, and a MRI temperature controlled dome
stage. The X-ray diffraction was used to identify IMPs formed in the Au-Al multilayers during
heat treatment for 1 h and 4 h. The complete range of IMPs in comparison with the references
available in the international centre for diffraction data “ICDD” database was obtained from in
situ XRD measurements as a function of temperature and time. The measurements were
performed under normal atmospheric conditions in the temperature range from 120 °C to 300 °C
with the step of 5 °C. The thermocouple for temperature control was mounted between the Si
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wafer with Au-Al multilayer and the aluminium spacing plate, which was placed on top of a
platinum-rhodium heating band in order to avoid contamination of the heating band from the Si
wafer. The XRD scans were performed once the measured temperature between the heating band
and the bottom of the Si wafer reached the set temperature. The duration of each XRD scan was
29 min 07s.

WIRE BOND SHEAR TEST
“Dage series 4000” multi-function bond tester with the ball shear cartridge BS250 (maximum
shear force of 250 g) was used for shear test. Instrument has a flat chisel shape shearing tool (062006) with a shearing edge dimensions slightly higher than the diameter of the gold ball. The shear
height and shear speed was accordingly set to 4 µm and 56 µms-1.

GLOW DISCHARGE OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY (GDOES)
“Horiba Jobin Yvon GD-Profiler 2” was used for the investigation of Au-Al intermetallic phase
formation on Au-Al multilayers heat treated at 175 °C. The depth profiling was done by plasma
sputtering at a pressure of 450 Pa and a power of 25 W. The intensity of the signal of Au and Al
elements as a function of sputtering time followed by the creator depth measurements with the
profilometer (for depth calibration) was used to observe the formation of Au-Al intermetallics as
a function of heating time.

LIQUID PHASE TESTING IN KI SOLUTION
Potentiodynamic polarization and zero resistance ammetry measurements were performed with
a “Gamry PCI4/300” potentiostat. The measurements were performed in the standard
electrochemical cell with 400 mL of 500 mgL-1 of KI in water. The conductivity of electrolyte
solution was (442 ± 3) µScm-1 at (24 ± 1) °C. The reference electrode used was Ag/AgCl.
The zero resistance ammetry measurements were performed between three intermetallic
nuggets of Au-Al, which were repolished before each measurement, and Au-Al multilayers heat
treated at 175 °C. During ZRA measurements, the current between the two test specimens in KI
electrolyte solution is passively (without applying voltage) measured and it represents the galvanic
current. Also the potentials versus reference electrode are monitored. The galvanic current
between two test specimens was obtained during 8 hours of continuous current measurement with
the acquisition rate of 30 s. The distance between anode and cathode was (5 ± 0.5) cm. The
electrodes were facing to each other. The surface area of the electrodes for galvanic couples was
equal (7.068 ± 0.06) mm2. Masking of the surface area was done by PVC tape with punched holes
with approximate diameter of 3 mm.
Potentiodynamic polarization measurements were performed at a scan rate of 1 mVs-1 in the
range from -400 mV to 800 mV vs. open-circuit potential (OCP) which was measured for 10 min
prior to the polarization scans to stabilize the samples. The conditions were chosen to mimic the
conditions in the crevice of Au-Al ball bond due to exposure to iodine under humid conditions.
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GAS PHASE TESTING IN IODINE CONTAINING ENVIRONMENT
Test environment with iodine gas was created in a 330 mL “Duran” glass bottles closed with
“SCHOTT 180 °C” proof caps with PTFE coated silicone rubber seals. Analytical grade iodine
(Aldrich 99,99%) was placed in a small glass vial, which was placed in the centre of the bottle.
The experiments were performed at a constant temperature of 85 °C, while the relative humidity
(RH) was controlled by the volume of deionized water added into the bottles (e.g. 57 µL of
deionized water would create approx. 50 %RH at 85 °C in a 330 mL bottle). These conditions
were chosen to mimic the conditions of Au-Al ball bonds during practical applications due to the
iodine generated by oxidation of iodide stabilized polyamide under humid conditions.

SURFACE MORPHOLOGY ANALYSIS
Surface morphology analysis of samples prior and after corrosion testing was carried out using
optical microscope “Axioskop 2 MAT” from “Carl Zeiss”, imaging done in differential
interference contrast (DIC) mode, and scanning electron microscope “FEI Quanta 200 ESEM
FEG”. An “Olympus GX41” metallurgical microscope was used for analysis of cross-section of
the corroded Au-Al multilayers.

III. RESULTS
FORMATION OF AU-AL INTERMETALLICS AT 175 °C
The glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy results of depth profiling of Au-Al layers in
Figure 13.1 indicate the progress of interdiffusion (leading to IMP formation) as the samples were
exposed to 175 °C for 1 h and 4 h. The composition profiles show the shift in Au-Al interface due
to interdiffusion during heat treatment.
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Figure 13.1: GDOES composition profiles of Au-Al multilayer during heat treatment at 175°C: a. 0 h, b. 1 h and c. 4 h

The surface morphology of the Au-Al layers using optical and SEM before and after heat
treatment is shown in Figure 13.2. The grains of Au formed during sputter deposition process can
be clearly seen in SEM images (Figure 13.2 a.2, b.2), while with heat treatment, the interdiffusion
of Au and Al changes the morphology of the surface (Figure 13.2. c.2, b.3). Overview of the
samples in optical micrographs indicate that for the Au-Al layer heat treated for 1 h, most of the
surface was still covered by a layer of Au, but with some sites where Al has reached the surface.
After 4 h of heating, the pure Au on the surface was no longer present. The observation from
optical micrographs is well supported by GDOES composition profiles in Figure 13.1.
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The results from XRD measurement showing a full range of intermetallic phase formation in
the Au-Al layer within the temperature interval of 120 °C – 300 °C are presented in Figure 13.3.
a. The IMP formation is temperature and time dependent as indicated on the Y-axis. High
intensity of Au peak resembles single crystal Au reflection which is due to the surface texture,
whereas the reflections from Au-Al intermetallic phases forming deeper into the bulk appear with
lower intensity. The colour scale representing the count number in the graph was adjusted
accordingly to include both. The offset of the peaks due to thermal expansion of IMPs is taken
into account when aligning the scans at increasing temperatures. The representative peaks of
different intermetallic phases are indicated in Figure 13.3. The powder diffraction file (PDF)
numbers of identified intermetallic phases can be found in Table 13.1. The identification of Au4Al,
Au8Al3, AuAl, and AuAl2 was possible using powder diffraction database from “ICDD”, while
the Au2Al phase was identified by comparison with the XRD pattern from intermetallic nugget
with known composition.

a.1

b.1

Au

Au

a.2

b.2

c.1

Au-Al

b.3

Au-Al

c.2

Figure 13.2: Optical and SEM micrographs showing the appearance of Au-Al multilayer after heat treatment at 175 °C: a.
0 h, b. 1 h and c. 4 h

Among the intermetallics during in situ heat treatment in Figure 13.3 a, Au8Al3 appears first and
it is the predominant IMP formed, while at higher temperatures or after a longer time Au4Al and
Au2Al forms. With diffusion of Al into the original Au layer, the penetration depth of X-rays
increases, thus the peaks related to AuAl2 intermetallic phase appears later (at higher temperature
and longer time) than the peaks from Au4Al and Au2Al. With increase in temperature and time
of heating, interdiffusion of Au and Al reaches an equilibrium condition at which the AuAl phase
is formed.
Figure 13.3 b. shows single XRD scans on the samples heat treated for 1 h and 4 h at 175 °C
as used in the present work for corrosion studies (Figure 13.1 - Figure 13.2), in comparison with
the scans obtained at 170 °C and 190 °C during in situ IMP formation, which are indicated by
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dashed lines in Figure 13.3 a. The sample heat treated for 1 h contains Au, Au4Al, and Au8Al3,
while sample heat treated for 4 h contains AuAl2, Au2Al and Au8Al3.
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Figure 13.3: XRD results obtained on Au-Al multilayer: a. in situ formation of IMPs as a function of time and temperature
and b. IMPs formed during heat treatment of multilayer for 1 h and 4 h (provided in comparison with spectra obtained
during in situ IMP formation as indicated by dashed line in Figure 13.3 a.)
Table 13.1: Au-Al intermetallic phases identified from the XRD measurements in Figure 13.3

Intermetallic phase
Au
Au4Al
Au8Al3
Au2Al
AuAl
AuAl2

Powder diffraction file number for the references in ICDD database
04-0784
29-0036
48-1341
26-1005
50-1021
17-0877
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CORROSION OF AU-AL INTERMETALLICS
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION AND ZERO RESISTANCE AMMETRY
MEASUREMENTS

The results of zero resistance ammetry (ZRA) measurements between the nuggets of Au-Al
intermetallics coupled with thin sputtered layers of Al and Au obtained in 500 mgL-1 KI solution
are summarized in Figure 13.4. Results provide the minimum, the maximum, and the average
current density values, which were obtained during 8 hours of continuous current measurement
with the acquisition rate of 30 s. The average electrochemical potential of the coupled test
specimens is provided as galvanic potential in the graph.
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Figure 13.4: Results of ZRA measurements (cathode vs. anode coupling), galvanic potential vs. Ag/AgCl in mV is
indicated above the bars

For Al layer coupled as an anode with three intermetallic nuggets, the corrosion rate (current
density) was increasing with increasing content of Au in the intermetallic compound coupled as
cathode. Conversely, when an intermetallic nugget was coupled as an anode with the Au, the
corrosion rate was decreasing with increasing amount of Au in the intermetallic. The highest
corrosion rate was observed between Al and Au. Overall, the galvanic current was following the
galvanic potential difference between the electrodes which is indicated in Figure 13.4
The potentiodynamic polarization measurements shown in Figure 13.5 indicate the
difference in the electrochemical activity of intermetallic phases. A slight decrease in current
density in the passive region, and an increase in breakdown potential during anodic polarization
was observed with increase of Au content in Au-Al IMP. Whereas the cathodic current density
for Au-Al intermetallics was comparable, and only for the sample heat treated for 4 h showed
slight decrease in cathodic current. Overall, the potentiodynamic polarization measurements
showed that with decrease of Au content in the IMP reduces the electrochemical potential and to
some extent increases the corrosion rate. Summary of corrosion potential (Ecorr) and corrosion
current density (Icorr) obtained from the polarization curves can be seen in Table 13.2. The
corrosion potential of Au-Al layers heated for 1 h and 4 h lies respectively above and below the
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potential values observed for three intermetallics nuggets: Au2Al, Au8Al3, and Au4Al. The current
density for 4 h sample is also higher than that of the sample heated for 1 h at 175 °C. The Al
sample showed lowest (more negative) corrosion potential, and it did not show any passivation.
Therefore, a significant increase in current density during anodic polarisation was observed.
Au4Al

E (mV/Ag/AgCl)

500

Au8Al3

Au, Au4Al, Au8Al3
1 h at 175oC

Au2Al

0

-500

Au2Al, AuAl2
4 h at 175oC

Al

-1000
10-10

10-9

10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

Current density (A/cm2)
Figure 13.5: Potentiodynamic polarization in 500 mgL-1 KI solution for intermetallic nuggets: Au2Al. Au8Al3, Au4Al (solid
line+symbol), and sputter deposited Au and Al layers heat treated for 1 h and 4 h (dash line)

Table 13.2: Corrosion potential (Ecorr) and corrosion current density (Icorr) obtained from potentiodynamic polarization
curves in Figure 13.5

Sample
Al
Au2Al, AuAl2 (4 h at 175 °C)
Au2Al
Au8Al3
Au4Al
Au, Au4Al, Au8Al3 (1 h at 175 °C)

Ecorr (mV vs Ag/AgCl)
-727 ± 13
-331 ± 12
-239 ± 17
-187 ± 8
-189 ± 4
-96 ± 19

Icorr (Acm-2)
(1.78E ± 1.03) × 10-8
(3.41E ± 0.44) × 10-7
(3.15E ± 0.49) × 10-7
(2.49E ± 0.30) × 10-7
(1.15E ± 0.09) × 10-7
(1.01E ± 0.12) × 10-7

EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO I2 AND HUMIDITY
A significant difference in the corrosion resistance of Au and Al under combined effect of iodine
and RH was observed as shown in optical micrographs in Figure 13.6 and Figure 13.7. The
micrographs were taken after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at (15, 50, and 85) % RH at 85
°C. For Au sample in Figure 13.6 a, no corrosion was seen at 15 % RH and 50 % RH, while the
tarnishing of the surface was observed at 85 % RH. The SEM micrograph in Figure 13.6 a.3-2
indicated corrosion of Au layer and exposure of underlying Si substrate. For thin layer of Al, an
increase of oxidation with an increase of RH was observed. The scaling of the Al oxide is shown
in Figure 13.6 b.3-2.
The multilayers of Au-Al heated for 1 h and 4 h, showed significant corrosion even at lowest
humidity levels (15% RH/85 °C) (Figure 13.7). The corrosion of non-heated Au-Al layers starts
at the dicing streets where both layers of Au and Al are exposed to iodine and water vapour.
Further, some localized corrosion indicated by arrows in Figure 13.7 was observed.
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Figure 13.6: Corrosion of Au layer (a) and Al layer (b) after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at 85 °C and three levels of
relative humidity: 1. 15 %RH, 2. 50 %RH, 3. 85 %RH
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c.1
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Figure 13.7: Corrosion of Au-Al multilayer heat treated at 175 °C: a. 0 h, b. 1 h, and c. 4 h after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1
of iodine at 85°C and three levels of relative humidity: 1. 15 %RH, 2. 50 %RH, 3. 85 %RH
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The corrosion of underlying Al layer was also observed in the cross sections of Au-Al multilayers
in Figure 13.8. The two layers of Au and Al start to separate, and it can be seen that the
preferential area for corrosion attack is at the interface between the two layers (Figure 13.8. a.1).
The corrosion of heated samples (Figure 13.8. a.2 and a.3) appears similar, both showing
preferential corrosion of Al, separation between Au-Al multilayers thus formation voids. For
reference, the cross section of a sample heated for 4 h, but not exposed to iodine is provided in
Figure 13.8. b.3.

a.1

a.2

a.3

a.4
Figure 13.8: Cross section of Au-Al multilayers: after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at 85°C/85%RH: a.1 non-heated,
a. 2 heat treated for 1 h a.3 heat treated for 4 h; b.3 reference sample (non-heat treated and unexposed to iodine)

The SEM EDS analysis of the surface of the corroded Au-Al multilayer is shown in Figure 13.9.
In connection with the surface roughness seen in Figure 13.7, the presence f Al rich areas (bumps)
containing high amounts of oxygen combined with iodine was identified in the EDS map of
elemental composition.

Al

Au
Si

I

O

Figure 13.9: Corrosion of Au-Al multilayer heat treated for 1 h, after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at 85°C/85%RH
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CORROSION OF AU-AL WIRE BOND CONNECTIONS
SHEAR STRENGTH DEGRADATION OF WIRE BONDS
Figure 13.10 a. shows the reduction of the shear strength of bare Au-Al wire bond connections
on Si dies after immersion in 500 mgL-1 KI solution as a function of time. The shear strength of
wire bonds was reduced by approx. 9 % after 24 h immersion and by approx. 18 % after 48 h
immersion, compared to the control samples. No ball lift occurred after 48 h, while after 168 h
immersion 21 out of 32 balls were lifted from the bond pad. The remaining wire bonds showed
significant corrosion indicated by reduced shear force strength.
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Figure 13.10: Shear force degradation of wire bonds: a. immersion in 500 mgL-1 KI solution as a function of time and b.
exposure to I2 at 1 mgL-1 as a function of RH at 25 °C (number of lifted off bonds is indicated in the graph i.e. 0 out of 32)

Figure 13.10 b. shows the test results for Au-Al wire bonds after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of
iodine and three humidity conditions at 85 °C. Prior to exposure to the corrosive environments,
the samples were heat treated at 175 °C for 1 h and 4 h as it was done for multilayers of Au and
Al. Increased corrosion attack indicated by the reduced shear force was observed for all exposure
conditions; however, a slight increase of the shear force was observed for the unexposed
(reference) samples after heat treatment. The samples dried at 85 °C for 12 h (in the graph denoted
as <15 % RH) and exposed to 1 mgL-1 of iodine indicated a slight reduction in the shear force
from approx. 970 mN to 850 mN. However, a drastic reduction in the wire bond shear strength
was observed with increase of RH to the level of 50 % and higher. Similarly, the number of bond
lifts was increasing with increase of RH, with 0 at lowest RH, and approximately 12 out 16 at
highest RH level. However, the shear force of the remaining wire bonds after exposure to high
humidity and iodine was below 100 mN. As provided in the standard wire bond shear test method
EIA/JESD22-B116 [24], the minimum recommended individual and sample average ball bond
shear values should be accordingly 434 mN and 571 mN for 101 µm Au ball diameter. Whereas
according to the test method ASTM F 1269 [25], approximately 550 mN is referred as 50 % of
strength of the Au-Al wire bond (32 µm Au wire bonded to Al with 100 µm ball).

MORPHOLOGY OF CORRODED WIRE BONDS
Severe corrosion of Al bond pads after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at 85 % RH was
observed (Figure 13.11). The lifted off Au balls revealed oxidation of Al bond pad, which was
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comparable to the cracking of Al oxide on sputter deposited Al exposed to the same test conditions
(Figure 13.6). A layer of Al was also observed on the wire ball shown in SEM image in
Figure 13.11 b.

a.1

b.

a.
a.2

Figure 13.11: Micrographs of corrosion on Si dies after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at 85°C/85%RH: a. severe
oxidation of the bond pad (a.1 and a.2 is close-up view), and b. lifted off wire bond (EDS map of the bond is provided in
Figure 13.13)

The SEM EDS mapping of the bond pads after ball lift off is shown in Figure 13.12. Aluminium
oxide and traces of iodine were identified at the foot print of lifted ball in Figure 13.12. At the
periphery of the bond, aluminium oxide is present. Whereas at the centre of the bond the
aluminium was lifted off with the bond, and underlying Si was exposed.

Al

Au
Si

I

O

Figure 13.12: SEM EDS mapping of the bond pad after ball lift off (after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1 of iodine at
85°C/85%RH)

SEM EDS analysis of lifted wire bond in Figure 13.13 (magnified view of
Figure 13.11 b.) indicated presence of a layer composed of a mixture of Al, oxygen, and minor
amounts of Au and iodine. The close-up view of the wire bond indicated that the cracking layer
visible in the SEM image is Al oxide, while beneath Au is present.
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Figure 13.13: SEM EDS mapping of the wire bond after ball lift off (after 24 h exposure to 1 mgL-1of iodine at
85°C/85%RH)

IV. DISCUSSION
CORROSION OF AU-AL INTERMETALLICS
A reduction of corrosion resistance of the Au-Al layer with increase of heat treatment time is
attributed to the interdiffusion of Au and Al and formation of Al rich intermetallic phases.
Following observations are in agreement with this, namely: (i) the GDOES results in Figure 13.1
shows composition change indicating the interdiffusion of two layers, and (ii) the optical and
SEM micrographs in Figure 13.2 showed change in surface morphology with time of heating,
indicating formation of intermetallics. The columnar morphology at the top surface of the coating
in Figure 13.2 b.3 and c.3 might be due to the fact that the interdiffusion of Au and Al is
preferentially occurring through the column/grain boundaries. The formation of intermetallic
phases with temperature and time of heating followed with the use of in situ XRD measurements
in Figure 13.3, indicated that after heat treatment for 1 h, the original Au close to the surface is
still present, while deeper into the bulk the Au4Al and Au8Al3 intermetallic phases are being
formed, with Au8Al3 as the predominant phase. In case of 4 h heat treatment, the Au from the
upper layer is consumed; the interdiffusion of Au and Al transforms the intermetallic phases
Au4Al and Au8Al3 into IMPs with higher amount of Al namely: Au2Al and AuAl2. Formation of
intermetallics in the present work is in agreement with the phase diagram [2], and with studies
reported on the IMP formation during Au-Al bonding and aging process [5]–[7].
The results from corrosion testing of Au-Al intermetallics formed within the Au-Al multilayer
in gaseous iodine at 1 mgL-1 with varying RH and aqueous 500 mgL-1 KI solution shows clear
effect of increased aluminium concentration in the intermetallics. Corrosion rate of the various
intermetallics increased with increasing amount of Al in the IMPs. Investigations using the
aqueous KI solution shows shift in the corrosion potential towards active side (negative side) with
increase in content of Al in the IMP, which is in agreement with the corrosion rate measurements.
The average current density between Al and Au-Al intermetallics increased from 0.6 to 4.4 µAcm2
with increase of Au from Au2Al to Au4Al and up to 7.8 µAcm-2 between Al and Au. The highest
galvanic current was measured between Au coupled with the Al, which is typical for Au-Al
couples due to large difference in the electrochemical potential.
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Corrosion testing of Au-Al layer in gaseous iodine at 1 mgL-1 and varying RH indicated
decrease of corrosion resistance of Au-Al intermetallics with increasing Al in the IMPs (Figure
13.6-8). Aluminium itself has low resistance to iodine and oxidizes fast (Figure 13.6). For a thin
layer of Au, the corrosion appears as tarnishing of the surface (Figure 13.6), similarly as it was
reported in iodine containing solution [26]; however, corrosion initiates at higher humidity levels.
Increase of humidity acts as accelerating factor in corrosion of Au, Al and Au-Al in iodine
environment.
Overall, the results show that with increased time of exposure to high temperatures the gold
from the surface is consumed for the intermetallic phase formation, thus resulting in reduction of
corrosion resistance as corrosion rate of Au-Al intermetallic increases with increasing amount of
Al in the intermetallic. The results allow one to assume that the corrosion would initiate at the
interface between Au ball and Al metallization of the bond pad, as it was observed as preferential
area for corrosion initiation from the cross section of the corroded Au-Al layer in Figure 13.8, and
from the highest corrosion rate of Al in aqueous iodide solution.

CORROSION OF AU-AL WIRE BONDS
Significant reduction of wire bond shear strength was observed for the wire bonds exposed to 1
mgL-1 of iodine at 50 %RH and >95 %RH, compared to that of dried samples (<15 %RH) and
reference samples (Figure 13.10 b.). A slight increase of the shear force for the reference samples
heated at 175 °C can be attributed to the formation of intermetallics, as the Au-Al intermetallic
phases have higher strength than Au or Al, but at the same time they are more brittle [1], [8]. The
heat treatment of wire bonds also had an effect on corrosion, which in turn resulted in the
reduction of wire bond shear strength. In comparison with the microstructural effects explained
above, the increased corrosion of the bonds might be attributed to the interdiffusion and IMP
formation. With increase in the time of heating, IMP zone size increases while the composition
will become rich in Al. Both increase in size of the IMP zone and increased Al content makes it
more corrosive and brittle leading to reduced shear force for bond failure.
The SEM EDS analysis of the failed wire bonds in gaseous iodine environment showed that
most of the ball lifts occurred from the layer of the Al metallization. The severe oxidation of the
bond pads in Figure 13.12 and presence of Al oxide/hydroxide and iodine on the lifted off wire
bond in Figure 13.13 indicated that the corrosion is preferentially taking place at the interface
between the Au ball and Al metallization. Further, the presence of iodine on the corroded Al
metallization in Figure 13.12 confirm this fact that the crack propagated through the interface
exposing the crack wall to iodine as it propagates. Higher amounts of iodine are concentrated at
the periphery of the ball bond, where less Au rich phases are known to be formed [18].
Literature suggests the formation of weak lamellar microstructure as the main mechanism of
wire bond degradation in halide containing environments [11], [15], [27], [28]. However, the void
formation as a result of Al removal from the IMP in the form of volatile halides is also proposed
as a mechanism for wire bond failure, observed during aging in the heating oven at temperatures
(125 – 180) °C [11]. A study reported on the effect of bromine and chlorine on the degradation of
Au-Al wire bonds, suggested that the failure of the bond is caused by halogen-aluminium
corrosion reactions between Au and Au-Al intermetallics, particularly Au4Al and Au5Al2
(Au8Al3) [29]. The fracture within or between intermetallic compounds was furthermore reported
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as a cause of failure of Au-Al wire bonds due to aging of the bonds [4]. The decoupling of Au
bond from the transformed intermetallic phases due to formation of Al2O3 between the Au ball
and the remaining intermetallics structure has been reported as the failure mechanism induced by
the bromine from the flame retardants [18]. The wire bond detaching mechanism related to the
bromine effect is similar to the mechanism observed in current work, however, in current study
the oxidation of Al was significantly accelerated by the RH. As such Au-Al-bonds are often coated
with silicone potting gel, which will reduce the available humidity and hence shift the mechanism
to the dry mechanism until the humidity reaches the interface. Therefore, some level of
improvement in life time can be achieved by potting; however, the time interval for safe use is
determined by the water permeation properties of the gel and humidity level in the user
atmosphere.
A general comparison of the results in this paper clearly shows corrosion susceptibility of AuAl wire bond connections exposed to iodine containing environments. Results show the
importance of the formation of intermetallics during the wire bonding process in introducing
failures by a combination of mechanical stress and corrosion at the wire bond-metallization
interface. Further, humidity is an important factor in increasing the aggressiveness of iodine
through mechanism of the formation of iodine containing species.

CORROSION MECHANISM OF AU-AL IN IODINE ENVIRONMENTS
Based on the observation of the corrosion of the Au-Al multilayer and directly on the Au-Al wire
bonds exposed to iodine containing environments, the following mechanism for the corrosion of
Au-Al interconnections is proposed. The feasibility of suggested reactions was verified based on
the Gibbs free energy calculation using a HSC Chemistry 7.1TM [30].
First step in the process assumed to be the reaction of iodine with water and oxygen forming
hypoiodous acid and hydrogen iodide:
I2 + H2 O → HIO + HI(g)
(1)
The produced hydrogen iodide reacts with the aluminium thereby forming aluminium iodides
AlI3 [21] which can also be present in dimeric form Al2I6, according to eq. 2.
6HI(g) + 2Al → 2AlI3 [−or Al2 I6 ] + 3H2 (g)
(2)
The aluminium iodides in excess of oxygen forms alumina and iodine according to eq. 3, or they
can hydrolyse in presence of water to form Al hydroxide and hydrogen iodide (eq. 4) [21].
Formation of Al oxide and hydroxide is an important process in degradation of wire bonds, and
it is the main reason for the ball lifts occurring from the Al bond pads. Whereas recycling of iodine
allows starting over the sequence of reactions and corrosion process continues until Al is
accessible.
4AlI3 [−or 2Al2 I6 ] + 3O2 → 2Al2 O3 + 6I2
(3)
1

AlI3 [−or 2 Al2 I6 ] + 3H2 O → Al(OH)3 + 3HI(g)

(4)

Alternatively, Al can be oxidized via eq. 5, where hypoiodous acid (eq. 1.b) can attack Al forming
alumina and hydrogen iodide, which further can react with Al according to eq. 2.
3HIO + 2Al → Al2 O3 + 3HI(g)
(5)
Overall, the role of oxygen and water is essential in the above mechanism, which involves the
formation of hydrogen iodine and hypoiodous acid in the presence of water, while both oxygen
and water are reactive with aluminium iodides thereby resulting in Al2O3 (eq. 3) or Al(OH)3 (eq.
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4). The favourability of the reactions towards the formation of alumina or aluminium hydroxide
is dependent on the humidity level in the user environment.
Under dry condition (without water or even oxygen), direct reaction of iodine with
aluminium is thermodynamically feasible (eq. 6), however, the recycling of iodide will not take
place without oxygen.
2Al + 3I2 → 2AlI3
(6)
Although Au has the highest corrosion resistance compared to Au-Al intermetallics, it can also
corrode, but will react slower. Practically, an aqueous solution of iodine and potassium-iodide is
used to etch gold [31][32], thus iodine can directly react with the gold according to eq. 7:
2Au + I2 → 2AuI
(7)
The corrosion of Au observed on sputter deposited samples in (Figure 13.6 a.) could be also
caused by gold reaction with the hydrogen iodide according to eq. 8; however, the reaction
becomes thermodynamically unfavourable with increase of temperature above 50 °C:
2Au + 2HI(g) → 2AuI + H2 (g)
(8)
In case if gold iodide is formed (eq. 7 and 8), it rapidly reacts with water and oxygen thereby
causing redeposition of the Au, as it was observed on Si wafer in Figure 13.6 a.3 according to eq.
9:
4AuI + 2H2 O + O2 (g) → 4Au + 4HIO
(9)
Gold-iodide also reacts with residual Al and thereby redeposit according to eq. 10:
3AuI + Al → AlI3 + 3Au
(10)
Overall the mechanism suggested above can be compared with the corrosion mechanisms of
aluminium under chloride conditions [33] and some of the suggested mechanisms in relation with
iodine [21]. The suggested steps in the mechanisms are the adsorption of halogen on the oxide,
incorporation into the bulk of oxide, movement towards the oxide metal interface through oxide
films, and at the last formation of blister and rupture of the oxide film [33]. However, in the
present case majority of the corrosion is taking place due to IMPs with significant amount of gold.
High noble electrochemical potential of gold could oxidize aluminium; however, the present
result did not show any significant effect due to the presence of gold in repassivating aluminium
under iodine conditions.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

Electrochemical testing of Au-Al intermetallics in 500 mgL-1 of KI in water showed a
reduction of the corrosion potential and an increase of the corrosion current density with
increase of Al content. The highest galvanic current was measured between Au and Al, and
reduced with decrease of Au in intermetallic coupled with Al and with decrease of Al in
intermetallic coupled with the Au.
The corrosion susceptibility of Au-Al multilayer increased with time of heat treatment. The
observation is attributed to formation of intermetallic phases with lower content of Au. Thin
layer of Au acts as a barrier for corrosion; however, it is affected by the interdiffusion of Au
and Al during aging. A preferential corrosion of Al and at the interface between Au-Al
intermetallics was observed.
Humidity accelerates corrosion significantly, which reflected in the reduction of shear
strength of the wire bonds and from the extent of corrosion of Au-Al multilayer. A slight
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4.

decrease of the wire bond shear strength was observed on the heat treated wire bonds after
exposure tests. The observation is related to increase of intermetallic zone and formation of
Al reach intermetallic phases at the periphery of the bond, and thereby increase of area for
preferential corrosion of Al from the intermetallic phases.
Failures of Au-Al wire bonds in iodine environment are mainly attributed to the corrosion of
Al via formation of Al iodides and consequent formation of Al oxides and/or hydroxides. Al
metallization and Al rich intermetallic phases are most susceptible to corrosion.
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14. COLORIMETRIC VISUALIZATION OF TIN CORROSION: A
METHOD FOR EARLY STAGE CORROSION DETECTION
ON PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, and Rajan Ambat
Abstract— A majority of printed circuit board surfaces are covered with tin, therefore tin corrosion
under humid conditions and movement of tin ions under the influence of an electric field plays
an important role in the corrosion failure development. Tracking tin corrosion products spread
on the printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) provides a basis for the mechanistic understanding
of PCBA corrosion failures and leak current tracks which eventually can lead to electrochemical
migration. This paper presents a method for identification of such failures at the early stage of
corrosion by using a colorimetric tin ion indicator applied as a gel. The examples provided in this
paper include visualization of corrosion caused by weak organic acids found in solder fluxes,
corrosion profiling on the PCBAs after climatic device level testing, and failure analysis of field
returns.
Highlights
 A new method for tin corrosion profiling on the PCBA surface is presented
 High sensitivity of the method enables detection of tin corrosion at its early stage
 Color change enables easy detection of corrosion initiation sites during visual inspection
 Examples provided include device level testing and corrosion failure analysis of field
returns
Keywords—Tin corrosion, Leakage current, Electrochemical migration, Surface insulation
resistance, Reliability, Testing, Humidity

I. INTRODUCTION
The reliability of electronics can be compromised by the presence of contamination on the
printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) and humidity exposure during its service life [1].
Corrosion of PCBA involves local humidity build-up and formation of water layer containing
ionic residues connecting metallic parts on multiple components and metallic tracks. The driving
force for corrosion is usually the applied potential bias. Unlike conventional corrosion of a single
surface, water layer formation and electrochemical corrosion process on the PCBA cause an
interaction between components by the movement of corrosion products across the board to
nearby points due to the electric field acting through the water layer. In terms of functionality of
the PCBA, this represents leak current which subsequently leads to electrochemical migration
failures. Tracing such leak current tracks and movement of corrosion products by visual
examination is difficult due to the lower levels of corrosion products and masking effects.
Climatic testing of electronics is a part of product optimization and verification process. The
climatic testing can be performed either on the actual device by exposing electronics to severe
V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, and R. Ambat, “Colorimetric visualization of tin corrosion: A method for early stage
corrosion detection on printed circuit boards,” draft to be submitted to Microelectron. Reliab., 2015.
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conditions expected in a user environment, or using standardized test boards under well-defined
climatic profile. The IPC-TM-650 manual describes various standardized test methods for
improving the reliability of electronics. For example, the corrosive effects of soldering fluxes can
be assessed by methods such as surface insulation resistance (SIR) (method 2.6.3.3) [2],
electrochemical migration (method 2.6.14.1) [3], corrosion (method 2.6.15) [4], and copper
mirror test (method 2.3.32) [5]. During life in service and device level testing, the intermittent
failures and faults are common under humid and condensing conditions; however, the detection
of such failures is more difficult once the surface of the PCBA dries and the functionality of the
device partly recovers. Mostly such failures in the field are reported as ‘no-fault-found’[6], [7].
The majority of the PCBA surface is covered by tin (Sn) or tin-based alloys such as boards
with hot air solder leveled (HASL) surface finish, and use of tin-based alloys for soldering and as
a surface finish for contacts. In the case of tin corrosion in presence of high humidity, the
precipitation of tin hydroxides can be seen; however, the appearance of tin hydroxides is similar
to that of flux residues introduced by soldering processes. Therefore, identifying precipitation of
tin corrosion products on the PCBA surface is an important part of understanding the
susceptibility of a PCBA design to corrosion as a result of exposed climate conditions.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate a method for tracing tin corrosion even at tiny levels
on the PCBA surface. The method consists of the use of a colorimetric tin ion indicator in the
form of a gel and application of the gel on the PCBA for corrosion inspection. The paper illustrates
examples of gel application on standardized test boards and on device PCBAs. The detection of
tin corrosion in its early stage reveals regions of PCBA most susceptible to failures due to humidity
exposure. If combined with accelerated testing, such information would provide useful input for
design modifications or taking remedial measures.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
CLIMATIC EXPOSURE TESTS
An “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber with the specified accuracy of ±0.3 °C / ±2.5 %RH was
used for climatic exposure tests. Climatic testing was carried out on the test boards with welldefined amounts of ionic residues, and on device PCBAs with contamination levels naturally
present from the manufacturing processes. After climatic testing, all the boards were tested for the
occurrence of tin corrosion using a gel with tin ion indicator. The temperature/humidity
conditions used for specific testing are provided in the corresponding sections of results and
discussion.

PCBAS USED FOR ANALYSIS
TEST PCBA
Visualization of tin corrosion using tin ion indicator in a gel was performed on the standardized
test boards with known surface mount components and SIR comb pattern, and on the actual
device PCBAs. The test board contains chip capacitors and chip resistors connected in parallel in
rows of 10 components, and two SIR patterns. The surface finish of the SIR pattern was HASL
with SN100C solder alloy. The dimensions of SIR pattern were 13 x 25 mm, while the width of
conducting lines and the distance between them were 0.3 mm. The geometry related nominal
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square count of the SIR pattern was 1476. A detailed description of the test board can be found
elsewhere [8].

DEVICE PCBAS
A set of results was obtained on actual device PCBAs. The detailed information about the device
type, application or electrical functionality is not provided here; however, all the devices which
were tested are designed to operate under high humidity conditions typically seen in outdoor
applications. The PCBAs are without a conformal coating or potting, thus the climatic reliability
of devices greatly relies on the design of electronic enclosures. However, in this paper, the main
focus was on the corrosion reliability of PCBA itself, thus the actual testing was performed
without electronic enclosures.

PRECONTAMINATION OF THE PCBAS
For the investigations carried out on the test PCBAs, the precontamination of surface mount
components and SIR comb patterns was done by dispensing a defined volume of weak organic
acids (WOAs) dissolved at 10 g/L in isopropyl alcohol solution. The WOAs namely adipic,
succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and palmitic, were used for investigation, and the selected acids are
representing the contamination from WOA based soldering fluxes. For the application of the
WOAs, the ratio between surface area and volume was fixed, so that the resulting contamination
of WOAs on the surface was 100 µg/cm2. For a set of experiments performed on a device PCBA,
the precontamination with succinic acid was done by spraying the solution over the entire surface
of the PCBA. Thereby, overall contamination level of (100 ± 30) µg/cm2 was achieved.

THERMAL IMAGING OF THE PCBAS
The thermal imaging camera “Trotec IC080LV” was used for imaging thermal profile of the
PCBAs in operation mode. The colder areas on the PCBAs by default are identified as potential
areas for local humidity effects and corrosion. Therefore, the thermal profiles are also taken into
consideration when analyzing corrosion profiles after climatic testing.

VISUALISATION OF TIN CORROSION USING TIN ION INDICATOR GEL
Visualization of tin corrosion on the PCBAs was done by using a gel with colorimetric tin ion
indicator. The methodology of the test is similar to the method used for detection of production
residues on PCBA surface described in the patent WO 2011/048001 A1 [9], although the
composition of the gel is modified. The preparation of the gel with indicator was done as follows:
i) agar gel (type A7921, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into Millipore water with a conductivity of
18.2 MOhmcm at 25 °C at concentration of 10 g/L, ii) the water containing agar gel was heated
to a temperature above 80 °C for homogeneity of the solution, and iii) catechol violet as tin ion
indicator was added into solution, while the solution was being stirred. The prepared gel solution
was applied by spraying onto the entire printed circuit board, or by applying locally on the areas
of interest by using a pipette. The presence of tin in its oxidation state +2 and +4 due to corrosion
was visualized by color change of the gel from light yellow to blue/violet as a result of forming
chelate complexes with tin ions. The detailed description of the complexation reactions and the
properties of colored tin chelates can be found in the following reference [10]. For consistency of
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the results, the inspection of the boards and the corresponding photographs were taken within 57 minutes after application of the gel. The use of tin ion indicator in a gel has been previously
reported in the following applications: i) ranking of solder flux systems based on corrosion extent
on the SIR patterns after climatic exposure [11], and ii) visualization of tin dissolution from the
terminals of surface mount chip capacitors under pulsed voltage conditions [12]. Whereas this
current work discusses the use of tin ion indicator gel in detail and the focus is placed on analyzing
corrosion on actual device PCBAs after accelerated humidity testing and PCBAs failed in service.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
VISUALISATION OF CORROSION ON THE TEST BOARDS
COMPARISON BETWEEN CORROSION AND LEAKAGE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
Effect of contamination, such as solder flux residues, on the electrical performance of electronics,
is usually assessed by the SIR testing using standardized test patterns. In this case, the criterion
for failure is the drop of SIR below 108 Ohms or the visual observation of corrosion and dendrites
due to electrochemical migration [2], [3]. Visual inspection of test patterns after climatic testing
does not always give unambiguous results. Sometimes, the corrosion traces on the tested boards
are difficult to identify due to the mix up of white color produced both by the flux residues present
from the soldering process and tin hydroxides. The morphology of flux residues is known to
change throughout climatic exposure tests [13], especially at the elevated temperatures [14];
however, that does not necessarily have a negative effect on corrosion. While the presence of tin
hydroxides is a clear indication of tin corrosion and it typically correlates with an increase in
leakage currents, as shown in the following example.
The micrographs in Figure 14.1 a. show the SIR patterns with weak organic acids namely:
DL-malic, glutaric, succinic, adipic and palmitic, after exposure to elevated humidity under bias
condition. Throughout the testing, the leakage current was measured as a function of applied
voltage between 0 V and 10 V for varying RH from 60 % RH to 98 % RH at 25 °C. The detailed
description of the test method can be found elsewhere [15].
After climatic exposure, the visual inspection of SIR patterns with succinic, adipic and
palmitic acids revealed no dendrites and only white residues spread between conductor lines, as
seen in Figure 14.1 a. A white trace connecting two opposite conductors was seen on succinic
acid contaminated SIR pattern (indicated by red arrow in the micrograph). Corrosion and
formation of tin dendrites were seen on SIR patterns contaminated with DL-malic and glutaric
acids. The growth of tin dendrites for those samples was also easily identifiable from leakage
current spikes observed during SIR measurements. As an example in Figure 14.2 a, the leakage
current curves for the glutaric acid are provided. Whereas, Figure 14.2 b. shows an overview of
total charge transferred between the electrodes throughout the measurements and serves the
purpose to summarize the results obtained for all the tested WOAs. The arrows in Figure 14.2 b.
indicate the time corresponding to the first observation of conductor gap bridging by dendrite or
corrosion products.
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Figure 14.1: Optical micrographs of SIR patterns contaminated with different WOAs: a. after humidity testing and b.
followed by applying tin ion indicator gel (white arrows indicate tin dendrites, red arrows indicate locations with white
residues)

The summary graph in Figure 14.2 b. indicates that DL-malic acid was the most corrosive under
humid conditions as it showed the highest charge transfer starting from the lowest RH levels. A
high charge was also conducted on the SIR pattern contaminated with glutaric acid, especially,
at the event of short-circuiting due to corrosion and dendrite formation (Figure 14.2 b). For
glutaric acid, the formation of tin dendrites was more localized and resulted in the formation of
thicker, more conductive dendrites as indicated by the white arrow in Figure 14.1 a. Whereas, for
DL-malic acid, there were several sites where dendrite formation has initiated, while the formed
dendrites were thinner (Figure 14.1 a). Although these initial observations do not allow
explanation of the significant increase in charge transfer for DL-malic, the reason for high charge
transfer can be attributed to the high ionic conductivity of the formed water film and the high
corrosion attack as visualized by blue coloration after application of tin ion indicator gel (Figure
14.1 b). The overall blue coloration of SIR pattern contaminated with DL-malic acid suggests that
the dissolution of tin has taken place over a large surface area of electrodes. The traces of corrosion
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product containing tin ions/hydroxides became clearly visible, especially, nearby cathode
electrodes, indicated by ‘-‘ in the micrographs.
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Figure 14.2: Leakage current response of WOAs on SIR pattern under humid conditions: a. typical leakage current curves
for glutaric acid and b. overview of results from leakage current measurements presented as charge transferred between the
electrodes of SIR pattern (arrows in the graphs indicate events of short circuiting due to corrosion and dendrite formation)

In Figure 14.2 b., adipic and succinic acids showed a steady and comparable increase of charge
as a function of RH until 95%, however at 98% RH, the succinic acid showed a slightly higher
increase compared to adicpic acid. The low water soluble palmitic acid showed the least increase
in charge transfer. The adipic and palmitic acid did not show any corrosion and that was in good
agreement with leakage current measurements. The white deposits observed on the SIR pattern,
as indicated by red arrows for adipic and palmitic acids in Figure 14.1a, were originated from
WOA contamination, and not as a result of the tin dissolution. For succinic acid, only slight blue
appearance near the electrodes was observed. Overall, the results in Figure 14.1 show that the
level of tin corrosion can be visualized using tin ion indicator and results are in agreement with
the corrosivity of WOAs reported in other studies [15], [16].
The effect of various WOAs on the corrosion of tin is further demonstrated on the surface
mount components. The tin dissolution and movement of tin ions and corrosion products are
mapped ex-situ after 24 h exposure to 98 % RH at 25 °C and at 5 V DC in Figure 14.3. It is
important to note that in total 10 components were tested for each WOA, however, only 1
representative component is shown here.

DL-malic

Glutaric

Succinic

Adipic

Palmitic

Figure 14.3: Corrosion of tin on surface mount chip capacitors precontaminated with different WOAs at 100 µgcm-2
visualized using tin indicator gel (arrows indicate the areas where tin corrosion products were identified)

The corrosion and dendrite formation was observed on some of the components contaminated
with DL-malic, glutaric, and succinic acids. The blue spots seen on the anode electrode of the
component contaminated with glutaric acid indicated by white arrows show the pitting of the
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electrode, that can be influenced by the formation of tin oxide during soldering [17], [18]. The gel
with tin ion indicator showed no corrosion on size 0805 the chip capacitors precontaminated with
adipic and palmitic acids, and that also supports the results observed on the SIR pattern in Figure
14.1 and Figure 14.2. In contrast to the results found for succinic acid on the SIR patterns (short
time exposure at elevated RH up to 98 %RH), the dendrites were formed on some of the surface
mount components tested at 98 %RH for 24 h. The micrograph representing succinig acid in
(Figure 14.3) shows that application of tin ion indicator gel revealed the pattern of tin corrosion
product on the component that otherwise was not visible. The corrosion of tin observed on the
surface mount component contaminated with succinic acid indicate that the 98 %RH is the critical
RH for the formation of conductive water layer (also previously seen as a slight increase in charge
transfer in Figure 14.2 b.). The observation is related to the deliquescence RH for succinic acid
[15], [19]–[21], that consequently results in corrosion of tin electrodes under bias voltage. The
time interval of 24 h for testing was sufficient to cause corrosion that is indicated by blue
coloration in the micrographs in Figure 14.3. Overall, these examples show the possibility of
visualization of tin corrosion using tin ion indicator in a gel, and it can be used to map the extent
of corrosion on the surface mount components. A clear correlation between the effects of various
WOAs on the SIR and the corrosion on the surface mount capacitors was observed.

CORROSION UNDER SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS
Corrosion of tin under surface mount components is possible
due to water layer formation together with trapped flux residues
usually from reflow process. Electrical failures under humid
conditions are sometimes due to corrosion hidden under the
components. The identification of corrosion is difficult in this
case due to the tiny levels of corrosion product as well as the
difficulty in observing the area beneath of the components.
Figure 14.4 shows corrosion under a surface mount component
visualized ex-situ by using tin ion indicator gel. Tin corrosion
products formed due to corrosion under the component can be
clearly seen with trails of products moving out of the component
area.

1 mm
Figure 14.4: Corrosion under a surface
mount component traced using tin ion
indicator gel, as indicated by arrows

ACCELERATED DEVICE LEVEL TESTING
EX SITU CORROSION MAPPING AFTER DEVICE LEVEL TESTING
The temperature profile of the PCBA is important in consideration of local humidity effects and
consequent corrosion issues. Figure 14.5 shows a variation of temperature on the surface of a
device PCBA in operation mode. The temperature difference of approximately 20 °C between the
right-hand side and the-left hand side of the PCBA can be seen, and the components with high
heat dissipation can be identified. If the PCBA is exposed to high humidity as in accelerated
humidity test for devices, the cold part of the PCBA will experience higher RH levels locally.
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Figure 14.5: Temperature profile of a typical PCBA: a. top side, and b. bottom side. (A, B and C indicate locations where
corrosion of contaminated PCBA was observed, related images are shown in Figure 14.7)

The RH locally on the PCBA, contamination, and bias voltage will influence the corrosion. For
the identification of the corrosion prone areas on the ‘as produced’ PCBA in Figure 14.5, it was
tested under high humidity and cycling temperature conditions (97% RH and cycling temperature
between 25 °C and 40°C with the step duration of 2 hours, for 20 cycles). The selected test
conditions are based on the cycle defined in the IEC 60068-2-30 standard, however, the original
cycle was modified in order to prolong transient water condensation conditions occurring at the
step of temperature increase. After climatic testing, the PCBA was subjected to ex-situ tin ion
indicator gel test. Figure 14.6 shows the PCBA before and after humidity test showing the regions
where the corrosion has initiated during testing. As shown in Figure 14.6 b., cold areas of the
PCBA showed a higher level of corrosion compared to hot areas. The dissolution of tin has taken
place on the positively biased terminals of surface mount component in Figure 14.6 b. 4.
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Figure 14.6: Corrosion on the PCBA after climatic testing traced using tin indicator gel test: a. no bias is applied, and b. the
device is biased
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a
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The effect of temperature differential on the corrosion is further demonstrated by accelerated
corrosion testing of deliberately precontaminated PCBA. For that purpose, the new PCBA of the
same device, but contaminated with (100 ± 30) µg/cm2 of succinic acid was exposed to 98 %RH
at 25 °C for 24 h. Thereafter, the PCBA was inspected for corrosion. Figure 14.7 shows extensive
corrosion of surface mount components, the tin corrosion products appeared as a mixture with
the reduced metal ions (in the form of a dendrite) which appears in black. The corresponding
locations of the components are indicated by arrows in the infrared image in Figure 14.5 a.

A

1 mm

B

1 mm

C

1 mm

Figure 14.7: Corrosion of PCBA after accelerated humidity testing at 98 %RH for 24 hours with and cycling temperature
conditions. PCBA was deliberately precontaminated with succinic acid at approximate concentration (100 ± 30) µgcm-2
(the respective locations of A, B and C can be identified in Figure 14.5 a.)

The identification of contamination type and amount enables prediction of certain SIR values in
relation to the humidity level in the environment. However, on the actual PCBA, the levels of RH
locally on the surface vary and are dependent on a number of factors e.g. temperature variation
on the PCBA, On/Off cycles, heat transfer and humidity build-up inside an electronic enclosure
[22]–[24]. Further, the bias voltage on the PCBA influences the electrochemical processes and it
is a driving force for the ion transfer. A synergetic effect of humidity, bias voltage and
contamination requires thorough analysis for the prediction of corrosion prone areas at the PCBA
level. As a result, it is very difficult to predict where corrosion will happen on the PCBA surface.
However, if the conditions for corrosion to take place on the PCBA are met, the tin will be
dissolved into the water layer. The dissolved tin ions will be transferred towards cathode due to
electric field acting though the water layer and some of the tin ions would form tin hydroxides.
This can be considered as the first step of corrosion, that at the later stage would likely result in
formation of tin dendrites, which can be considered as failure mode that has a high impact on
reliability compared to the leakage current increase typically observed at initial steps of corrosion.
The method presented here is addressing the on-set of corrosion, as gel is optimized to react with
tin ions and tin hydroxides, the presence of which is more difficult to detect, compared to the
appearance of tin dendrites. The method enables detection of corrosion at its initial steps and in
turn enables to pin point the corrosion prone areas on the PCBA surface, thereby it is an easy way
to understand the effect of synergistic factors on the corrosion directly from board to board.

LOCAL EFFECTS OF BIAS VOLTAGE AND HUMIDITY
When analysing the PCBA layout for critical areas and components likely to corrode under high
humidity conditions, the areas with high voltage and dissipating low heat naturally can be
expected to be more susceptible to corrosion. The profile of no-clean flux residues is another
obvious factor to bear in mind, as higher levels of ionic residues on the PCBA surface can
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jeopardize the climatic reliability of entire PCBA; however, the effect of contamination was
already discussed in the previous section. The following example instead addresses the effect of
bias voltage and local humidity/temperature. Figure 14.8 shows a bias voltage map of the PCBA,
and following temperature distribution when the device is in operation mode. Some of the
components on the PCBA were selectively wave soldered using succinic acid based flux system.
The climatic reliability of the PCBA was evaluated by 168 h of climatic testing at 40°C and 93%
RH.
AC phase
DC+
GND (DC-)

A

a.

b.

Figure 14.8: a. Bias voltage map and b. temperature profile of PCBA when the bias voltage is applied (A indicates the area
with high risk of corrosion, as further analyzed in Figure 14.9)

A

a.

1 mm

b.

1 mm

Figure 14.9: a. Corrosion between different bias points on the PCBA (DC+ and ground, and DC+ and AC phase; this area
can be identified on bias voltage map in Figure 14.8), b. visualization of tin corrosion using tin ion indicator gel, with the
magnified view of corrosion sites

The micrographs in Figure 14.9 show corrosion in wave soldered area in between the solder joints
with different bias voltages. The micrograph taken prior to application of tin ion indicator gel
shows a white trace connecting ‘DC+’ solder joint and the ‘AC phase’, which appears with
metallic dendrites, as black deposits seen nearby ‘AC phase’ solder joint. The metallic dendrites
observable on the PCBA surface are likely to be metallic tin, typically surrounded by an oxide
layer which is attributed to unstable growth conditions during the electrochemical migration [25].
However, due to the thin layer of the solder mask near the underlying copper edges and high bias
voltage during testing, it is likely that the corrosion products will also contain some amount of
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copper. The appearance of green color precipitates nearby ‘DC+’ solder joint, is similar to copper
oxide/hydroxides [26], [27]. Similar bridging can be identified in the gap between ‘DC+’ and
‘ground’.
After application of tin ion indicator gel on the PCBA, the light blue clouds nearby the edges
of solder mask covering the copper layer of ‘DC+’ became visible and indicates spreading of
corrosion products, which were confined by a thin water film, the formation of which is greatly
dependent on the spreading of flux residues and the electric field between the conductors. The
blue coloration at the edges of the ‘ground’ electrode, as shown in the insert of Figure 14.9 b,
indicates the sites for tin and possibly copper reduction with hydroxide/oxide precipitation
nearby. The reduction of metal ions at the edge of copper layer covered with the solder mask is
another indication of defects or porosities in solder mask. In that case the actual distance for the
conducting path connecting the conductors has been significantly reduced. The image obtained
after application of tin ion indicator gel in this example, helps to identify the sites of tin
dissolution, and reduction, as well as spreading of corrosion products. The latter is useful to define
leakage current conduction paths, and for leakage current sensitive devices to reconstruct circuitry
failure.

CORROSION FAILURE ANALYSIS OF FIELD RETURNS
EFFECT OF HUMIDITY CONTROL INSIDE ELECTRONIC ENCLOSURE
Figure 14.10 a. shows corrosion on power electronics PCBA. The failure was induced by exposure
of the device to severe humidity conditions in service life. The build-up of water vapour inside
electronic enclosure caused an increase of water layer thickness on the PCBA, and under AC
voltage the dissolution of tin from the solder joints of through-hole components occurred. The
corrosion seen from the visual observations of the PCBA was verified by application of tin ion
indicator gel. Usually, the white cloud seen under these conditions need not be tin products, but
can also be due to flux residue after humidity exposure. Figure 14.10 b. shows a visualization of
the area after tin ion indicator gel test confirming the tin corrosion product movement over the
surface.
After a modification of the device enclosure, the humidity build-up inside and the corrosion
risks were minimized. Figure 14.10 c. shows the PCBA from improved design after similar
humidity exposure followed by tin ion indicator gel test. White colored wave soldered residue can
be seen, however, application of tin ion indicator gel did not show any indication of tin corrosion.
The example provided here illustrates that the tin ion indicator gel can be used as a
complementary technique for profiling corrosion on the PCBA to verify electronic enclosure
design towards humidity ingress and build-up under harsh climatic conditions.
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a.

b.

c.
Figure 14.10: High AC voltage induced corrosion on the PCBA: a. original appearance of the PCBA, b. appearance after
application of tin indicator, and c. PCBA with modified enclosure (white residues were seen after climatic testing, though
no corrosion was identified)

HUMIDITY INGRESS DUE TO CORROSION OF DIE CAST ALUMINIUM ENCLOSURE
The pictures in Figure 14.11 show an example of the PCBA corrosion failure induced by lost
integrity of electronic enclosure due to corrosion of die cast aluminum. This unit is from the
automotive application, where it is exposed to harsh environmental conditions, and
contamination of enclosure exterior with deicing salts is also likely. Due to a high content of
copper and iron in die cast aluminium, the galvanic corrosion propagated along the rubber gasket,
thereby reducing tightness of electronic enclosure for water entry (Figure 14.11 b). This is
expected to result in humidity build-up inside the electronic enclosure, and failure of the control
unit.
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Figure 14.11 a. Visual inspection of the failed PCBA (top side) b. failed gasket and corrosion of aluminium enclosure
served as entry point for humidity (bottom side), c. corrosion profile of the failed PCBA (top side), and d. close-up view of
some of the components showing corrosion

Visual observation of the failed PCBA (Figure 14.11 a.) indicated traces of white deposits all over
the surface, however, no specific area, nor component could be identified as the potential site of
the failure. However, the test method using the gel has revealed that the corroded components
are just around the entry points where gasket has failed (Figure 14.11 b. and c.). In this case, the
pattern of corroded components is a clear indication of which components experienced high
humidity, or more likely the condensation.
This example shows, that corrosion profiling of the failed PCBA can help to understand
failure development mechanism. Often such failures occur due to the build-up of high humidity
inside an electronic enclosure, thus tracing back the corrosion pattern can reveal humidity
distribution and a ‘weak points’ of a device.

IV. SUMMARY
A new method for mapping tin corrosion on the PCBA was developed using a colorimetric tin
ion indicator in a gel, which can be applied directly on the PCBA for visual inspection. Corrosion
profiling using this method allows visualization of tiny levels of corrosion, which otherwise are
hidden and therefore provide a feasible method for early detection of corrosion on the PCBA
during accelerated testing or corrosion failure analysis. Mapping using tin ion indicator provide
further information on the leak current paths as it traces the movement of tin ions on the surface
of the PCBA. The method can also be used for tracing corrosion under surface mount
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components, which otherwise is hard to detect. When combined with climatic testing, this
method provides means to profile corrosion of various PCBAs and visualizes the synergistic
results of local humidity effects, contamination, bias voltage and device design. The information
can be used for design changes or remedial measures. Further, this method can be used for
corrosion failure analysis of field returns.
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15. ANALYSIS OF SURFACE INSULATION RESISTANCE
RELATED FAILURES IN ELECTRONICS BY CIRCUIT
SIMULATION
Vadimas Verdingovas, Morten Stendahl Jellesen, Salil Joshy, and Rajan Ambat
Abstract— Purpose – At first, to show that the humidity levels for SIR failures are dependent on
the type of activators used in no-clean flux systems, and secondly, to demonstrate the possibility
of simulating effects of humidity and contamination on the printed circuit board components and
sensitive parts if typical SIR data connected to the particular climatic condition is available. This
is shown on representative components and typical circuits. Design/methodology/approach - A
range of surface insulation resistance values obtained on SIR patterns with 1476 squares was used
as an input data for circuit analysis. The SIR data was compared to the surface resistance values
observable on the real device PCBA. Surface insulation resistance (SIR) issues at the component
and circuit level were analysed based on the parasitic circuit effects owing to the formation of
water layer as an electrical conduction medium. Practical implications – The methodology of
analysis of the circuits using a range of empirical leakage resistance values combined with the
knowledge of the humidity and contamination profile of the electronics can be used for the robust
design of a device, which is also important for electronic products relying on low current
consumption for long battery lifetime. Findings – This paper provides a summary of the effects of
various weak organic acids (WOAs) contamination representing the active components in noclean solder flux residue, and demonstrates the effect of humidity and contamination on the
possible malfunctions and errors in electronic circuits. Effect of contamination and humidity is
expressed as drift from the nominal resistance values of the resistors, self-discharge of the
capacitors, and the errors in the circuits due to parasitic leakage currents (reduction of SIR).
Originality/value – Examples provide a basic link between a combined effect of humidity and
contamination and the performance of electronic circuits. The methodology shown provides the
possibility of addressing the climatic reliability of electronic device at the early stage of device
design using typical SIR data representing the possible climate exposure.
Keywords—Surface resistance, Circuit testing, Failure analysis, Circuit analysis, Surface
contamination, Corrosion, Reliability, Leakage current, No-Clean flux

I. INTRODUCTION
The climatic conditions (temperature and humidity) have a direct impact on the functioning,
lifetime, and overall reliability of an electronic device. The increase of relative humidity (RH) is
known to increase the corrosion rates of metals [1]–[4]. Similarly, high humidity increases leakage
currents on the surface of the printed circuit boards, which is commonly referred to as reduction
of surface insulation resistance (SIR). The threshold RH for the SIR failures in the circuitry is
greatly affected by the type and amount of ionic contamination present on the printed circuit
board assemblies (PCBAs).
V. Verdingovas, M. S. Jellesen, S. Joshy, and R. Ambat, “Analysis of surface insulation resistance related failures in
electronics by circuit simulation,” draft to be submitted to Circuit World, 2015.
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Solder flux residues can be addressed as the major source of ionic contamination on the
manufactured PCBAs, and their corrosiveness is determined by the activator type in the flux [5]–
[8]. The flux residues have been reported as a root cause of different issues on the PCBAs, which
are mainly related to the SIR or leakage currents [9]–[13], and short-circuiting due to
electrochemical migration [14]–[16] leading to electrical malfunctions.
The electronics manufacturers aim is to minimize the amount of flux residues [17]–[19];
however, maintaining contamination below the allowed levels on the printed circuit boards is not
easy [20]. A reference value of 1.56 µg cm-2 (NaCl eq.) stated in the IPC J-STD-001
(Requirements for Soldered Electrical and Electronic Assemblies) is often used as a limit for the
maximum ionic contamination on the printed circuit board. However, the actual safe level of
contamination for a specific PCBA will depend on the sensitivity of electronic circuits to the
reduction of SIR, which is a function of RH (device exposure conditions), and the physical
properties of the contaminants i.e. adsorption, absorption, and solubility in water, ionic
conductivity, and dependency of temperature.
The reduction of SIR on the printed circuit boards has a direct impact on the functioning of
electronic circuits [12], [21], [22]. In general, the effect due to humidity and contamination can
be looked at as the formation of a local conduction layer on the PCBA surface in parallel to the
insulation resistance between electrical connections, which in turn will influence the operating
parameters of the circuit components. The tolerances of the components which are specified by
the manufacturers are usually taken into account when analysing the performance of the circuits;
however, it is seldom that the effect of contamination after assembly process and humidity in user
environment is taken into consideration during the design of electronic circuits.
The examples for analysing the sensitivity of electronic circuits, defined as the ability of a
particular part of the circuit to respond to certain changes in the circuit, can be found in the
literature [23], [24]. Similar to analysing the sensitivity of the circuits for component tolerances
and other factors, humidity effects can be analysed using a range of empirical data related to the
measured electrical properties of the water layer formed under various conditions. Such analysis
will allow the circuit designer to determine the potential humidity related issues on a printed
circuit board at initial design stages or analyse the failures due to a particular part of the circuit or
a set of components. The set of data for analysis in this case should be the experimentally
determined electrical properties of the water layer formed on the PCBA surface measured under
various humidity, contamination, and bias conditions.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the possibility of simulating effects of humidity on the
printed circuit board components and sensitive parts of the assemblies using selected
representative components and typical circuits. The analysis is carried out based on the
assumption that the condition when water layer forms on the surface of the PCBA connecting
between biased points can be simulated by assuming a parallel resistor represented by the electrical
properties of the water layer. The electrical properties of the water layer depend on the humidity
level, hygroscopicity of contamination, and dissociation of ionic residues in water, while the
overall charge transferred between the electrodes will also be influenced by the corrosion reactions
at the electrodes. Therefore, empirical data on leakage current and impedance change due to the
formation of water layer under various humidity conditions and contamination levels are used
for the analysis. The contamination types analysed in this paper include weak organic acids
(WOAs) commonly found in soldering fluxes, namely: adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and
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palmitic. The circuits analysed are the drift in resistance values of chip resistors, discharging of
surface mount capacitors, and components associated with a differential amplifier based circuit.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
TEST BOARD USED FOR CHARACTERISATION OF CONTAMINATION AND HUMIDITY
The test boards with SIR pattern was made on FR-4 laminate (according to IPC-4101/21) with
the thickness of 1.6 mm. The SIR pattern had 1476 squares and HASL surface finish (SN100C
solder alloy). The surface area of the comb pattern was 325 mm2 (13 mm × 25 mm), the width of
conducting lines and the distance between them was 0.3 mm. The detailed description of the test
board layout can be found elsewhere [25].

PREPARATION OF THE TEST BOARDS
The test boards were cleaned with a 1:1 mixture of isopropyl alcohol and deionized water, and
then rinsed in deionized water with a resistivity of 18.2 MOhmcm at 25 °C. Thereafter the SIR
patterns were precontaminated with WOAs, namely adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, and
palmitic acid. The solution of analytical grade WOAs dissolved in isopropyl alcohol at the
concentration of 10 gL-1 was applied on the SIR pattern using a micropipette. The volume of
WOA solution dispensed on the SIR patterns resulted in the following amounts of WOA on the
surface: 25, 50, 75, and 100 µgcm-2.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS FOR SIR MEASUREMENTS
The SIR measurements were performed in an “Espec PL-3KPH” climatic chamber, the tolerances
of which are ±0.3 °C / ±2.5 %RH. The relative humidity during testing was elevated from 60 %
to ~ 99 %, while the temperature was maintained constant at 25 °C. The SIR measurements were
performed accordingly at 60, 70, 80, 90, 95, 98, and ~ 99 %RH. The equilibration time before
each step of RH increase in the climatic chamber was 2 h.

SIR MEASUREMENTS
The measurements were performed using a “BioLogic VSP” multichannel workstation. The leads
of the workstation were connected in a two-electrode cell configuration. The current was
measured as a function of the applied potential, which was scanned from 0 V to 10 V at 2 mVs-1
sweep rate, for varying relative humidity.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF HUMIDITY EFFECTS USING EMPIRICAL DATA
The effect of humidity and contamination on the PCBA components like chip resistors and
capacitors of various nominal values was analyzed by assuming a parasitic component with
variable resistance representing the formation of the water layer on the surface with ionic residues.
“OrCAD PSpice” was used to simulate the effect of humidity related SIR reduction on the
output error of the differential amplifier circuit. The SIR was simulated with a parametric sweep
of the resistor in parallel to the affected component and in the range from 1 kOhm to 10 MOhm
corresponding to the SIR change due to various humidity and contamination levels.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONTAMINATION , HUMIDITY, AND SURFACE INSULATION RESISTANCE
Figure 15.1 a.-e summarizes the effect of type and concentration of WOA on the surface
insulation resistance values presented as an overall resistance (R) and as surface insulation
resistance expressed in Ohms per square (SIR) for different RH levels. An example of the leakage
current measurement from which the data for Figure 15.1 a.-e was obtained is shown in Figure
15.1 f. The horizontal dashed line in the graphs indicates commonly accepted pass/fail criteria of
100 MOhm for SIR testing.
Generalizing all acids, the SIR reduces with increase in concentration of the WOAs. A
significant reduction in SIR at particular humidity level indicates narrowing of the spacing
between the electrode due to corrosion and electrochemical migration (points indicated by red
circles in the graphs). The vertical dashed lines in the graphs designate the deliquescence RH for
respective acids reported in a number of studies [26]–[31], which correlate with the events when
a significant reduction in SIR was observed. Palmitic acid is practically insoluble in water,
therefore it is not characterized by a deliquescence RH.
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Figure 15.1: SIR (further is also named as leakage resistance) as a function of RH for 5 WOAs: a. adipic, b. succinic, c.
glutaric, d. DL-malic and e. palmitic acid, and f. an example of in-situ-leakage current measurements data obtained at
different humidity levels for palmitic acid at 50 µgcm-2 (red marks shows the values extracted from the curves for
constructing graphs in Figure 15.1 a.-e)

Above the deliquescence RH of the acids, the decrease of SIR is more pronounced as seen in
Figure 15.1 (a)-(e). A significant reduction of SIR occurs due to an increase of water adsorption
and absorption by the WOAs. At the deliquescence RH of WOAs, the uptake of water continues
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until complete dissolution and some degree of solution dilution have reached [32]. This results in
an increase of water layer thickness and amount of ions in the solution, which contributes to the
increase of surface conductivity. The water layer thickness on the surface is influenced by the
solubility of the contaminant, while ionic conductivity is dependent on the dissociation rate and
the ion mobility in the electrolyte. The results from SIR measurements suggest that for the acids
investigated in this work, the solubility in water has a major contribution to the surface
conductivity. The highly soluble acids showed the highest reduction in the SIR value, and the
threshold RH for significant reduction of SIR correlated with the deliquescence RH of
contaminants.

TYPICAL LEVELS OF FLUX CONTAMINATION FOUND ON THE PCBA AFTER THE
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Analysis of a large number of PCBAs directly from the manufacturing line showed that the
average amount of flux residue left on the PCBA depends on the soldering process [33]. Among
various soldering processes, reflow soldering showed minimum residue, with the level below 1
µgcm-2, while the maximum levels of 17.3 µgcm-2 (average 6.2) and 44.1 µgcm-2 (average 11.4)
of WOAs in the flux residue were identified respectively for the wave soldering and selective wave
soldering processes [33]. It is important to note that in contrast to wave soldering, reflow process
leaves more benign flux residues (due to higher effect of filmformer); however, the exposure to
elevated temperature and humidity is likely to enhance release of active WOAs [34].
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Figure 15.2: Leakage current (DC), and impedance (AC) measurements performed directly on the device PCBA, and b.
Flux residue profile revealed by residues RAT test method (the area where electrical measurements were performed is
indicated in by dasher line), c. Magnified view of selective wave solder flux residue nearby solder joints of connectors

For further analysis, the SIR reduction due to flux residues was measured on the PCBA from the
actual device. As per the visual inspection of the PCBA, extensive contamination from the
selective wave soldering fluxes was seen (Figure 15.2 (b)). The mapping of acidic residues on the
PCBA using the Residues RAT (reliability assessment test) method [35] clearly showed the
template of soldering pallet, revealing areas selectively exposed to the wave soldering (Figure 15.2
(b)). The red coloration on the PCBA in Figure 15.2 (b) represents the residue of active component
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in the flux, the adipic acid in this case. The quantitative analysis of the flux residues using ion
chromatography showed that the amount of acid is in the range from 15 to 30 µgcm-2.
Further, the electrical properties of flux residues on the PCBA under humid conditions were
analysed using DC leakage measurements and impedance spectroscopy. The measurements were
performed on highly contaminated solder joints of digital/analog input and output connectors of
the device. The part with soldered connectors was cut off from the entire PCBA in order to
perform the measurements (indicated by dashed line in Figure 15.2 (b)). The electrical
measurements were performed uninterruptedly under three climatic conditions, namely: 25
°C/95% RH, 25 °C/~99% RH, and 85 °C/85% RH, and on the neighbouring joints
simultaneously. The results in Figure 15.2 (a) are provided as a range of leakage currents from
two measurements obtained with 5 V DC. The impedance spectra shown as an insert in Figure
15.2 (a) were obtained in the frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz with 50 mV sine
amplitude. The leakage current measurements at 5 V DC indicated current levels in the range
between 0.02 µA and 0.25 µA, and that would respectively translate into a resistance of 250
MOhm and 20 MOhm. Comparing the impedance at f = 0.01 Hz, the values with a minor
deviation falls within the range of resistance calculated from the DC measurement. The red points
indicated in the graph represent the resistance values from the impedance measurements at f =
0.01 Hz, while the numbers connected to each red point indicate different temperature/humidity
conditions.

COMPARISON OF SIR MEASUREMENTS ON TEST PATTERN AND DEVICES PCBA
The resistance measured directly on device PCBA in Figure 15.2 (a) was in the range from 20 to
250 MOhm. When comparing this result to the SIR testing in Figure 15.1 (a), it can be seen that
both measurements are in the same order of magnitude i.e. 67.7 MOhm on SIR pattern in Figure
15.1 (a), versus 20 to 250 MOhm on device PCBA in Figure 15.2 (a). It is important to note, that
even though the SIR pattern has significantly higher surface area compared to that of provided by
electrode geometry on device PCBA, both measurements are comparable. This also implies that
using the resistance expressed in Ohms per square as an input data for circuit analysis would result
in resistance values significantly higher compared to that of seen on device PCBA under similar
conditions. On the other hand, it is not surprising, as similar behaviour was also reported earlier,
when the measurements of leakage current on the same SIR pattern were compared to the leakage
currents measured on surface mount capacitors and resistors contaminated at equivalent
concentrations of NaCl [25].
This suggests that the SIR data provided in Figure 15.1 would relatively well represent the
effect of RH and contamination conditions on actual device PCBAs. However, for more accurate
prediction of climate and humidity effects, a more precise correlation of the results from test SIR
results to actual SIR on the board would be required. The data used for circuit analysis in this
work was the overall resistance values obtained from the test SIR pattern as it represents a similar
magnitude of SIR changes found during measurement on actual PCBA surface with flux
contamination. This can be assumed as the worst-case scenario; however, using these relative
effects demonstrates the circuit analysis simulation as well the usefulness of the method.
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ANALYSING EFFECT OF SIR ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE COMPONENTS
AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

The variation of SIR due to humidity and contamination (Figure 15.1) provide information for
analysis of the performance of certain components on the PCBA due to an impact of similar
contamination and humidity conditions. If we assume that the water layer forming on the PCBA
dissolves ionic contamination on the surface thereby reducing the surface insulation resistance,
then circuits and components that require high surface insulation resistance, in general, will be
more susceptible to performance degradation due to water layer formation. The equivalent
circuits representing the water layer formation on the component leading to a current leakage or
reduction in surface resistance can be represented as shown in Figure 15.3 (a) and (b) for resistors
and capacitors respectively. As an example, Figure 15.3 (c) shows the consequence of the water
layer formation on a chip capacitor leading to high leakage current and formation of dendrite due
to electrochemical migration. High amounts of tin hydroxide precipitation and tin dendrites
below the surface mount component as well as on the top of the component indicate the pathways
for leakage current, which can be assumed in the suggested models in Figure 15.3 (a) and (b).
RCont.+humidity

RCont.+humidity

RINS

R

C

a.

b.

1 mm

c.

Figure 15.3: Equivalent circuits representing leakage currents due to contamination and humidity for a. resistor and b.
capacitor (R is a nominal resistance of the resistor including associated tolerance, RCont+Humidity represents SIR between the
pads/terminals of component, and RINS is an insulation resistance of ceramic used in the capacitor) and c. an example of
severe corrosion below and dendrite formation on top of a surface mount capacitor

DRIFT FROM NOMINAL RESISTANCE DUE TO HUMIDITY AND CONTAMINATION
The sensitivity of a particular component towards the reduction of SIR is primarily dependent on
the degree of insulation resistance intended for a specific application i.e. the higher the intended
SIR, the more sensitive the component is towards humidity exposure. This effect can be seen as
the drift from the nominal resistance value, which is due to the SIR drop across the terminals of
the surface mount resistors on the PCBA as shown in eq. 1:
Drift =

𝑅−𝑅SIR
𝑅

∙ 100 %

(1)

where 𝑅 is the nominal resistance of the component, while 𝑅SIR is the resistance resulting from
the water layer and the nominal resistance in parallel:
𝑅∙𝑅

𝑅𝑆𝐼𝑅 = 𝑅+𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡+𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡+𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦

(2)

This example shows the effect of a water layer forming on the surface of a chip component such
as a resistor, and between the solder pads, where a presence of reflow flux residues is more likely.
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This effect can be analysed as a range of resistance drift from intended SIR or nominal resistance
of a component for varying RH levels (Figure 15.4). The graphs in Figure 15.4 were constructed
using the experimentally obtained SIR values for succinic and DL-malic acids at contamination
level of 50 µgcm-2 in Figure 15.1. Figure 15.4 contains the results for only two acids and it serves
to show the method of analysing rather than discussing in detail the effect of all the acids.
However, similar graphs can be constructed using empirical data for other WOAs and
contamination levels in Figure 15.1.
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drift as a function of nominal resistances for ~ 99, 98, and 80 %RH.

From the comparison of SIR results for DL-malic and succinic acids in Figure 15.1, DL-malic
acid cause significant reduction of SIR starting at lower RH levels, whereas for succinic acid
significant reduction in SIR occurs only at RH levels above the 98 %RH when deliquescence of
the acid occurs. Similarly, the relatively high reduction in SIR for succinic acid at the last step of
RH ramp is also reflected in the shift of sensitive region (upper right corner in Figure 15.4 values
and lower resistance values would similarly occur for increasing the amount and hygroscopicity
of WOA contamination, as expected from Figure 15.1 and respectively shown by the example for
DL-malic acid in Figure 15.4 (b). The drift dependency on the RH and for different resistance
values in Figure 15.4 (a) is more emphasized in the cross-section profiles in Figure 15.5. The
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curves in Figure 15.5 show an increase of sensitivity for the drift with an increase of nominal
resistances of the components, and for varying RH levels.
Generalizing the results in Figure 15.4 and profile cross-sections in Figure 15.5 it can be seen
that the higher is the nominal value of the resistor, the more sensitive it is to the humidity and
contamination. Further, the contamination type is an important factor as the more hygroscopic
WOA cause higher drift due to the low SIR associated with high conductivity and thickness of
water layer, and the resulting corrosion. Among the WOAs used for no-clean flux, WOAs such
as DL-malic and glutaric acid reported being more aggressive for humidity related effects due to
their high solubility in the water layer, and ability to form strong electrolyte causing high leakage
currents [5], [26]. The effect can be directly linked to the use of different types of no-clean flux
systems with various WOAs used in the present work as the flux systems with more active acids
also reported causing similar effects [8].
In general, the amount of active WOA flux residue left from the soldering process is
important in determining the drift level of resistors located in a sensitive circuit. Figure 15.4 shows
that a significant difference in drift levels could be observed by changing the flux chemistry. The
use of flux systems containing WOAs with deliquescence at higher RH levels would shift the safe
operation conditions towards higher RH levels thereby improving climatic robustness of
electronic device. Therefore, the use of low active no-clean flux types together with optimizing
cleanliness during soldering could significantly improve the reliability of the PCBAs. Further, the
simulation results also show the importance of designs using low value resistors compared to high
values as the effect due to parallel resistor formation corresponding to climatic conditions will be
insignificant.

INFLUENCE ON THE DISCHARGE RATE OF A CAPACITOR
When a capacitor is connected to a voltage source, a reduction of SIR would lower the voltage
across the capacitor compared to the input voltage. Effectively it will cause a continuous drainage
of power from the voltage source. An example is the humidity related leakage on capacitors used
in Lithium-ion battery management systems (BMS) in various applications i.e. automotive,
consumer electronics etc.
The effect of SIR reduction can be analysed in terms of self-discharge rate of a capacitor. The
self-discharge rate is first dependent on the insulation property of the dielectric used in the
capacitor, which varies with temperature and voltage. Although, the degradation of the
capacitance due to exposure to harsh climate condition and the effect of the salt
fog/humidity/temperature on the breakdown voltage and equivalent series resistance has been
shown [36], [37], the contamination and humidity will affect the discharging of the capacitor
regardless of selection of dielectric with superior insulation property. The rate of self-discharge
with decreasing capacitor voltage can be described by eq. 3:
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈0 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑡/𝜏

(3)

where the self-discharge constant is:
𝜏 = 𝑅ins ∙ 𝐶

(4)

Assuming the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 15.3 b, the contamination and humidity clearly
will have an effect on the discharge constant of the capacitor as shown by eq. 5:
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𝜏=(

𝑅ins ∙𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡+𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑅ins +𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡+𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦

)∙𝐶

(5)

Figure 15.6 shows the voltage dependence on time of the 10 nF capacitor, charged at 5 V, and
discharging due to the current leakage as a function of RH. For comparison, the effect is
demonstrated for two WOAs namely less active adipic acid and highly active DL-malic seen in
no-clean flux systems. The experimental SIR data used for the analysis corresponds to 50 µgcm2
flux residue on the PCBA surface as described before. The component used for analysis is
assumed to be a class 1 chip capacitor with 𝑅ins of 10 GOhm, while the resistance values from
Figure 15.1 used as the experimental data for 𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡+𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 .
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Figure 15.6: Simulation of the effect of RH on the discharging of the capacitor with a contamination level of WOA at 50
µgcm-2: a. adipic and b. DL-malic acid

The graphs in Figure 15.6 clearly show that the RH and contamination above a level significantly
influence the discharging time of the capacitor. As the RH approaches saturation for the low
solubility adipic acid, the discharging time reduces drastically. For DL-malic as contaminant, the
discharging takes place within a fraction of a second at RH as low as 80 %RH. For the relative
comparison of different contamination on the discharging, similar map as shown in Figure 15.4
can be constructed. For relative comparison, the time (τ) (eq. 5) when the voltage on the capacitor
drops to 37% of its initial voltage can be used.
Similar to the simulation results presented for the resistors, Figure 15.6 shows that the
chemistry of no-clean flux, the amount of residue, and humidity level have a significant influence
on the discharging rate of the capacitor used under sensitive conditions on the PCBA layout. For
the applications where the self-discharge rate of a capacitor is important, a selection of the
capacitors with high insulation resistance of the dielectric is a common practice. However, as it
was shown in this example, despite the selected capacitor type, the discharge-rate will be also
affected by the humidity and contamination. In this case, the leakage current paths will rather be
on the surface of chip components or on the PCBA between the solder pads, where the increase
of water layer will contribute to the current leakage. This suggests importance of humidity control,
and production process cleanliness for the designs where a low self-discharge rate is required.
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EFFECT OF HUMIDITY ON THE OPERATION OF DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT
Figure 15.7 shows an example of an op-amp based differential amplifier, which is commonly used
as part of detection/sensing circuit. The input to the differential amplifier is the voltage difference
between the resistors, mounted in the Wheatstone’s bridge circuit. The resistors in the
Wheatstone’s bridge may act as the strain gauges i.e. R3 and R6 are mounted such that when one
strain gauge experiences tension, the other will experience compression. The resistors R2 and R7
in the circuit are dummy strain gauges, with fixed value of resistance.
A typical example of such measurement circuit could be in micro temperature and pressure
sensors. As the sensing devices are likely to be exposed to harsh climate conditions, there is a high
likelihood for high humidity or water condensation on the surface of the printed circuit board
where the sensor is located. This will provide leakage current paths between the terminals of
surface mount components. The presence of any flux residue on the PCBA surface could enhance
the problem as it increases the conductivity of the water layer [8], [26] forming under humid
conditions as described earlier.
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Figure 15.7: Diagram of differential amplifier based measurement circuit

The capacitors C1 and C2 are usually placed very close to the strain gauge and act as a filter for
un-wanted noise from the sensor. The exposure of the sensor to the outdoor environment, or due
to cooling effects, will increase the relative humidity on the nearby placed filter capacitors. The
effect of increased water layer thickness, or in the extreme case of condensation, would effectively
increase the leakage current across the capacitors or in other words decrease their leakage
resistance similar to that shown in Figure 15.4.
A similar reduction of leakage resistance is also possible for other components in the
differential amplifier circuit. The water layer formation can be simulated as a leakage resistance
in parallel to the component of interest using the data from Figure 15.1 as described above. The
effective resistance can be significantly lower than the nominal resistance value of the resistors
when the leakage resistance is comparable to or lower than the resistor value, as it was shown in
Figure 15.4. The deviation of the amplifier output voltage due to leakage resistance added to the
various components in the circuit is shown in Figure 15.8. The X-axis in Figure 15.8 represents
the range of parallel resistance values attributed to the humidity and contamination effect as in
Figure 15.1 The graphs represent the variation of the output voltage as a function of the leakage
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resistance simulated in parallel to the components indicated in the circuit diagram Figure 15.7.
The red curve represents the deviation of the voltage expressed as percentage error.
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The leakage resistance values, for which the error of ±20 % in the measurements was observed,
are indicated in the graphs by the dashed line. The most critical component in the circuit is the
resistor R8, with the threshold value of ~1 MOhm, followed by the filter capacitors C1 and C2
with ~480 kOhm, and resistor R9 with ~220 kOhm. The leakage across the resistors R4 and R5
with relatively low resistance values is least critical and may cause a 20 % deviation in the circuit
only in case of severe condensation and corrosion leading to the dendrite formation. In the case
of short-circuiting due to dendrites formation, the drop of leakage resistance to the level of several
kOhms can be expected [16], [38].
From the analysis of the effect of leakage currents for various components in the circuit, the
following actions could be considered for the improvement of the circuit design, making the
device more robust towards humidity and contamination effects. The remedies shown below are
more of an indication to show the possibility of design changes wherever applicable for reducing
the sensitivity towards humidity.
Remedies for Resistor R8:
i) One solution would be to remove the most sensitive resistor R8 altogether. This would add
a constant offset voltage to the output of the amplifier. This offset voltage could be subtracted in
software after analog-to-digital conversion. Avoiding use of the component in this part of the
circuit would significantly improve the climatic reliability of the measurement circuit.
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ii) Second option could be the implementation of most sensitive resistor R8 as a series
combination of several resistors. That would improve its sensitivity towards drift from nominal
resistance value, illustrated as following: splitting the 160 kOhm resistance into two series resistors
of 82 kOhm, would require the leakage resistance to drop to 434 kOhm assuming that both
components are affected by the humidity effects. This is already a significant improvement
compared to the 1 MOhm leakage resistance causing the same effect for the use of single
component. Further, the use of two components reduces the chance for both of them to be
significantly affected by the humidity simultaneously. If water layer forms on only one of the 82
kOhm resistors, the leakage resistance of 176 kOhm on the other component would be required
for the 20 % error in the output voltage.
Remedies for capacitors C1 and C2:
Relocation of these components further away from the sensor, where condensation is less
likely to occur can be a solution to the problem. However, this would be a compromise, since the
capacitors are preferably placed near the entry point of the sensor signal to the PCB. Alternatively,
the robustness of the circuit towards humidity and contamination effects can be further improved
by applying local conformal coating or potting.

OVERALL SUMMARY OF CIRCUIT SIMULATION FOR HUMIDITY EFFECTS
The aim of the examples shown in this paper was to bring attention to the effect of humidity and
contamination on the possible malfunctions and errors in electronic circuits. The empirical data
used in this work provides a relative comparison of the effects and serves to show possible effects
rather than to predict exact deviation of the parameters. For the analysis of the circuits, a worstcase scenario was assumed, and the overall resistance values measured on the SIR pattern were
used.
The examples of potential performance issues of single components and as part of the
differential amplifier circuit are linked to the reduction of SIR resulting from the humidity and
contamination. The resistance values used in the examples were obtained on the standardized
SIR test pattern, with a high number of squares. The use of resistance per square values would
result in misleading analysis, as it was observed from the comparison to the resistance values
observable directly on the device PCBA with the geometry of electrodes close to 1 square. The
actual surface resistance values on the PCBA exposed to low RH conditions i.e. (60-80) %RH, or
below the deliquescence RH, were lower by ~2-3 orders of magnitude than that of SIR value in
Ohms per square measured on the SIR patterns i.e. 109 Ohm instead of 1012 Ohm. Although 109
Ohm is relatively high resistance, it would seldom cause any noticeable performance issues in
most of the electronic circuits. However, as seen from Figure 15.1, the SIR reduces with increase
of RH and the amount of ionic contamination. The increased RH and contamination level will
enhance the effect, which will be more pronounced with a significant reduction of SIR when RH
level exceeds the deliquescence RH of the contaminant.
The flux chemistry plays a big role in defining the leakage current values depending on the
type of activator used. The knowledge of these parameters itself provides a safe way to find viable
boundaries for electronics with regard to humidity and contamination. As shown in Figure 15.1
humidity level reaching to the deliquescence point of contamination increases the probability for
short-circuiting due to corrosion and dendrite formation. The SIR in this case drops to the range
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of MOhm (the actual resistance locally drops to the range of kOhm). This is also the resistance
typically observed in the event of short-circuiting due to dendrite formation [16], [38].

IV. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

SIR testing of WOAs with varying concentrations and as a function of RH showed that the
humidity levels for SIR failures are dependent on the type and amount of contamination on
the surface. The solubility and deliquescence RH of the WOAs commonly found on the
PCBAs significantly influences the conductivity of water layer forming on a surface, which
determines the magnitude of SIR reduction, and the extent of subsequent corrosion issues.
The examples shown demonstrate possible parameter shifts of single components i.e. drift
from the nominal resistance values of the resistors and self-discharge of the capacitors, and
the errors in the circuits due to parasitic leakage currents (reduction of SIR) linked to the
effects of ionic contamination and high humidity. The methodology of analysis of the circuits
using a range of empirical leakage resistance values combined with the knowledge of the
humidity and contamination profile of the electronics can be used for robust design of the
device, which is also important for electronic products relying on low current consumption
for long battery lifetime.
The difference between the SIR values obtained on the pattern with a high number of squares
and the resistance practically seen on the device PCBAs indicates a non-linear dependency
for the out scaling of the result based on the resistance square concept. A high number of
squares provide good sensitivity for the measurements, and similarly, the relative changes of
surface resistance on the PCBA can be analysed. However, for the use of SIR data for more
accurate analysis the correlation between two measures is needed. This also suggests the need
for SIR patterns with modified geometry, more closely representing the actual structures on
the PCBAs, or performing the tests on the actual components.
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16. OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter contains a short discussion combining the investigations presented in the appended
papers. The results presented in the papers clearly show the importance of the synergistic effect of
contamination and humidity on the climatic reliability of electronics. As shown, the chemistry of
the flux and the level of flux residue play a significant role in water layer formation and its effects
on corrosion in electronics.
Due to the ionic and hygroscopic nature of the activator component in the flux residue, it can
cause multiple effects on a PCBA. Although the activators in many of no-clean flux systems are
defined as WOA with minimal aggressiveness, the investigations in this thesis showed the
importance of the type of WOA on climatic reliability issues. The low critical relative humidity
of a WOA combined with high solubility and ionization can cause a significant increase in the
capacity of the water layer for leak currents altering the reliability of PCBAs relative to the use of
a flux with more benign WOA. Therefore, the process cleanliness is an important part in achieving
corrosion reliability, which includes the selection of proper flux systems and optimizing the
amount of use.
As shown, hygroscopic contaminants are characterised by deliquescence RH at which the
water adsorption to the surface increases significantly. The adsorption and dissolution of
contaminants continue until complete dissolution and, to an extent, dilution occurs. The increase
of water layer thickness saturated with highly soluble contaminants will increase the leakage
currents and probability of metal ion migration. Therefore, as suggested earlier, the use of noclean flux systems with WOAs of low solubility and high deliquescence RH would improve the
SIR and overall reliability of a PCBA.
When water layer thickness between the adjacent conductors on the PCBA is sufficient for
the metal ion transport, the time to short-circuiting due to dendrite formation will depend on the
bias voltage applied. The DC voltage is most favourable for electrochemical migration, while
dendrite formation under AC bias conditions is least likely. The investigations on the effect of
pulsed voltage have shown that by applying pulsed voltage instead of DC voltage, an increase in
time to failure can be achieved. Reducing the duty cycle of pulsed voltage increases the time
needed to bridge the gap between conductors by tin dendrites. The findings are primarily related
to the reduced ion dissolution with reduction of the ON cycle; however, the prolongation of the
OFF cycle is also more favourable for tin hydroxide precipitation, thereby resulting in fewer tin
ions reduced at the cathode.
Also important in relation to climatic reliability is the possibility to recognize the corrosion
hot spots on a PCBA surface. Metallic materials on the PCBA surface dissolve in presence of
water layer connecting biased electrodes. The dissolved metallic ions move in the vicinity of the
corroded area due to the electric field between adjacent conductors on a PCBA. The movement
of metallic ions through the water layer also shows the possible leak current paths, which might
lead to electrochemical migration paths if corrosion continues. In this thesis, the prediction of
corrosion prone regions on a PCBA surface is attempted based on two approaches namely: (i)
profiling tin corrosion on the PCBA surface and its movements under humidity exposure, and (ii)
circuit simulation for possible humidity effects by parasitic circuit modelling using empirical data
on leak currents under humid conditions. Both attempts showed good results pointing to the
possibility of using them as prediction methods at early stages of circuit design or at a PCBA
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layout level to understand the susceptibility of a specific design to climate variations. As
demonstrated, the methods can also be used for failure analysis to understand the location of even
tiny levels of corrosion, which otherwise invisible. The prediction possibility using circuit
simulation procedure followed in this thesis is a demonstration, which needs to be improved
further using more accurate data and procedures. Nevertheless, using presented approaches,
useful design guidelines can be developed.
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16.1 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Overall, the magnitude of leakage current measured on the surface mount components, and
the SIR patterns was strongly dependent on the humidity levels, and the presence of ionic
contaminants.
As tested under water droplet condition, for NaCl, the migration probability tends to decrease
with increase in concentration above the peak value; however, some level of migration
probability remains. Whereas solder flux residues showed an abrupt decrease of migration
probability above the peak value.
Formation of tin whiskers and hillocks was observed in situ on surface mount capacitors
exposed to near condensing conditions. The growth of hillocks and whiskers was more likely
on the anode terminal of a capacitor, indicating that corrosion of the anode terminal and
depletion of the oxide film increases the probability for whisker growth.
The climatic testing of adipic, succinic, glutaric, DL-malic, palmitic acids and no-clean flux
systems showed a clear correlation between the hygroscopicity and resistivity of the water
layer. An abrupt increase in the leakage current by 2-4 orders of magnitude, followed by
electrochemical migration, and similarly, the reduction of impedance of water layer, was
observed at RH close to the deliquescence point of the acids. Based on the leakage current
and impedance measurements, the following ranking of the acids for their effects on corrosion
reliability was observed: palmitic, adipic, succinic, glutaric, and DL-malic.
Heating of the test boards with WOAs and no-clean flux residues reduced the leakage
currents on the SIR patterns. The heating effect was more pronounced for glutaric and DLmalic acids, which is attributed to the high solubility of the acids, as they can saturate at high
concentration in a thin water layer compared to low-solubility acids (adipic, succinic, and
palmitic acids).
The differences between DC and AC measurements of solution conductivity for
determination of the level of ionic contamination equivalent to NaCl were demonstrated.
The equivalent values obtained from solution conductivity measurement are higher
compared to the values obtained from leakage current measured through the solution using
DC bias. The difference is due to the electrode polarisation effects during leakage current
measurements.
The increase of duty cycle of pulsed voltage under water droplet conditions reduced the time
to dendrite formation. The results are primarily attributed to the concentration of tin ions
being dissolved from the positively biased electrode, as visualized by a tin ion indicator. The
comparison of the TTF and charge transfer between the electrodes after equivalent ON times
for various duty cycles indicated further hindering effect of lower duty cycles on
electrochemical migration. A slight increase in TTF and reduction of charge transferred
between the electrodes is related to the increase in precipitation rate of tin hydroxides.
Failures of Au-Al wire bonds in iodine environment are mainly attributed to the corrosion of
Al via formation of Al iodides and consequent formation of Al oxides and/or hydroxides.
The Al metallization and Al rich intermetallic phases were most susceptible to corrosion.
Heat treatment of the Au-Al wire bonds resulted in an increase of intermetallic zone, and
thus an increase of corrosion. Humidity was found to be an accelerating factor for corrosion.
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The galvanic current between Au and Au-Al intermetallics in aqueous KI solution followed
the electrochemical potential difference between the Au, Al and Au-Al intermetallics.
9. A new method for tin corrosion profiling on the PCBAs using a colorimetric tin ion indicator
in a gel was developed. Corrosion profiling using this method allows visualization of tiny
levels of tin corrosion, which otherwise hidden, therefore provide means for early detection
of corrosion on the PCBA during testing or failure analysis. When combined with humidity
exposure testing, the corrosion profile on PCBA surface obtained by tin ion indicator gel can
be used to verify design changes or remedial measures.
10. Corrosion prediction using circuit simulation is attempted and demonstrated. Empirical data
on the reduction of SIR due to water layer formation was used for parasitic circuit analysis
of the drift in nominal resistance values of the resistors, discharge of the capacitors, and the
variation in the output voltage of a differential amplifier. Similar analysis of the circuits using
a range of empirical leakage resistance values combined with the knowledge of the humidity
and contamination profile of the electronics can be used for early prediction and design
guidelines.
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16.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The climatic testing of the WOAs and flux residues was performed at 25°C, although actual
device PCBAs may experience higher temperatures during operation. This suggests similar
investigations could be performed at higher temperatures for verification of the relative
consistency of the results on water adsorption, leakage currents, and corrosion. A focus could be
placed on the properties of acid-metal complexes formed during the soldering processes.
The investigation of pulsed voltage on electrochemical migration and use in the actual
application could be explored. Possible applications are in the PCBAs for sensing devices where
continuous electrical measurements are not needed.
Corrosion investigation of Au-Al wire bonds in iodine environments showed corrosion of Al
at the bond pad and wire interface, and from the Au-Al intermetallics is primarily accountable for
the failures in wire bonds. This suggests that replacement of Al by more corrosion resistant metal
could improve the reliability of wire bonds. Future investigations can focus on the iodine resistant
and ultrasonically bondable combination of materials suitable for wire bond connections in
microelectronics.
The usefulness of the tin corrosion profiling method is described in this thesis. However,
additional work needs to be done for the approach for corrosion reliability analysis after humidity
exposure to be more systematic i.e. data on the contamination type and amount, the temperature
of a PCBA, and voltage could be linked to the corrosion profile of a PCBA. Understanding of
these factors will provide a way for more reasonable prediction of corrosion prone areas on a
PCBA.
Further improvement in reliability prediction includes circuit simulation analysis using more
accurate SIR data on components and developing a comprehensive method for analysis of
climatic effects with an overall aim of providing the design guidelines for robust electronics.
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